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ABSTRACT
Important research and other decisions in the field of innovation policy have
been influenced, in recent years, by the national systems of innovation
framework. Our doctoral research attempts therefore, to contribute to the
evaluation of its theoretical basis and its application. Particularly, it sheds some
light on the following issues: (1) what is the origin of the framework, its
theoretical foundations and particularly how is it related to systems theory and
the ‘systems approach’? (2) To what extent has this framework been actually
applied in policymaking processes, and more precisely, how have different
economic theories and rationales been used in the design and implementation
of innovation policies? (3) If economic theories and rationales have changed
and evolved since the beginning of the conceptualisation and application of
science and technology policy, why is it that the specific policy instruments
currently used in different countries apparently show very little change with
regard to those originally suggested?
To answer these questions we have integrated a theoretical framework based
on the systems approach and the main economic literature that constitutes the
backbone of innovation policy. With this, we have analysed critically the
empirical and theoretical ‘systemic approaches’ of innovation and carried out
brief case studies about the actual implementation of these on policy–making
practices. Finally, we suggest an alternative way to use the systems approach
in the field of innovation studies. This is made through the introduction of the
concept of second order systems of innovation —or more precisely industrial
sustainability, policies, i.e. by distinguishing between the model that represents
economic processes and the model of the measures intended to transform
those processes.
We argue that our proposal provides a unified framework for innovation policies
within which it is possible to explain the coexistence and convergence of
orthodox and heterodox economics in policymaking activities. In addition, the
recursive nature of the suggested model allows to make sense of the
interactions between diverse dimensions and integrate areas of research that
were perceived as separated, such as those of national, regional and sectoral
systems of innovation. It also implies a shift from the promotion of innovation to
the support of a wider range of activities and functions that are essential for
industrial competitiveness and growth.
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1
INTRODUCTION
This work is intended to contribute to the area of science, technology and
innovation policy; however, we recognise that the current interpretation of the
latter includes all of these areas. Therefore, we will usually refer to innovation
policies with this wide meaning, but in some cases, it will be necessary to use or
refer to science or technology policies with a more restricted connotation.
Among the different areas that constitute this field, we shall focus our attention
on how economic thinking has influenced in theory and in practice the design
and implementation of innovation policies. This means that essentially, we shall
be situated in the intersection of the spheres of what Elzinga and Jamison1
have called the “bureaucratic and the economic” cultures of science, i.e. the
analysis of the factors underlying the successful uses of science and
technology. Therefore, we will focus on the analysis of the economic means

1

Elzinga and Jamison (1995).
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aimed at improving creative activities in organisations, as well as on the way in
which the public innovation policy apparatus influences these processes.
Today, important research and other decisions in the field of innovation policy
have been influenced by the national systems of innovation framework (NSI).
However, this is still under construction and currently faces several challenges
and limitations, which have been pointed out by some of the scholars who have
participated in its development1. Therefore, we think that it is necessary to
contribute to the evaluation of its theoretical basis as well as its application. This
work attempts then, to shed some light on the following issues:
o

What is the origin of the NSI framework, its theoretical foundations and particularly
how is it related to systems theory and the ‘systems approach’?

o

To what extent has this framework been actually applied in policymaking
processes; and more precisely, how have different economic theories and
rationales been used in the design and implementation of innovation policies?

o

If economic theories and rationales have changed and evolved since the beginning
of the conceptualisation and application of science policy, why is it that the specific
policy instruments currently used in different countries apparently show very little
change with regard to those originally suggested?

Concerning these research questions, we have assumed in our work that the
NSI

approach does not constitute part of any economic theory and that it is not

an economic theory in itself; it is considered to be a theoretical framework
inspired by neo–Schumpeterian economics for the analysis and implementation
of innovation policies. For the same reason, this work does not attempt to be a
contribution to economic theory, but to the theory and implementation of
innovation policy, though some of its conclusions could be relevant to particular
currents of thought within economics.
It could be thought that some of the proponents of the NSI approach have
already answered the first question that we are suggesting2. Nevertheless, if it
is true that they have made explicit some of the sources of inspiration within

1

Such as Edquist (2005), Lundvall, et al. (2002); see also Liu and White (2001).

2

For example: Edquist (2005), Freeman (1995), Lundvall, et al. (2002)
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economics, it is also true that their versions are not completely consistent and
they do not include all the possible sources, especially those from outside
economics. In addition, the most important part of the question concerns the
extent to which systems of innovation approaches are based on systems
thinking. The issue of the lack of systems theory background of the NSI
approach has only recently been pointed out, but to the best of our knowledge,
it has not been thoroughly addressed. During the last year, we have come
across some works that use methods from particular areas of systems thinking
within the study of national systems of innovation1. However, these have not
attempted to assess the whole framework itself from the systems perspective.
Consequently, our main task consists in developing a systems framework to
analyse policymaking processes, including the NSI approach as part of these.
It should be noted that the use of the systems approach is not new in
policymaking or in science policy. Systems analysis and to a certain extent
operations research were widely used during the 1960s and 1970s, perhaps
during the time when ‘science for policy’ was emphasised in this area. In
addition, ‘policy analysis’ is part of systems analysis and even the terms are
used as synonym. Nevertheless, in current innovation policy practices, the
theoretical background of the systems approach has been substituted mainly by
economic theory.
The second question is problematic for the following reasons: firstly, the NSI
framework implies concepts and interpretations for which there is not yet
general agreement. Secondly, the issue of policy rationales could be very vast
and it is not sufficiently developed from the NSI perspective. Finally, we will have
to deal with the differences between theoretical discourses and actual
implementation. This is to say that in some cases there could be discrepancies
between what is declared in policy documents and the measures actually
implemented. Therefore, concerning this part, for the sake of simplification and
for reasons, which are explained below, we shall focus only on the analysis of
two types of policy rationales, the traditional market failure argument and that
proposed within the neo–Schumpeterian tradition. Additionally, we shall

1

For example: Devine (2005), Lee and von Tunzelmann (2005).
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consider for our empirical work mainly the study of the effects of policy
implementation in terms of organisational structure and specific policy measures.
The third question needs additional clarification. We will not attempt an in–depth
study to verify at the micro–level of analysis the actual changes in and
differences between policymaking practices over a reasonably long period. This
would constitute an independent research project in itself. Thus, we will assume
that the basic set of policy measures has not changed significantly at least
during the last forty years. Some evidence will be provided in this regard by
contrasting policy measures suggested by the OECD in the 1960s and current
policy instruments in European countries. However, what we will attempt to do
is to provide an explanation, consistent with our systems framework, of this
phenomenon. This will allow us to integrate the answers to our initial questions,
concerning the evaluation of the NSI framework, in a proposal for the use of the
systems approach in innovation policy.
The nature of this work and its corresponding research process is evidently
almost theoretical. Some empirical research was needed, however, to support
some of its parts. Nevertheless, as can be perceived in our research questions
we were not only interested in working within a specific paradigm, but in
furthering its frontiers. This approach implied an interactive exploratory process
in which our main hypotheses were permanently revised and reformulated. The
main source of inspiration was precisely the systems approach and consisted in
using a Kantian system of inquiry in which we started with a theory of reality,
which oriented us in our empirical observations, which in turn provided guidance
in revising and modifying our initial theory. For this reason, we have chosen to
structure this thesis in a way that reflects our process of enquiry rather than in a
more conventional way to organise a theoretical work. This latter would have
implied use of a structure beginning with the description of the current
paradigm, followed by its analysis and critique and concluding with a proposal
to restructure and modify the existing framework.
Instead, we present first the background concepts and currents of thought
within the systems approach, followed by a relatively chronological description
of the main issues and theoretical developments in science and innovation
policy. These culminate with the introduction of the notion of national systems of
12

innovation and complete our theoretical and historical backgrounds.
Subsequently, we present a synthesis of the limitations perceived in the current
NSI approach

and a proposal to restructure the framework. This in turn, allows

us to suggest an alternative path to the analysis and design of innovation
policies, which is fully consistent with the systems approach. Finally, we focus
on the study of how innovation policy has been implemented in specific cases
and attempt to show how the existing framework has some limitations that make
the analysis more difficult. In what follows, we shall briefly describe the structure
and contents of the thesis.
Given that our basic framework is the systems approach, chapter 2, presents a
general revision of concepts, origins, disciplines and currents of thought within
this area. Systems’ thinking is extremely wide and cuts across several areas of
science and disciplines, from natural sciences and engineering to social
sciences. Therefore, in this chapter we analyse diverse fields and approaches
that will help us to choose the most appropriate framework for our purposes.
One of the crucial aspects that we consider regarding this way of thinking is that
we are not going to use it to make ontological judgements about reality, i.e. we
will not assume that the real world is systemic. What we are going to do is to
use systemic representations or models of reality. Therefore, what can be
considered as systemic are our methods of inquiry.
Despite the ample variety of fields of application of the systems approach, a
common characteristic boosts its capabilities for dealing with complex problems.
It derives from the essence of general systems theory, based on the
identification of isomorphisms and the derivation of principles applicable to all
types of systems. Thus, inasmuch as different entities share some common
principles, they could be analysed or treated with similar methods, without
necessarily understanding the actual complexity in which they are immersed.
Although this notion should be carefully applied to the field of innovation policy,
it could have important impacts in the way in which we understand policymaking
activities as well as its generalisation to diverse realities.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the study of innovation policy. It starts with the analysis
of the evolution that the economic notion of innovation has had from
Schumpeter’s definitions to its current description as a distributed process. This
13

obviously implies that the phenomenon that we call innovation has become
extremely complex. We organise the discussion of its characteristics from four
analytical categories: its nature as a techno–economic process; its classification
into type, scope and architecture; its outcome as a spectrum between failure
and success; and, the debates about its sources. The different interpretations
about these analytical categories have had important consequences for the
design and implementation of innovation policies.
Subsequently, we revise the evolution from science to innovation policies,
starting with a brief analysis of the historical role played by states or national
governments in the promotion of science and technology. Later, we describe
how science policies had their origin in the post–World War II concern about the
potential applications of ‘Big Science’ and its increasing costs. Although some
scholars trace back the idea of science policies to Francis Bacon’s New
Atlantis, we agree with the accepted version that the first modern approach is
found in the report: Science the endless frontier, prepared by Vannevar Bush,
which also could be considered as the first comprehensive approximation to the
organisation and impacts of science. From that point of departure three main
stages of evolution are identified in which science, technology and innovation
have successively occupied the centre of attention.
Finally, we conclude the chapter with an analysis of the main economic theories
that constitute the backbone of innovation policies. This is perhaps one of the
central sections in our work, since the current interpretation of innovation policy
implies by definition the promotion of wealth creation, national growth and
competitiveness. Nevertheless, governmental interventions in this area are
restricted so as to avoid situations that could represent unfair competition in
national and international trade. For this reason, the contributions of economic
theory, which provide the elements to understand diverse economic processes,
are fundamental for innovation policy. From this knowledge, is not only derived
the rationales for government intervention, but also the elements needed to
improve the efficiency of its actions. Given the amplitude of the subject, we limit
our analysis to the neoclassical and the evolutionary approaches. This selection
was made because orthodox economics has been dominant in the current
structure of economic policies, of which innovation policy is a subset. In
14

addition, we address evolutionary economics because it represents one of the
syntheses of the neo–Schumpeterian tradition whose influence has been
remarkable in the development of innovation policy.
In chapter 4, we continue with the analysis of innovation policy, but this time we
focus our attention on approaches that explicitly have involved concepts and
methods of systems thinking, i.e. the OECD model and the NSI framework. In the
case of the OECD, we present an original contribution consisting of the argument
that this approach, since its inception, has included a sound systems
perspective beyond the simple use of terms such as science, education or
defence systems. We argue that this ‘model’ of policies was originally structured
according to systems analysis’ methods and that there is evidence that even an
embryonic notion of systems of innovation was present in some of the early
documents of the organisation. On the other hand, concerning the NSI concept,
we devote to the analysis of its main concepts, a focus on the differences
between diverse approaches and on the main challenges and problems that it
faces as reported in the literature. We also pay special attention to how some
scholars within this paradigm have analysed the subject of rationales for
government intervention.
Chapter 5 is devoted on the one hand to an in–depth analysis of the theoretical
problems of the NSI framework, especially those emerging from the comparison
between its statements and claims, and systems theory. On the other hand, we
suggest an alternative way to use the systems approach in the field of
innovation studies. This is developed through the introduction of the concept of
second order systems of innovation —or more precisely industrial sustainability
policies, i.e. by distinguishing between the model that represents economic
processes and the model of the measures intended to transform those
processes. The differentiation is possible through the conceptualisation of the
economy as a viable system1, where two dimensions ––reality and the
transformation measures, coexist at different levels of recursion of the system.
The viable system model, which derives from cybernetics, is a powerful
representation of the functional organisation of entities, based on the

1

Beer (1972), (1979), (1984)
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identification of basic principles applicable to all types of purposeful systems
that are capable of maintaining their identity independently of other systems
within a shared environment.
Subsequently, we suggest that the operations that make possible the long–term
stabilisation of the system ––the transformation measures, in the case of market
and mixed economies have implied the structuring of an auxiliary control
mechanism, i.e. innovation policies. This mechanism consists of a purposeful
adaptive–learning system to control the disturbances of the market organisation
within the economic system. It is characterised by a hybrid nature in the sense
that its basic structure depends on a neoclassical model of the economy, but its
components and methods feed on knowledge derived from heterodox
economics. Therefore, this particular configuration has allowed evolution and
refinement of the system without changing its basic structure.
We argue that our proposal provides a unified framework for innovation policies
within which it is possible to explain the coexistence and convergence of
orthodox and heterodox economics. In addition, the referred recursive nature of
the model allows us to make sense of the interactions between diverse
dimensions and to integrate areas of research that were perceived as
separated, such as those of national, regional and sectoral systems of
innovation. It also implies a shift from the promotion of innovation to the support
of a wider range of activities and functions that are essential for industrial
competitiveness and growth.
In chapter 6, we attempt to assess to what extent institutions and policy
instruments are designed and implemented within a neoclassical, a neo–
Schumpeterian or a mixture of both approaches to technical change.
Policymaking is analysed as a process that makes use of models in order to
understand reality and to introduce measures to transform or direct the
processes that are occurring within it. These models and instruments are in turn
constrained by the simplifying assumptions that were needed to construct them.
Consequently, the amount and quality of the knowledge used in policymaking
are limited by the assumptions and accuracy of the models in which it grounds
its understanding of reality. Within this framework, we suggest a typology of
innovation policy instruments based on the amplitude, objectives and types of
16

knowledge that these promote, in an attempt to identify the assumptions and
theoretical models underlying specific measures.
The chapter includes a review of the recent evolution of the public support
subsystems for R&D and innovation in Finland, Spain and the UK, and the
application of the suggested typology of measures to assess their policy
rationales. The latter is based on the effort devoted to research and innovation
activities, and is thus limited to budget allocation of resources to particular
generic instruments.
In contrast to the accounts in the literature, our case studies suggest that it is
not possible to differentiate sharply, between rationales for innovation policies.
What can be observed is the application of market–failure type policies whose
objectives and design reflect a spectrum between a limited, orthodox view and a
wider heterodox perspective of economic processes. A second conclusion of
the case studies is that despite the different historical and socio–economic
characteristics, there seems to be a process of standardisation of institutional
structures and policy measures as well as of efforts devoted within the policy–
mix in the countries that were studied. Additionally, this institutional mimicking is
independent of the explicit adoption or not, of the NSI framework as a guide for
the structuring of innovation policies in the countries.
Finally, chapter 7 is devoted to summarising and integrating the diverse
elements of the thesis. Particularly, our empirical results are presented in the
form of synthetic answers to our initial research questions. This is followed by
the comprehensive description of our theoretical proposal and a discussion
concerning how this explains our empirical results. The chapter also includes
brief comments on our main contributions as well as a mention of areas for
further research.

17

2
A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE SYSTEMS APPROACH
The aim of this chapter is to build a general conceptual framework within which
we are going later to analyse innovation policy issues. We will revise then,
several historical, theoretical and methodological aspects that will help us to
select the main concepts and approaches to be applied for our purposes. The
systems perspective is a unifying approach that was developed around the
middle of the twentieth century under the idea that it is possible to identify
common fundamental concepts recurring in various areas of the natural and
social spheres that allow us to better understand, describe and transform
organised complexity. This view was born from the cross–fertilisation of several
disciplines ––biology, information theory, cybernetics and systems theory
among others, and its originality derives not from the basic concepts it uses, but
precisely from the integration of the disciplines around it.
This transdisciplinary approach should not to be considered a theory or a
discipline, but a mode of thinking about complex problems, based on focusing
18

them as wholes and not on their parts taken separately. It makes possible the
collection and organisation of knowledge in order to increase the efficiency of
our actions1. However, to avoid a rather deterministic definition of the systems
approach it is also useful to recall C. West Churchman’s view that “the ultimate
meaning of the systems approach […] lies in the creation of a theory of
deception and in a fuller understanding of the ways in which the human being
can be deceived about his world and in an interaction between these different
viewpoints”2. Thus, although we are convinced of the potential of the systems
approach as a means to increase our efficiency to understand or solve complex
problems, we are also aware that there are not single views and optimum
solutions. Therefore, the best we can expect from its application is a more
comprehensive perspective for the solution of a problem and a critical revision
of the different ways to understand it.
The approach rests on the conception of system as a set of elements standing
in interrelationship that constitute a whole or unity that is more than the sum of
its parts3. Therefore, a cell, a social group and a living organism are systems;
and so are a firm and a personal computer. While the definition seems to be
vague and ambiguous, it is nevertheless used by an increasing number of
disciplines because of its ability to unify and integrate. Yet no definition of the
term can be entirely satisfying, it is the conception of system that is fertile if its
extent and limits are taken into account. Applied too easily or superficially, the
concept is often used in the most diverse areas from education and data
processing to politics with the risk of transforming it into an empty notion, trying
to say everything and evoking nothing in the end4.
Nonetheless, the scope of the systems approach cannot be held to the
precision of definitions. Reaching beyond single analogies, the crossroad of
disciplines makes possible the discovery of what is common among the most
varied systems. It is not a matter of reducing one system to another better–

1

Cf. Ackoff (1971); de Rosnay (1979); and Olsson and Sjöstedt (2004).

2

Churchman (1968) pp 229-30.

3

Cf. von Bertalanffy (1968).

4

Cf. de Rosnay (1979).
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known one, e.g. economics to biology; nor does it mean transposing knowledge
from one level of complexity to another. It is a question of identifying
nonvariants, i.e. the general, structural and functional principles, and being able
to apply them to one system as well as to another. It is through these principles
that it becomes possible to organise knowledge in models that are subsequently
used in thought and in action. Therefore, the systems approach offers the two
complementary aspects that we have already mentioned: it enables the
organisation of knowledge and it renders action more efficient.

2.1. THE ROOTS OF SYSTEMS THINKING
It is almost impossible for a brief introduction to the systems approach to
include a comprehensive view of the philosophical and disciplinary roots of
systems thinking, especially because diverse authors, having slightly different
perspectives, find the origins of systems thinking in particular contributions of
different philosophers and schools of thought1, as well as in diverse fields of
science. Nevertheless, in what follows, we will mention some of the main
examples of systems thinking in western philosophy2 and the main
developments during the first half of the twentieth century that gave rise to
systems theory.
Perhaps the first case of systems thinking in Greek philosophy can be found in
Plato’s Republic, where he devises a city–state as a whole system with a
specific purpose: justice. Plato also sees clearly the issue of emergence, which
will be discussed below, in that the various components of the city–state should
not be regarded separately and if well organised they will display greater value
than the sum of the value of the single components. The Republic also raises
one of the fundamental paradoxes of the systems approach, namely, the
question of the role of the systems thinker himself. The paradox arises from the
problem of how to incorporate the observer into the system without his turning
into the individual on top of it all. Thus, either he is a servant of some sort of
decision maker —in which case he can hardly be called the designer of the
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system. Or he does try to conceptualise the entire system, including its
appropriate goals and ideals —in which case one can legitimate ask by what
right he assumes such a role with respect to the whole society.
The next example corresponds to Aristotle, who returned to the pre–Socratic
philosophy by inferring ethical doctrine not from the world of physical nature, but
rather from our biological nature. Then, he used his own notions of biology as
the basis of his approach and tried to describe the species in terms of lower and
higher forms, of which the intellectual life is the highest. However, perhaps the
most helpful lesson from Aristotle regarding the systems approach is that in
order to conceptualise social systems, one has to think of conceptualisation in
general, and therefore, the ways in which we think about the psychological and
social worlds. Aristotle attempted to put all conceptualisations in teleological
form, i.e. he integrated the physical with the social and psychological worlds.
Adopting the notion that both domains of nature are non–separable, we are in a
much sounder position to define our terms, because we can link the findings of
all the disciplines in order to explain what we mean1.
The concept of system resurfaced during the seventeenth century, meaning a
collection of organized concepts, mainly in a philosophical sense. Descartes’
‘Discours de la Méthode’ introduced a coordinated set of rules to be used to
reach coherent certainty, i.e. an epistemic methodology of systematic2
character. After Descartes, practically all philosophers did construct their
philosophical system, starting from some basic interrelated postulates. Leibnitz,
for example, stated his ‘principle of pre–established harmony’ between
substances, according to which any change in one substance is necessarily
correlated with every other. Moreover, these Leibnitzian correlations could be
eventually formulated in scientific laws. Thus, scientific theories were
considered as conceptual systems.
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Finally, Kant was the great synthesiser who in his Critique of Pure Reason
provides a comprehensive definition of system that will be discussed below, and
set the basis for the methodology that is used in today’s systems thinking. It has
its foundation neither in observation alone nor in reason alone, but in some kind
of complex inquiry system built out of the connections between these two
sources. Kant asserts that the way the world appears to our observation
depends very much on our basic theory about the structure of the world. This is
to say that in order to approach the real world in a systemic way, we must first
construct a theory of reality, which will then guide us in the observations we
make, which in turn will guide us in the revision of our theory of reality.
We have to remember that Kant was the first to distinguish three levels of
thought: perception (sense), understanding and reason. For him, system is a
conceptual construct of self–reflecting or pure reason: the system of system
principles. This involves two views: the principle of unity of understanding,
which allows our reason to interconnect knowledge to constitute a system; and,
at the same time the set of principles that determine how reason unifies
understanding.
“By a system I mean the unity of various cognitions under one idea. This idea is
the conception —given by reason— of the form of a whole, in so far as the
conception determines a priori not only the limits of its content, but the place
which each of its parts is to occupy. The scientific idea contains, therefore, the
end, and the form of the whole which is in accordance with that end. The unity of
the end, to which all the parts of the system relate, and through which all have a
relation to each other, communicates unity to the whole system, so that the
absence of any part can be immediately detected from our knowledge of the rest;
and it determines a priori the limits of the system, thus excluding all contingent or
arbitrary additions. The whole is thus an organism (articulatio), and not an
aggregate (coacervatio); it may grow from within (per intussuscetionem), but it
cannot increase by external additions (per oppositionem)”1.

Thus, Kant ascribes to system the ontological status of system of system
principles for designing scientific theoretical models, and only through these are
systems principles applied to the sensible objects2. From this argument also
derives an issue of significant importance for the discussion of systems
approaches in science, namely the question of whether the object of study does
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indeed constitute a system or a hierarchy of interlinked systems in the real
world1. However, this ontological issue must be left unresolved, since reality
might well constitute a system of systems, but there are no scientific means for
us to identify this system with certainty. If we assert that systems exist in reality,
we are simply making an assumption about the existence and the quality of
reality. Thus, as suggested by Dubrovsky, following Kant’s teaching that
systems are a conception of reason, reality is neither systemic or non–systemic,
and only our methods of treating real objects and corresponding
representations are systemic or not2.
Concerning the specific disciplinary origins of the systems movement, several
authors working on different approaches of the subject agree that it is the result
of parallel developments in a number of disciplines that emerged around the
middle of the twentieth century and that include the following among the most
important:
o

The biological philosophy of Ludwig von Bertalanffy who influenced by the debates
and developments within his scientific sphere generalised biological organismic
thinking into thinking concerned with systems in general and gave rise to General
Systems Theory (GST).

o

The formulation of cybernetics by Norbert Wiener where concepts such as
feedback and automation had its inception.

o

Information and communication theory, based on the work of Claude Shannon and
Warren Weaver, on the theoretical, mathematical and linguistic problems involved
in the transmission of messages over message–carrying circuits.

o

Operations research, which first emerged as a scientific approach to meet the
demands of logistics and resource management of the British World War II effort,
under the leadership of E. C. Williams.

o

The games theory of John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern, a formal and
mathematical system for analysing conflicts and competition, as well as in von
Neumann’s theory of automata summarised in his 1956 works. He was also
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working on self-reproducing automation and thus may be considered as one of the
forefathers of autopoiesis1.

These developments, which are linked to the study of organised complexity, are
also related to two pair of ideas that are among the foundation blocks of
systems thinking: emergence and hierarchy, and communication and control.
On the one hand, the general model of organised complexity implies that there
exists a hierarchy of levels of organisation, each more complex than the one
below, a level characterised by emergent properties that do not exist and have
no meaning at the lower level of description. This is to say that the processes
occurring at those levels result in an outcome which indicates the existence of a
new stable level of complexity with new characteristics. On the other hand,
while treating living organisms as well as human–made hierarchical systems as
wholes interacting with their environments, rather than as sets of components
and relationships, an important aspect came out. It was observed that for an
open system to maintain its hierarchical structure, sets of processes involving
communication of information were needed for purposes of regulation and
control.

2.2. BASIC SYSTEMS CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS
Today, there is almost total agreement on the properties which together
comprise a general systems theory of open systems. For several decades,
researchers and scholars of the systems movement have formulated the
distinguishing characteristics of such a theory. The following list sums up these
main features2:
o

Interrelationship and interdependence of objects and their attributes: unrelated and
independent elements do not constitute a system.

o

Goal seeking: systemic interaction must result in some goal or final state to be
reached or some equilibrium point being approached.
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o

Transformation process: all systems, if they are to attain their goal, must transform
inputs into outputs. In living systems this transformation is mainly of a cyclical
nature.

o

Inputs and outputs: in a closed system, the inputs are determined once and for all;
in an open system, additional inputs are admitted from its environment.

o

Entropy: this is the amount of disorder or randomness present in any system. All
non-living systems tend toward disorder; left alone they will eventually lose all
motion and degenerate into an inert mass. When this permanent stage is reached
and no events occur, maximum entropy is attained. A living system can, for a finite
time, avert this unalterable process by importing energy from its environment. It is
then said to create negentropy, something that is characteristic of all kinds of life.

o

Regulation: the interrelated objects constituting the system must be regulated in
some fashion so that its goals can be realised. Regulation implies that necessary
deviations will be detected and corrected. Feedback is therefore a requisite of
effective control. Typical of surviving open systems is a stable state of dynamic
equilibrium.

o

Hierarchy: systems are generally complex wholes made up of smaller subsystems.
This nesting of systems within other systems is what is implied by hierarchy.

o

Differentiation: in complex systems, specialized units perform specialized functions.
This is a characteristic of all complex systems and may be called specialization or
division of labour.

o

Equifinality and multifinality: open systems have equally valid alternative ways of
attaining the same objectives from different initial conditions (convergence) or, from
a given initial state, obtain different, and mutually exclusive, objectives
(divergence).

Although this list seems to be sufficiently comprehensive and convincing,
systems research is dispersed throughout a wide variety of disciplines and
these characteristics involve several concepts that are sometimes used with
different meanings. Therefore, we need to define in which sense we are going
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to use some of these notions as well as associated concepts that could be
useful for our particular purposes1.
2.2.1 SYSTEMS

We have already mentioned that a system is a set of interrelated elements; it is
a unity with properties that emerge from direct or indirect interactions between
its elements. The relations among these components are critical for establishing
a system, its behaviour and its degree of complexity. Relations are simply
connections between two or more elements that operate as constraints on the
behaviour of the systems or components involved. However, these constraints
must be understood against the background of possible variety, since unities or
entities are capable of displaying a wide diversity of behaviours, but the more
relations they are part of, the more constraints will limit their behaviour. A
system must be either variety–increasing, when it can display greater variety
and higher level of behaviour than any of its elements, or variety–decreasing,
when it shows less variety and operates at lower levels of behaviour than any of
its elements.
Systems are possible through the balancing of opposing forces, constraints and
processes that are usually referred as polarities. This tendency towards the
stabilisation of polar extremes is known as equilibration, and is considered a
general condition for systems. Thus, a system is composed of elements that are
ordered by constraining relations that tend to equilibrate among their polarities;
nevertheless, it is important to note that it never reaches a state of equilibrium.
The state of a system at any particular moment is the set of relevant properties
that the system has at that time. There is unlimited number of properties for a
system but only some of these are relevant to any particular research, hence
those that are relevant may change with changes in the purpose of the
research. The values of the relevant properties constitute the state of the system.
The boundary of a system is the most basic polarity that runs through the whole
range of systems and is the tension between an entity and the system in which
it participates. This might take the form of a polarity between individuality and
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participation, self-assertion and integration, or subsystem autonomy and system
domination. If an entity is recognisable as such, it must be describable in such a
way as to differentiate it, in some degree, from other entities and from the
system in which it participates. If there were no boundaries, there would be no
differentiation, only random homogeneity, however, boundaries are not absolute
and must be understood as a matter of degree. The environment of a system is
a set of elements and their relevant properties that is not part of the system but
whose changes can produce a change in the state of the system. Thus, a
system’s environment consists of all the variables that are out of the system’s
control and can affect its state. “Although concrete systems and their
environments are objective things, they are also subjective insofar as the
particular configuration of elements that form both is dictated by the interests of
the researcher. Different observers of the same phenomena may conceptualise
them into different systems and environments”1.
Interaction presupposes relatively differentiated entities capable of entering into
relations of some sort. We can distinguish among three sets of relations:
internal relations that constitute an entity as such; external relations among
entities; and, relations that cross boundaries and usually involve some form of
transmission. Since systems are not always located boundary to boundary, we
also need the concept of interface, denoting an area between the boundaries of
systems where the transmission of processes takes place.
It is more common to discuss systems in terms of structure, which implies that
the actual elements may vary in many ways but always within the limits of a
general form for that entity. A set of relations constitute a structure when their
systemic nature regulates the form, transformations and development of the
system. Furthermore, the structure must always be seen in relation to
processes since all systems are dynamic and are at some stage of a process at
some level of their relations.
If the constraints of a system break down, the parts of that system are then free
to become involved in other patterns of behaviour or relations. As long as the
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parts remain within the system, they are being constrained from other varieties
of behaviour. Any system is therefore, constrained variety. A system is
exclusive in relation to the variety of possibilities, i.e. it is selective of what is
allowable and what is not allowable within the given order. Exclusiveness is also
a matter of degree, and there is always some possibility for variation without
destroying the system altogether. This variation might include minor
adjustments or modifications of internal relations; growth (addition of parts
maintaining the basic pattern of relations); and, synthesis (two or more systems
integrate to form a larger system).
The final general characteristic of systems is hierarchic organisation, which
implies sets of relations in which elements are organised into entities that are
more inclusive. Complex systems are hierarchic in a number of ways, and
hierarchies are concerned with relations, but some of these have more to do
with structure, while other with functional aspects of the system (information,
control, maintenance). Systems that are more complex often exhibit overlapping
hierarchies so that some units are involved in more than one hierarchy, and
sometimes more than one hierarchy is involved in the same function.
We will usually deal with concrete systems, those whose elements are part of
the physical domain; however, we can also identify abstract systems, as those
whose elements are concepts. In abstract systems, the elements are created by
definitions and the relations between them are created by assumptions.
2.2.2 SYSTEM CHANGES

A system or environmental event is a change in one or more structural
properties of the system or its environment over a specified period, i.e. it is a
change in the structural state of the system or environment. A reaction of a
system is an event for which a stimulus —another event that occurs to the same
system or its environment, is sufficient. Thus, it is deterministically caused by
another event. A response of a system is an event for which a stimulus is
necessary but not sufficient, thus response is an event of which the system
itself is a co–producer and it does not have to respond to a stimulus. Finally, an
act of a system is an event for which no change in the environment is either
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necessary or sufficient. Therefore, acts are self–determined events,
autonomous changes.
System behaviour is an event, which is either necessary or sufficient for another
event in that system or its environment; thus, behaviour is a system change that
initiates other events. Reactions, responses and actions may themselves
constitute behaviour, but these are system events whose antecedents are of
interest. Behaviour on the other hand, consists of system events whose
consequences are of interest1. From the behavioural classification of systems,
the type that interests us corresponds to purposeful systems. These are
generally defined as those some of whose components are functional. More
particularly, they can produce the same outcome in different ways in the same
internal or external state, and can produce different outcomes in the same and
different states. Thus, a purposeful system can change its goals under constant
conditions.
A process is a sequence of behaviour that constitutes a system and has a goal–
producing function. Each unit of behaviour in the process brings the actor closer
to the goal that it seeks; a production process, for example, is a sequence of
behaviour whose goal is a particular type of product. Process behaviour
displayed by a system may be reactive, responsive or active.
An element or a system controls another element or system, or itself, if its
behaviour is either necessary or sufficient for subsequent behaviour of the
element, the system or itself, and this in turn is necessary or sufficient for the
attainment of its goals. The control function compares achieved outcomes with
desired outcomes and makes adjustments in the behaviour of the system that
are directed toward reducing observed deficiencies.
2.2.3 ADAPTATION AND LEARNING

The function of a system is production of the outcomes that define its goals and
objectives. When there are different courses of action available to a system in a
specific environment, the efficiency with respect to an outcome which it has the
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function of producing is represented by the probabilities that a particular course
of action will be selected and that it will produce the expected outcome1.
A system is adaptive if, when there are changes in its environment or internal
state that reduce its efficiency in pursuing one or more of the goals which define
its function, it reacts or responds by changing its own state or that of its
environment so as to increase its efficiency with respect to that goal. Thus,
adaptability is the ability of a system to modify itself or its environment when
either has changed to the systems disadvantage to regain some of its lost
efficiency. This definition implies four types of adaptation depending on whether
the stimuli and the system’s responses or reactions are external or internal: an
external change produces either a modification of the environment or an internal
modification; and, an internal change produces either a modification of the
environment or an internal modification.
A system learns when it increases its efficiency in the pursuit of a goal under
unchanging conditions. To do so it requires an ability to modify its behaviour,
i.e. to display choice, and memory. Since learning can take place only when a
system has choice among alternative courses of action, only goal–seeking
systems or higher can learn2. If a system is repeatedly subjected to the same
internal or external changes and increases its ability to maintain its efficiency
under this type of change, then it learns how to adapt; thus, adaptation can be
learned.

2.3. MAIN SCHOOLS OF SYSTEMS THINKING
Given the wide diffusion that the systems movement has had across
innumerable disciplines it is very difficult to provide a comprehensive review of
all the currents that have been derived within it (see Figure 2.1). Thus, this
section does not intend to describe every movement in the systems arena but
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represent the

presents only a brief historical account and revision of fundamental aspects of
the main developments in systems thinking, including the founding disciplines,
general systems theory (GST) and cybernetics as well as their derivations that
have had special impact in the social and behavioural sciences. Although the
order in which the currents of thought will be analysed is almost chronological, it
depends more on how the developments in certain fields have influenced or
generated new lines of development and research in other disciplines.
Figure 2.1 A Taxonomy of Sciences and Systems1
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2.3.1 GENERAL SYSTEMS THEORY (GST)

More than half a century ago, Ludwig von Bertalanffy started developing his
ideas about the general character of systems. In 1968, he published his
General Systems Theory1, which is based on his numerous journal publications
in the period of 1940–1968 and covers most aspects of system theory from its
basics to its more advanced and even controversial issues. In his first
formulations von Bertalanffy sought to establish the foundations for systems
thinking on a biological, rather than a philosophical basis, however, his main
purpose was the unification of science. He believed that at least some
isomorphisms, formulated on the basis of theoretical models of more than one
scientific discipline could be extended to other sciences and thus serve as
general systems principles applicable to all systems. His essay “The theory of
open systems in physics and biology” established systems theory as a scientific
movement and some of its main concepts include the following:
o

The characteristic state of the living organism is that of an open system, in the
sense that it exchanges material with its environment, which in turn leads to a
change of components.

o

The concept of the open system maintaining itself in a steady state, representing a
departure from the concepts of classical physics.

o

An important difference between most closed systems and living systems is
expressed by the concept of ‘equifinality’. This means that for the former the final
state of the system is determined by the initial conditions, while the latter may reach
the same final state from different initial conditions and through different pathways.

Although it could seem paradoxical, one of the crucial shifts promoted by the
theory of open systems was the replacement of the traditional notion of system
as a whole composed of parts, with that where a system differentiates from its
environment. In the old tradition, the whole had to be understood in a double
sense: as the unity and as the totality of its parts. Even the assertion that the
whole is more than the sum of its parts does not explain how the whole can
count as a unity on the level of the elements. What had been conceived as the
difference between whole and part was reformulated as the theory of system
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differentiation. It simply implies the repetition within systems of the difference
between system and environment. Thus,
“…a differentiated system is no longer simply composed of certain number of
parts and the relations among them; rather, it is composed of a relatively large
number of operationally employable system/environment differences, which each
[…] reconstruct the whole system as the unity of subsystem and environment’1

Therefore, there are two possibilities for viewing the decomposition of a system:
one aims to form subsystems (system/environment relations) within the system,
i.e. a theory of system differentiation. The other decomposes systems into
elements and relations, i.e. a theory of system complexity. This distinction
makes it meaningful and non–tautological to say that system complexity
increases with an increase in differentiation or with a change in the form of the
differentiation.
Von Bertalanffy added later a number of more formal and even metaphysical
concepts concerning the properties of systems, which extended and
systematised his philosophy. Since the majority of the notions that are
described in different sections of this chapter derive directly from general
systems theory, we are not going to repeat them in this part. However, it is
worth mentioning that the success of GST in its main claims either in the
unification of science and in the formulation of general system principles is still
under dispute2.
2.3.2 CYBERNETICS

In 1940, Norbert Wiener worked with Julian Bigelow in the development of
automatic range finders for antiaircraft guns —servomechanisms able to predict
the trajectory of an airplane by taking into account the elements of past
trajectories. During the course of their work they were struck by two facts, on
the one hand, they were dealing with some sort of ‘intelligent’ behaviour —the
predictive capabilities based on previous experiences, displayed by these
machines. And on the other, they discovered a strange defect in performance
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when they tried to reduce the friction between some components and the
system entered into a series of uncontrollable oscillations.
They worked out the problem with Wiener’s friend Arturo Rosenblueth, a
neurophysiologist, and they inferred that in order to control an action with a
purpose, the circulation of information needed for control must form a closed
loop, allowing the evaluation of the effects of previous actions and the
adaptation of future conduct based on past performance. Thus, they discovered
the negative feedback loop, and generalised this discovery in terms of the
human organism1. Consequently Rosenblueth organised several
interdisciplinary groups to approach the study of living organisms from the
viewpoint of engineers, and conversely, to consider servomechanisms with the
experience of physiologists. These groups as well as a series of seminars
arranged by the Josiah Macy Foundation played an important role in the
diffusion and cross–fertilisation of ideas among diverse disciplines. A few years
later, Wiener published his work Cybernetics, where he offered the
mathematical basis for cybernetics and drew some of its implications for
society; his subsequent non–technical works addressed more explicitly this later
aspect.
Wiener defined cybernetics as the science of control and communication in the
animal and in the machine, and it has been considered to constitute a theory of
machines. However, rather than treating them as mechanical things,
cybernetics focuses on “ways of behaving”, asking not what things are, but
rather what they do; thus, it “deals with all forms of behaviour in so far as they
are regular, or determinate, or reproducible”2. Cybernetics is not limited by the
physical existence of its subject of study, instead it considers the domain of ‘all
possible machines’ and is secondarily interested if some of them have been
made or not by humans or by nature. Then, what it offers is a framework on
which all individual machines may be ordered, related and understood. Another
particular feature of cybernetics is that it offers a method for the scientific
treatment of systems in which complexity is relevant and too important to be
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ignored. In fact, for the study of simpler systems, it shows very little advantage
compared with traditional methods.
These particular characteristics imply that its method does not deal with
individual acts and their effects, but with all the possible behaviours that can be
produced by a machine. For this reason, information theory has played an
essential part of cybernetics, since it is characterised by dealing always with a
set of possibilities; both, its primary data as well as its final statements are
always about the set as such and not about individual elements in the set. In
Ashby’s words:
“Cybernetics envisages a set of possibilities much wider than the actual, and then
asks why the particular case should conform to its usual particular restriction. In
this discussion, questions of energy play almost no part—the energy is simply
taken for granted. Even whether the system is closed to energy or open is often
irrelevant; what is important is the extent to which the system is subject to
determining and controlling factors. So no information or signal or determining
factor may pass from part to part without its being recorded as a significant event.
Cybernetics might, in fact, be defined as the study of systems that are open to
energy but closed to information and control— systems that are “information–
tight”1.

Concerning information theory, its origin can be traced to the publication in 1948
of Claude Shannon’s “A Mathematical Theory of Communication” in the Bell
System Technical Journal. Building on the foundations of other researchers at
Bell Labs such as Nyquist and Hartley, Shannon went far beyond the earlier
work, establishing the basic concepts of information theory in such a complete
form that his framework and terminology are still used.
A key step in Shannon’s work was his realization that, in order to have a theory,
communication signals must be treated in isolation from the meaning of the
messages that they transmit. He thus realized that a useful theory of information
would first have to concentrate on the problems associated with sending and
receiving messages, and it would have to leave questions involving any intrinsic
meaning of a message—known as the semantic problem—for later
investigators.
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The practical stimuli for his work were the problems faced in creating a reliable
telephone system. One of the key questions concerned the maximisation of the
physical plant—in particular, how to transmit the maximum number of telephone
conversations over existing cables. His work defined communication channels
and showed how to assign a capacity to them, not only in the theoretical sense
where no interference, or noise, was present but also in practical cases where
real channels were subjected to real noise. In doing so, he was able to suggest
strategies for maximizing the capacity of a given channel and showed the limits
of what was possible with a given technology.
Many elements of Shannon’s information theory found immediate application in
the development of cybernetics and its principles have been applied to many
fields since the 1950s, not only in areas of telecommunications such as data
compression and error correction but also in the separate disciplines of
physiology, linguistics, and physics.
Cybernetics and GST study essentially the same problem, that of organisation
independent of the substrate in which it is embodied. Nevertheless, we might
say that the latter has focused more on the structure of systems and their
models, whereas the former has focused more on how systems function, i.e.
how they control their actions and communicate with other systems and with
their own components. It is also worth mentioning, that the recent developments
in what is called ‘second order cybernetics’ emphasise the role of observers
constructing models of the systems with which they interact; this different
perspective has been very important in many other movements such as
systems analysis, soft systems methodology and the theory of self–referential
systems among others.
2.3.3 NEUROCYBERNETICS AND THE VIABLE SYSTEM MODEL

During the 1950s to 1970s, Stafford Beer made several contributions to develop
the area of managerial cybernetics1; the most important of them is the viable
system model (VSM). This is based on the application of systems concepts from
neurophysiology and cybernetics to the understanding of the structure of
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organisations. From this, Beer structured a general recursive model containing
the sufficient functional elements and structure that any system needs to be
viable, i.e. able to maintain a separate existence. The recursiveness of the
model implies that one of the functional elements contains a copy of the whole
system, generating a series of nested subsystems, all with the same structure.
Therefore, it is claimed that the basic structure of the model is able to map and
represent any complex system. For example, we can start from an individual,
who works in a firm, which is part of an industry, which in turn belongs to the
private sector, within a national economy; all the levels of recursion are nested
and have the same structure that makes them viable. Beer simply used cardinal
numbers to refer to these functional components, so his terminology goes from
system one to system five. However, what is important is the function performed
by each one of these systems (see Figure 2.2)1:
o

System one is perhaps the fundamental component and is in charge of the
production of the system itself; it is defined as the set of operational elements of
any viable system. Its components include operational and managerial activities as
well as relations with the environment and with the other elements of the whole
system. There could be n number of production units or systems one in a viable
system.

o

System two is an anti–oscillatory component whose function is to regulate and
coordinate the activities of several production units in a viable system. Its
components are distributed locally in the n production units and at the level of the
metasystem (which in fact is everything within the whole that is not system one).

o

System three is the component responsible of self–awareness, self–organisation
and control. This is the part that effectively guides the operation of the system
towards the fulfilment of its purpose and its components include monitoring devices
to evaluate the operations of system one and consequently help in the design of
the anti–oscillatory activities that are distributed through system two.

o

System four is the component in charge of the vision of the future and planning
activities of the whole system. Apart from system one is the only component that in
fact is in permanent connection with the systems environment. Its communication
and balance with regard to system three are crucial for the functioning of the whole.

1

Cf. Beer (1972), (1979), (1984), (1985).
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o

System five is responsible of the cohesion of the whole, its function consist in
establishing the policies of the whole system.

o

In sum, two fundamental functions are performed by composite subsystems: 1 – 2
– 3 (production, regulation and control) is in charge of maintaining the internal,
current stability, while 3 – 4 – 5 (control, foresight and policy) is responsible for the
external, long–term stability of the whole system. In addition, the composite
subsystem 3 – 4 – 5 constitutes a new system one at the next level of recursion.

As can be perceived in Figure 2.2 the series of links between components and
the environment is very complex. This rests on another crucial concept of the
viable system model: the set of components and their interactions should be
able to cope with the internal and environmental complexity which is expressed
in terms of variety, —that is, the number of possible states of a system.
Therefore, the system must comply with the law of requisite variety1, i.e. it must
be able to deploy sufficient variety to absorb the variety of the environment, and
consequently needs the adequate series of channels of communication with the
appropriate capacity as well as a series of transducers to code and decode the
information that is flowing. The viable system model has been successfully used
to map and redesign the organisational structure of all sorts of organisations,
from individual firms, to industrial sectors, governmental departments and even
the whole government of countries2. The main criticisms to this approach
concern its mechanistic view of social systems3; however, used judiciously VSM
could be a powerful methodology to address the complexity of several types of
systems.
2.3.4 OPERATIONS RESEARCH AND SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Operations research (OR) and its derived discipline, systems analysis, are
probably the most spread of the systems approaches since they had a direct
impact on American government at different levels of policy–making. OR
consists of diverse sets of mathematical methods appropriate for narrow and

1

Ashby (1956, (1958).

2

See for example the most recent editions of Brain of the Firm Beer (1972), and also Beer (1984),
Espejo and Harnden (1989).

3

See Checkland’s soft system methodology below; a good critical assessment of VSM can be found in
Jackson (1989).
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Figure 2.2 The viable system model1

highly specific problems, while systems analysis uses systems thinking and the
methods inherited from the former for analysing complex problem situations that
arise in the public and private enterprises and organisations as a support for
policy and decision making. It represents the same approach applied beyond
the confines of the assembly line, the automated factory or the weapon system,
to seek the solution of larger societal problems such as urban transportation,
pollution and the delivery of health services among others.

1

Beer (1985).
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Operations research first emerged, during the late 1930s, as a scientific
approach to meet the demands of logistics and resource management of the
British World War II effort, under the leadership of E. C. Williams, and it
represents the earliest practical application of GST even before it was formulated
by von Bertalanffy. Working around the development of efforts to use radar
devices in a coordinated way and to cope with enemy attempts at jamming the
radar, military officers, civilian scientists and government officials developed an
approach to deploy installations in an integrated way from a ‘total’ point of view,
rather than as individual units. Then, OR in the form of the application of
statistical methods to military problems, spread to the analysis of fighter loses,
of aerial bombing raids, the evaluation of weapons and equipment and to the
analysis of specific tactical operations. Subsequently, its methods were
addressed to predicting the outcomes of future military operations with a view to
influencing policy and to the study of the efficiency of organisations deploying
equipment and weapons in battle. After the war period, the OR advocates
worked to establish a future in civilian spheres of activity and the movement
was rapidly organised all over the world through a series of societies of
practitioners.
In an early article, W. Ross Ashby, suggests the following basic characteristics
of operations research1:
o

Its ultimate aim in not understanding, but the purely practical one of control. If a
system is too complex to be understood, it may nevertheless, still be controllable.
The only thing that a controller needs to find is some action that gives an
acceptable result; OR is thus concerned with what happens and not with why it
happens.

o

For OR it is important to collect only the necessary information to do the specific
task. It does not attempt to trace the whole chain of causes and effects in all its
richness, but tries only to relate controllable causes with ultimate effects.

o

OR does not assume the system to be absolutely unchanging. The research solves
the problems it finds at the time of the inquiry and does not assume that its
solutions are valid for all time.

1

Ashby (1958).
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As already mentioned, systems analysis (SA) might be regarded as a kind of
further development of operations research and has its origin in the introduction
of systems thinking in management sciences. In 1957, Churchman, Ackoff and
Arnoff published an introduction to OR for executive–type problems, i.e.
problems relating to the effectiveness of organisations constituted by several
functional units, where the total efficiency of the organisation was critically
dependant upon how conflicting interests of the constituent units were
balanced. Thus, systems analysis has a functional rather than structural
orientation, its interest while describing a system focuses on what it is for and
not on the list of elements that constitute it. As operations research, SA focuses
on what is technically required to make changes actually happen, but it also
widens its scope to study why changes are desirable, it investigates the
rationale for trying to change a system from one state to another.
The natural evolution of these two and other associated areas such as systems
engineering, has made them to converge on similar objectives, so it might be
said that they are all the same. They make use of the same approach to
problem solving which relies on the basic knowledge of disciplines, like
economics, statistics and probability theory; the application of the same basic
toolkit, such as linear programming, queuing theory and simulation among
others; and the employment of procedures such as predictive modelling,
sensitivity testing, optimisation and decision analysis. A generalised method of
SA

to describe a system and its meaning includes at least the following stages1:

(i) Identification of the total system objectives and specifically of its performance
measures as a whole. (ii) Analysis of the system’s environment and the fixed
constraints it implies, since it is outside the system’s control and in part
determines its performance. (iii) Identification of the resources of the system,
that is, the general reservoir which shapes the specific actions performed by
subsystems. (iv) Identification of the components of the system. (v) Determination
of the system’s management, which implies considering that this function is
located within the system.

1

Cf. Churchman (1968).
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2.3.5 SOFT SYSTEMS METHODOLOGY AND CRITICAL SYSTEMS THINKING

Peter Checkland, who developed the ideas that have come to be known as Soft
Systems Methodology (SSM), has written a recent article1 where he traces back
the origin of his approach to the end of the 1960s, when he was working at
Lancaster University. SSM is a ‘revolutionary’ systems approach that started as
a refinement of systems engineering, then went through a long study series of
managerial practice and ended up in the modern conception of action research
in the late 1990s. The first published version of his ideas appeared in an article
in 1972, but it was not until 1981 that the crucial concept of ‘soft systems’ was
explicitly stated in his book Systems Thinking, Systems Practice2.
His fundamental innovation consisted in the distinction between hard and soft
systems thinking from a dual perspective. Firstly, from a methodological point of
view, it was made clear that the same methods, referring to those of operations
research, systems analysis or systems engineering, could not be used to deal
with problems of hard and soft systems. On the one hand, hard systems
thinking was characterised as a goal–oriented activity, well suited for logistics or
design activities, where a supposedly optimum objective for a particular system
was given, and the analyst task was to organise the components and their
interactions to meet the desired goal. On the other hand, it was evident that soft
problems occurring in social systems or to be more precise, in what Checkland
called ‘human activity systems’3, had diffuse and obscure goals and thus
required to be tackled with a new set of ‘principles of method’4. From this
distinction derived the generalised conception that hard systems thinking is
adequate for dealing with well–defined technical problems whereas soft
systems thinking is appropriate to tackle fuzzy ill–defined situations involving
human beings and cultural considerations5.

1

Checkland (2000).

2

Checkland (1981).

3

This concept will be explained in section 2.4

4

Checkland uses concepts derived from Kotarbinski’s praxiological version of methodology, referring to
the science of procedures, Checkland (1981).

5

For an even more complex analysis of a similar approach see Churchman (1979).
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Secondly, from an epistemological perspective, a fundamental shift in the
perception of systems was introduced:
“In systems engineering [and similar approaches] the word ‘system’ is used
simply as a label for something taken to exist in the world outside ourselves. The
taken–as–given assumption is that the world can be taken to be a set of
interacting systems, some of which do not work very well and can be engineered
to work better. In the thinking embodied in SSM the taken–as–given assumptions
are quite different. The world is taken to be very complex, problematical,
mysterious. However, our coping with it, the process of inquiry into it, it is
assumed, can itself be organized as a learning system. Thus the use of the word
‘system’ is no longer applied to the world, it is instead applied to the process of
our dealing with the world”1.

Thus, the crucial difference that defines SSM rests on the use of the term
system and its implications, i.e. what is systemic in the new approach is not the
complex real world, but the process of inquiry that is used to explore reality and
which constitutes a learning system. Consequently, the models derived from
SSM

are not attempts to model the world, but epistemological devices used to

find out about reality and to contribute to the debate about possible change2.
Within the framework that has been explained, soft systems methodology
consisted originally in a model of seven non–linear stages to address
problematic situations divided into two kinds of activities, real world and
systems thinking activities3. This has evolved for thirty years and has been
replaced by a four–activity model that includes: (i) finding out about a problem
situation; (ii) building purposeful activity models; (iii) exploring the situation; and
(iv) taking action4.
During the 1980s a new perspective, critical systems thinking (CST), started to
emerge as some kind of reaction and simultaneously as an extension of SSM
and earlier ‘hard’ systems schools. The main criticism aimed at soft systems
methodology concerned the role of value judgements in the analysis of practical
situations. While SSM represents an approach that focuses on systems as ways

1

Checkland (2000) p. S17.

2

Other implication, which was previously perceived by Churchman (1968), (1979) is that in the process
of inquiry the observer becomes part of the complexity he is studying; as we have already mentioned,
this issue has also been addressed from the perspectives of self–referencing systems and second
order cybernetics.

3
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of looking upon the world and gaining knowledge to be used for purposeful
intervention, it makes ample use of value judgements. However, in the eyes of
its critics, the approach does not sufficiently consider whose value judgements
are incorporated in the analysis, and consequently, in situations of uneven
power distribution, SSM will tend to work in the service of those with dominating
power.
From this critique derives perhaps the most important contribution of critical
systems thinking to the systems movement, namely the recognition of the
importance of specifying the boundary of a system, i.e. selecting what agents
and interactions should be included in the system specification and what should
be left out1. To cope with this problem, Werner Ulrich, the proponent of critical
systems thinking, suggested a ‘critical heuristics’ based on ‘justification break–
offs’2. This notion means that every chain of argumentation starts and ends with
some judgements whose rationale must remain an open question. Applied to
systems science this notion is relevant to making ‘boundary judgements’ which
are crucial in any study using a systems approach. He argues that the
specification of system boundaries should not only depend on modelling
requirements such as the availability of data or modelling techniques, but also
on the inclusion of the functions that ought to be considered in the system. The
next issue that arises then, concerns by whom and how, the concepts that have
been introduced should be debated and decided. The answer suggested by CST
relies on merging expert’s judgements, which should not be allowed to exert
any decisive influence, and stakeholders’ participative engagement in
establishing ‘criteria of validation’. The ultimate objective of critical systems
thinking is thus, to effect improvement in problem situations through systemic
intervention performed by stakeholders, including groups that are not normally
able to influence the situation, but are dependent upon or affected by the changes.

1

See Olsson (2004).

2

See Ulrich (1983).
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2.3.6 SOCIAL SYSTEMS: THE THEORY OF SELF–REFERENTIAL SYSTEMS

There are several examples of systems thinking in social sciences from
economics1 to political sciences and sociology. Mario Bunge has even argued
that “social scientists whatever their declared philosophies, have de facto
adopted the systemic point of view insofar as they study groups of interrelated
individuals (in particular their structure and evolution), and recognise the
specific nature of societal systems such as organisations”2. In the field of
sociology, the works of Talcott Parsons have been particularly influential and
although Parsons’ theory of action was developed two decades before the
formulation of GST and several of their main dimensions cannot be considered
to belong to systemic currents of thought, some authors argue that they have
some common elements with the systems movement3. Among these, it could
be mentioned that Parson and systems theorists claim a common ancestry in
the work of Lawrence Henderson, Vilfredo Pareto, Walter Cannon and others;
there are internal resemblances between cybernetics and systems theory and
the Parsonian system; and, Parson explicitly embraced modern systems theory
later in his career.
However, one of the most important contemporary scholars who has applied
systems thinking in social sciences is undoubtedly the late German sociologist
Niklas Luhmann. Some authors even argue that his theory of social systems is
the only general theory that can claim to have introduced a new paradigm
which, if accepted, could revolutionise the ways of doing social science4. In one
of his most important works, Social Systems5, Luhmann does not present a
sociological analysis of modern society or a theory of society, but elaborates the
general conceptual framework for such a theory, supplying the instruments for
observing a variety of social systems —societies, organisations and interactions.
The point of departure for Luhmann’s theory is the notion of autopoiesis
developed by the neurophysiologists Humberto Maturana and Francisco Varela

1

Which will be discussed in chapters 3 and 6.

2

Bunge (1979), p. 19

3

See Lilienfeld (1978), p.196-98; and also Bunge (2004), p. 187.

4

See Bailey (1997) and Viskovatoff (1999).

5

Luhmann (1995).
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in the mid–1970s1. In it, they pointed to the self–reproducing capacity of living
organisms to establish what they believed to be the essential quality
differentiating living from non–living systems2. Such systems persistently and
recurrently produce relations among their components in a manner that allows
them to continually reproduce the same pattern of relations. Their biological
definition of autopoietic systems is:
“A dynamic system that is defined as a composite unity as a network of
productions of components that, a) through their interactions recursively
regenerate the network of productions that produced them, and b) realize this
network as a unity in the space in which they exist by constituting and specifying
its boundaries as surfaces of cleavage from the background through their
preferential interactions within the network, is an autopoietic system”3.

Or, in Luhmann’s words, autopoiesis:
“…refers to systems that reproduce all the elementary components out of which
they arise by means of a network of these elements themselves and in this way
distinguish themselves from an environment ––whether this takes the form of life,
consciousness or (in the case of social systems) communication. Autopoiesis is
the mode of reproduction of these systems”4.

This basic definition is rather straightforward, an autopoietic system is one
which self–reproduces, i.e. it produces and changes its own structures,
however, it presents several complications; for example, the notion of
autopoiesis transcends the traditional distinction between closed and open
systems. Autopoietic systems are organisationally closed but interactively
opened; they must exist within an environment and cannot exist on their own.
Thus, a paradoxical situation arises: they are incapable of operating beyond
their own boundaries, i.e. they are ‘blind’ with regard to their environment and at
the same, time they cannot create a material world of their own. They need an
environment as correlate of its self–referential operations5.
Adapting the concept of autopoiesis to other areas apart from biology presented
some obstacles and at first sight, it seemed inapplicable at the social level. If it

1

Varela, et al. (1974) and Maturana and Varela (1980).
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is accepted that the basic components of social systems consist of living
systems, it is unclear how such systems can fulfil the fundamental condition of
autopoiesis, namely recursive self–reproduction. While social systems may be
described in terms of components functionally interrelated, they do not literally
produce the network of production of their components. To solve this problem
and meet the condition of autopoietic closure, Luhmann reconceptualised the
social, giving up the Aristotelian premise that social systems are living systems
and thought of them instead as systems whose basic elements consist of
communications —ephemeral events that in producing the networks that
produce them constitute emergent orders of temporal complexity1.
The theory of self–referential systems represents a radical step further in the
discussion within the open–systems paradigm. It maintains that systems can
differentiate only by self–reference, that is,
“…only insofar as systems refer to themselves […] in constituting their elements
and their elemental operations. To make this possible, systems must create and
employ a description of themselves; they must at least be able to use the
difference between system and environment within themselves, for orientation
and as a principle for creating information. Therefore, self–referential closure is
possible only under ecological conditions”2.

We can observe and describe social systems as such, only by acknowledging
that they refer to themselves in every operation. However, self–reference is not
confined only to reference to one’s self. Strictly speaking, if a system referred
only to itself, and never acknowledged an environment, the term auto-reference
would be sufficient. To the extent that it is organisationally closed, it is accurate
to refer to an autopoietic system as auto–referential. However, inasmuch as
autopoietic systems also interact with their environments, this autopoietic self–
reference is not limited to strict auto-reference, but references the environment
as well. Thus, the sophisticated self–reference of the autopoietic system
includes two components: pure internal auto–reference, and self–reference
through the environment.

1

See the foreword to Luhmann’s Social Systems (1995) by Eva Knodt, p. xxiii.

2

Luhmann (1995), p. 9.
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The theory of self–referential systems has also suggested a new guiding
variation: the distinction between identity and difference. Self–reference is
realised in the actual operations of a system only when a self can be identified
through itself and set off as different from others. Systems must cope with this
distinction while reproducing, that is, reproduction is the management of this
difference.
This second shift of paradigm concerning self–referential systems has provoked
remarkable changes in GST, for example changes from interest in design and
control to an interest in autonomy and environmental sensitivity; from planning
to evolution; from structural stability to dynamic stability.
In the paradigm of the whole and its parts one had to accommodate inexplicable
properties somewhere —whether as properties of the whole (which is more than
the sum of its parts) or as properties of a hierarchized apex that represents the
whole. By contrast, in the theory of self–referential systems everything that
belongs to the system (including any possible apex, boundaries, or surpluses) is
included in self–production and thereby demystified for the observer”1

2.4. SYSTEMS TAXONOMY AND TYPOLOGY
Given the systems hypothesis that it is insightful to consider the apparently
chaotic real world not as a set of unarticulated phenomena but rather as a
complex of interacting entities called systems, it is natural that a number of
general attempts to describe and classify the possible types of system have
been made. From the simple and general polar distinctions such as concrete
and abstract, living and non–living, open and closed systems, to more ambitious
and detailed ones. However, there is yet no generally accepted classification
and many of the suggested proposals reflect a particular outlook, interest or
purpose that might invalidate any general systems description of the world. For
example, Ackoff2 mentions a causal distinction between reactive, responsive
and autonomous systems as well as a behavioural classification where he
identifies six types of systems ordered in four classes from the point of view of
its outcomes: state–maintaining, goal–seeking, multi–goal–seeking, purposive,
purposeful and ideal seeking (see Table 2.1). Although these classes seem to

1
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Ackoff (1971).
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be sufficient for particular purposes, they evidently could not be considered
holistic descriptions of the real world. In what follows, we will describe those
taxonomical attempts that seem to get closer to that goal.
Table 2.1. Behavioural classification of systems1
Type of System

Behaviour of System

Outcome of behaviour

State maintaining

Variable but determined (reactive)

Fixed

Goal–Seeking

Variable and chosen (responsive)

Fixed

Multi–Goal–Seeking and
Purposive

Variable and chosen

Variable but determined

Purposeful and
Ideal–Seeking

Variable and chosen

Variable and chosen

Departing from a general perspective, Kenneth Boulding’s2 hierarchy was one
of the first examples of work in the general systems area. It offers an intuitive
classification of different types of systems ranked in increasing order of
complexity (see Table 2.2). Each level is said to include, in some way, the lower
levels but to have its own, new, emergent properties. At first sight, the levels
and examples seem very convincing and appear to pick out distinctively
different types of entities. However, as Checkland has pointed out3, there is no
explicit definition of the scale of ‘systems complexity’ underlying the hierarchy,
to make explicit what is it that actually distinguishes one level from another and
what are the relative sizes of the gaps between levels. Without this, we cannot
really judge the suitability of the classification. Furthermore, in the light of the
advances in different areas of science, some of the categories and examples
seem today wrong or at least confused. For example, would candle flames and
living cells are really at the same level? The early distinction between systems
that were closed or open (to energy) is little used now, as there are virtually no
systems that are closed in this sense, except as artificially constructed in the
laboratory. Is it true that the most important distinction is between living systems
and non-living systems? In addition, splitting levels into cells, plants, animals
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and humans does not really correspond to increasing levels of complexity or
with current biological classifications.
Table 2.2. Boulding’s systems typology
Level

Description

Characteristic

1

Structures and frameworks

Static, spatial pattern

2
3
4
5
6

Clockworks
Control mechanisms
Open systems
Genetic–societal systems
Animals

7
8
9

Humans
Socio–cultural systems
Transcendental systems

Predetermined motion
Closed–loop control
Structurally self–maintaining
Society of cells, functional parts
Nervous system, self–awareness
Self-consciousness, knowledge,
language
Roles, communication, values
Inescapable unknowables

Example
Bridge, mountain, crystal,
atom
Clocks, machines, solar
system
Thermostat, homeostasis
Flames, cells
Plants
Birds and beasts
Human beings
Families, clubs
God?

Based on the concept of autopoiesis, Mingers1 reconceptualised Boulding’s
typology suggesting that the dimension which should be used to determine
complexity is the way in which a system’s organisation is characterised by
different types of relationships. Thus, each new level in the proposed hierarchy
brings in a new and different type of relation and involves those at previous
levels (see Table 2.3). Mingers argues that the idea of relationships between
components is fundamental to the antireductionist claims of systems thinking
and hence, these, rather than the nature of the individual components
themselves, generate the system’s properties and behaviour.
The scale of complexity suggested by Mingers, concerns those relations that
constitute the organisation that is ascribed to a particular system by an
observer. Organisation is considered a subset of the actual relations between
the structural components of an entity; then, an observer can distinguish
different subsets of relations, and therefore different organisations, for a
particular entity. Thus, a person can be differentiated as a physical structure, as
a biological system, or as a psychological or social system. Each distinction
gives rise to a different organisation with a higher domain of interactions,

1

Mingers (1997).
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however, an entity at a low level, for example a structure such as a bridge,
cannot embody relations from a higher level, such as linguistic or social ones.
Table 2.3. Mingers’ hierarchy of complexity developed from Boulding’s typology
Level
1
2

Description
Structures and
frameworks
Single mechanistic
systems

3

Control mechanisms,
cybernetic systems

4

Living systems

5

Multicellular system

6
7

Organisms with
nervous systems
Observing systems

8

Social systems

9

Transcendental
systems

Characteristic
Static, spatial patterns

Type of relations
Topology (where)

Dynamic,
predetermined
changes, processes
Error-controlled
feedback, information

Order (when)

Continuous self–
production
Functional
differentiation

Specification (what)
Autopoietic relations
Structural coupling
between cells (Second
order autopoiesis)
Symbolic, abstract
relations
Recursive, selfreferential relations
Structural coupling
between organisms
(third–order
autopoiesis)

Interaction with
relations
Language, self–
consciousness
Rules, meanings,
norms, power

Example
Bridge, mountain,
table, crystal
Solar system, clock,
tune, computer
Thermostat, body
temperature system,
auto–catalytic system
Cell, amoeba, single–
celled bacteria
Plants, fungi, moulds,
algi
Most animals (except,
e.g., sponges)
Humans
Families, organizations

From a different perspective, Nehemiah Jordan1 built a taxonomy from intuitive
guesses at organisational principles that might enable us to perceive a group of
entities as systems. The principles, according to his proposal, are rate of
change, purpose and connectivity and each one of them defines a pair of polar
properties. Thus, rate of change leads to the properties ‘structural’ and
‘functional’, ‘static’ and ‘dynamic’ respectively; purpose leads to ‘purposive’ and
‘non–purposive’; and, connectivity leads to the properties of groupings which
are densely connected and not densely connected, i.e. ‘organismic’ and
‘mechanistic’ or ‘mechanical’. Subsequently he proposes that the eight possible
combinations of properties are ‘dimensional’ descriptions sufficient to
characterise the potential groups that can be called systems, and should be
used to avoid the confusing ‘verbal magic’ frequently used in systems literature,

1
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such as ‘self–organising system’. The overall argument of Jordan is that his
three polar dimensions describe the information needed to specify a given
system considering that the core meaning of this concept includes a set of
entities and connections between them.
Table 2.4 Dimension based Jordan’s taxonomy
Cell
Structural–Purposive–Mechanical
Structural–Purposive–Organismic
Structural–Non–purposive–Mechanical
Structural–Non–purposive–Organismic
Functional–Purposive–Mechanical
Functional–Purposive–Organismic
Functional–Non–purposive–Mechanical
Functional–Non–purposive–Organismic

Example
A road network
A suspension bridge
A mountain range
A bubble (or any physical system in equilibrium)
A production line
Living organisms
The changing flow of water as a result of a change in the river bed
The space–time continuum

With a similar holistic objective but using a different perspective, Checkland1
addresses the problem of classification of systems by looking at the origin of the
entities that can be observed in the real world. In this way, he identifies five
classes of systems and argues that with them, it is possible to build a systems
map of the universe (see Figure 2.3) and that any entity which an observer
perceives may be described as a system of one those five classes or as a
combination of systems selected from the five2. Checkland’s systems classes
are the following:
o

NATURAL SYSTEMS.– This includes the physical systems that apparently make up
the universe, from subatomic through living systems, to galactic systems at the
other extreme, and have their origin in the forces and processes which characterise
the universe.

o

DESIGNED PHYSICAL SYSTEMS.– This includes entities which are similar to natural
systems apart from being the result of human conscious and purposive design.

o

DESIGNED ABSTRACT SYSTEMS.– In this class are included the ordered conscious
products of human mind and although they are in themselves abstract systems they

1
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are usually embodied in physical objects such as books, films, records, blue prints,
etc.
o

HUMAN ACTIVITY SYSTEMS.– The human act of design itself is included in this fourth
class. These are less tangible systems than natural and designed and comprise
sets of human activity more or less consciously ordered in wholes as a result of
certain underlying purposes or missions.

o

TRANSCENDENTAL SYSTEMS.– These are systems beyond knowledge, following
Boulding’s categories.
Figure 2.3 Checkland's map of systems

It is important to mention that according to Checkland, social systems, defined
very generally as groupings of people who are aware of and acknowledge their
membership of the group, are considered as an intersection between natural
systems and human activity systems. Additionally, and most importantly, if we
put this typology within the framework of soft systems discussed above, human
activity systems should include an account of the observer and the point of view
from which his or her observations are made. From this follows that human
activity systems do not actually exist, they are perceptions of sets of self–
conscious activities made by specific observers from particular perspectives.
While Checkland’s typology suggests some sort of hierarchical structure, since
all his classes, with the exception of transcendental systems, are subsets of
53

natural systems, there is not, as in Boulding’s, explicit definition of the scale of
systems complexity. We do not know what differentiates one natural system
from another, for example a human being from a plant or a rock; neither do we
have a clue to distinguish between designed abstract systems such as
language and the theory of relativity. Moreover, this limitation not only applies to
distinctions concerning hierarchy and complexity, but also to other categories,
e.g. it is not possible to distinguish a living system from a non–living one, or to
differentiate types of relationships between the systems and their environments.
The only important distinction that could be made with relative certainty using
this approach, if we forget the class of transcendental systems, is between
natural and human–cultural systems, so it could equally be claimed that all
systems may be described as pertaining to one of these two classes.
However, we used the terms relative certainty above because there is an
additional problem if we use this categorisation, and it was even pointed out by
Checkland in the conclusion to his taxonomical reflections: his suggested map
of all the systems of the world is itself a designed abstract system. Thus, if we
develop further this comment, we would arrive to the conclusion that all systems
are human–made or cultural, since what we know about natural systems is
filtered through our capabilities of comprehension. The history of science has
shown us that scientific explanations of the real world are always partial and
provisional theories limited by our methods and our accumulated knowledge,
and that science precisely evolves through the falsification and rejection of
those previous explanations. However, even if this reflection seems to be
convincing, from a taxonomical perspective it is useless since we still have to
deal with how to organise and classify the set of cultural systems.
If we temporarily go back to the assumption that from the point of view of its
origin, systems can be classified either as natural or cultural, and that within the
latter we can identify subsets of human–made systems as well as subsets of
human activities. Then we can deduce a useful conclusion that is at the core of
Checkland’s argument about hard and soft systems. This concerns the fact that
the methods for dealing with these complex sets of systems of different origin
should also be different. Checkland distinguished between the methods to
approach natural systems that depend on natural processes, as well as the
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methods to approach designed physical and human activity systems. From this
latter distinction, he derived his soft systems methodology as a way to deal with
complex human activities through learning systems, opposed to optimising
systems best suited to deal with simpler human–made objects1.
Although different authors have tried to propose general systemic descriptions
of the world, it seems that the task is much more complex than it has been
assumed. To claim that all the systems of the universe could be described with
four classes or with three principles easily leads to biased and sometimes
useless oversimplifications. We have also revised other approaches that
attempt to classify systems from the perspective of particular categories, such
as complexity, organisation or behaviour. Perhaps a general taxonomy of
systems should depart from the identification of the relevant categories
applicable to all systems and from there derive all the types which could be find
for each category. However, that task concerns to general systems theory and
is beyond the purpose of this work.
We can now return to the assumption mentioned above that in last instance all
systems are cultural and use the perspective that what we need is not a
systems’ taxonomy but a typology of methods for dealing with what we perceive
as different types of systems and complexity. From this point of view, we might
at least distinguish between different levels of methods for explanation as well
as different levels of methods for transformation.

2.5. SUMMARY
We have attempted to cover in a few pages some of the main aspects
concerning the history, basic concepts, and methods, currents of thought and
classifications of systems. However, the systems approach is a wide area and
we have only been able to provide brief introductory definitions and discussions
about some of the concepts that will be useful for our analysis of innovation
policy. From these, we can stress the following, which will be used in future
chapters of this work:

1

Cf. Checkland (1985), (2000).
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o

It is not possible to assert whether reality is systemic or not. This generates a
frequent confusion between reality and the models we use to represent it. Only our
methods of treating reality can be described as systemic or not.

o

An important aspect of several systems approaches implies the inclusion of the
observer of reality as part of the system he or she is observing.

o

One fundamental characteristic of systems thinking is the possibility of generalising
analytical treatments for systems displaying similar properties.

o

Among the contributions of GST, the theory of systems differentiation supersedes
the Aristotelian notion of system as a whole composed of parts.

o

Several systems approaches have a functional orientation. To a certain extent,
they involve a philosophy that states that it is not necessary to understand a system
to be able to control it.

o

Nevertheless, to determine the actions that allow the control of a system we must
rely on generalised methods for systems analysis.

o

From the diverse classifications that were analysed, we will categorise innovation
policies as purposeful, human activity systems. This implies that we will be dealing
with issues within the sphere of social systems.

o

Social systems, in turn, involve autopoiesis and self–reference as fundamental
characteristics.

o

The viable systems model synthesises the majority of the above notions and
therefore, it will be used as a fundamental method to understand innovation
policies.
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3
FOUNDATIONS OF INNOVATION POLICY
Once we have revised the main concepts of the systems approach, the next
step to continue with the construction of our basic framework is to analyse from
an economic perspective the phenomenon of innovation policy. The selection of
the economic point of view is a matter of personal choice. There are other
perspectives from which innovation policy can be studied; however, the
economic rationale is one of the determining aspects to understand its
characteristics and evolution. This analysis has then to start with an insight into
the concept of innovation itself. Subsequently we will revise some aspects of
the history of the involvement of state governments in the promotion of science
and technology. Within this, we will particularly examine the evolution from
science to innovation policy. Finally, we conclude with the analysis of two of the
most important currents of economic thought that provide the backbone of
innovation policy. We will present a brief introduction to these, as well as an in–
depth discussion about the economic justifications for government intervention
in the promotion of innovation activities that these currents propose.
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3.1. MAIN DEVELOPMENTS OF THE CONCEPT OF TECHNOLOGICAL
INNOVATION

Undoubtedly, the economic works of Joseph A. Schumpeter1 have had an
important influence on the development of the modern notion of technological
innovation. His contributions include among others, the first approach to the
importance of innovation for economic growth, the recognition of the role of the
‘innovator-entrepreneur’ in the process of innovation, the impact of the size of
the firms on their innovative performance and competitiveness and some of the
main ideas that have influenced the explanation of technical change as an
evolutionary process. Among these, his main contribution seems to be his
conceptualisation of innovation as the engine of long–term economic growth.
However, his ideas, fundamentally opposed to mainstream economics, had to
wait until the mid–seventies before they were accepted and further developed
by a wide community of scholars. Today, there exists a high level of consensus
regarding the importance of scientific progress and technological innovation for
the growth and competitiveness of firms and for the improvement of national
economic performance. For this reason, during the past four decades the
economics and management literature has paid special attention to two
essential aspects of this phenomenon. The first concerns the formulation and
revision of synchronic and diachronic models in an effort to identify and explain
the constitutive elements as well as the dynamics of technological change. The
second concerns the identification and analysis of the macro– and micro–level
factors influencing and conditioning the innovative performance of firms2.
Usually, the term innovation is employed associated to its semantic character to
denote novelty, which is somehow misleading especially if we are interested in
determining the degree of novelty or originality involved in a specific product or
a process. Similarly, the use of this simplified general notion does not provide
any information about the actual economic implementation of ideas, nor does it
permit to unequivocally delimit the fields and types of knowledge participating in
the process as well as its driving forces. Thus, the first initial distinction that is

1

Particularly Schumpeter (1911/1961), (1939), (1943/1976).

2

For a comprehensive set of reviews on different aspects of innovation see Fagerberg, et al. (2005).
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frequently made is to differentiate between invention and innovation; the former
is defined as the first occurrence of an idea for a new product or process, and
the latter is defined as the first attempt to carry it out into practice. However,
these definitions make evident the need for another distinction, which is not
usually made in the literature. While using the term innovation, we frequently
refer to two different things: the process that takes place within a firm to put into
practice a new idea; and, the output of that process, namely a product, a
productive process or a service. Throughout this work, we will use the term
referring to the process of innovation.
Due to its complexity and transdisciplinary character, the following categories
are suggested to organise the analysis of innovation in its different
perspectives: its taxonomy, outcomes, sources and nature 1. The first category
applies only to the output of innovation processes and concerns the different
taxonomies that have been proposed about the types and scopes of innovation,
many of them related to the dynamics of industrial innovation2 and the
measurement of technical change3. They can be well synthesised in a three
dimensional space with the following axes: (a) type of innovation —product,
service and process; (b) scope —from radical to incremental; (c) architecture —
from component to system. The classification of innovation outputs has been
very important in the literature mainly because of its theoretical and in some
cases modelling implications and because of its operational and managerial
consequences.
From a techno–economic perspective, innovative processes are uncertain, i.e.
they may have two possible extreme outcomes, with an infinite variety in
between, success and failure. In practice, it is difficult to categorise outcome in
a once–and–for–all and static fashion. Often perceived failures may return as
key steps to success in the learning process of particular innovations; and
successes may prove more short-lived in their impact than initial results may

1

See Lopez-Martinez and Rocha-Lackiz (1998) and Lopez-Martinez and Piccaluga (2000).

2

Since the work by Abernathy and Utterback (1978).

3

See for example: Saviotti and Metcalfe (1984); Sahal (1985); and, Grupp (1994). The OECD manuals
for scientific and technical activities and innovation include elements concerning taxonomic
preoccupations as well; see OECD (1963/2002) and, OECD and Commission (1992/1997).
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have indicated. However, success and failure will always depend on both the
partial results obtained in the different stages of the innovation process and the
competitive market environment within which the firm launched the innovation.
Sources of innovation relate to the driving forces of innovative processes; this
aspect has been broadly debated through several decades and its perception
has experienced important shifts, mainly because the process of innovation
itself has experienced radical changes1. During the 1950s, it was generally
assumed that technological innovation was a linear process beginning with
scientific discovery, passing through industrial R&D, engineering and
manufacturing activities and ending with a marketable new product or industrial
process. Under this assumption, the marketplace was a passive receptacle for
the fruits of R&D. This technology–push model was generally accepted until the
end of the 1960s, when diverse results of empirical research on actual
innovations began to be published. These studies placed considerably more
emphasis on the role of the marketplace in innovation. Thus, a new linear
market– or need–pull model began to gain currency. According to this,
innovations are considered to arise as the result of a perceived and sometimes
clearly articulated customer needs, resulting in closely focused R&D activity
leading to a stream of new products onto the market. In this case, R&D activities
were perceived to have a reactive role in the process.
During the 1970s, these linear models of innovation began increasingly to be
regarded as oversimplified and atypical cases of a more general process of
coupling between science, technology and the marketplace. However, it must
be noted that at an industry wide level, the relative importance of technology–
push and need–pull might vary considerably according to the different phases of
the technology and industry life cycles. For example, emerging technologies
such as those in the field of biotechnology seem to be pushed by scientific or
technological research and when they evolve and mature, market needs begin
to gain importance in shaping future developments. This new interactive model
can be regarded as a sequential, though not necessarily continuous process

1

The literature on this subject is very wide, a good general perspective can be obtained in Freeman
and Soete (1997); Rothwell (1992) includes an analysis of the successive ‘generations’ of innovation.
See also Fagerberg, et al. (2005).
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that can be divided into a series of functionally distinct but interacting stages.
The overall process could be described as a complex net of communication
paths, both intra– and extra–organizational, linking together the various
functions of the firm and linking it to the broader scientific and technological
communities and to the marketplace1.
Finally, since the latter half of the 1980s, a shift was marked from considering
innovation as a predominantly sequential process, to considering it as a parallel
process involving simultaneously, elements of R&D and manufacturing and
marketing and so on. At the same time, joint ventures and strategic alliances
increased dramatically, giving an added dimension to the process. During the
1990s, new features have been added to the model, involving a much closer
strategic integration between collaborating companies and what can be called
the ‘electronification of innovation’. This latter implies an increased use of expert
systems as a development aid, simulation modelling, and linked supplier/user
computer aided design (CAD) systems as part of the co-development process of
new products and closer CAD and manufacturing systems. This new perspective
considers innovation not only as a cross–functional process, but also as a
multi–institutional networking process.
The identification of innovation sources has had great importance especially for
policymaking. Initially, the fundamental debate focused on the science–push
and market pull–models and choice of one or the other would influence both
policy initiatives aimed at fostering innovation at a national level and firms’
technology strategies at the micro–level. The recent literature on systems of
innovation seems to have superseded this debate, however it could be stated
that the theoretical analyses as well as the implementation of the notion is still
biased towards a science–push model of innovation.
According to its nature, innovation is a set of continuous events by means of
which firms increase their knowledge base to improve or replace their operation,
processes, products or services. This new knowledge determines diverse types
of benefits for the firms, the users of products and technologies, and the whole

1

The classic reference of this model is Kline and Rosenberg (1986).
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set of agents that participate in the process of innovation, and are reflected in
the last instance in economic terms. Thus, innovation is a transdisciplinary
process that involves among others: scientific, technical, administrative, social,
behavioural and economic aspects. It includes at least three non–linear sub–
processes: creation1, production and diffusion, though the temporal relationship
between these is vague and debated. There are many issues related to the
nature of innovation, from the role of individuals such as entrepreneurs and
champions, to technology transfer and the various types of relationships
between agents and organisations to complement their capabilities as well as
the alignment of the diverse elements involved in the process.
A major contribution to the understanding of the nature of innovation is the
evolutionary approach to technical change that has been developed since the
early 1980s to explain at a detailed micro–economic level the process of
innovation2; it is based on the proposal that firms and products compete for
survival and evolve within a selection environment, namely the market. From
this perspective, innovation consists in solving diverse firm’s technical problems
to enhance its competitiveness. These technological solutions, related to
products or processes performance attributes, occur within corridors or
trajectories determined by ‘normal technology’ constituting technological
paradigms3. Innovating activities that generate a new inertia or trajectory
culminate in dominant configurations4, which usually take the form of a new
product with a set of specifications synthesised from the accumulation of
previous solutions. Dominant designs generate a trend towards standardisation
that reduces the variety of possible products to a few ‘species’.
From what has been discussed above, we can infer that the process of
innovation displays network properties and this characteristic has led to assert
that innovation has a ‘systemic nature’. This idea, central to the prevailing
thought on innovation processes, is derived from the work of Christopher

1

Which could include research and development.
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Dosi (1982).
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Metcalfe (1993), Utterback (1994).
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Freeman at the OECD and his subsequent work at SPRU in the mid–1960s and
the beginning of the 1970s1 that emphasised the importance of institutional
coupling devices within the innovation process. The need for these mechanisms
stemmed from the recognition that different types of knowledge located in
different organisations, should be articulated and combined to achieve
significant improvements in technology. This, in turn, implies a clear division of
labour in which several institutions, universities, research centres and
professional societies support the activities of firms. Given that the various
organisations involved accumulate and disseminate knowledge in different ways
and operate with different motivations, orientations and time horizons, their
forming a community of interdependent agents is a crucial aspect in the field of
innovation policy as related to industrial establishments2.
However, we need to clarify at least two aspects on this subject; firstly, that
according to the framework we have discussed in chapter 2, there are two
problems with asserting that innovation has a systemic nature. On the one
hand, we cannot affirm whether innovation processes are systemic or not, that
would be making an assumption about the existence and quality of reality. On
the other, a statement of that nature implies a mechanistic view of a socio–
technical phenomenon that could lead us to a wrong approach to address it.
Thus, it seems more appropriate to assert that innovation is an increasingly
complex phenomenon3 displaying network properties and that it could be better
analysed and transformed if we address it using systems methods.
Secondly, although it is true that the studies of innovation that we have
mentioned, make intuitive reference to systems thinking, its application has
been restricted to what could be called a ‘first order’ —complexity oriented
systems perspective, i.e. one which is limited to the decomposition of a whole
into its parts and relations. As we previously discussed, the crucial conceptual
shift of systems theory concerns ‘second order’ system–environment
differentiation. From this point of view, what matters is how the system
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Cf. Freeman, et al. (1965); Freeman, et al. (1982); see also Andersen (1994).
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differentiates itself from its environment and how a large number of subsystems
within it reconstruct the whole system as the unity of subsystem and
environment (see section 2.3.1 on page 32). This kind of perspective implies an
emphasis on functional rather than structural aspects of systems and has
important consequences for the analysis of complexity.
We can now say that a firm might be perceived as a purposeful human activity
system whose goal is the production of outputs with dynamic properties —
competitive products, processes or services. Within it, innovation is a
subsystem, characterised by continuous, uncertain events, whose goal is to
ensure the competitiveness of the firm’s outputs. This process in turn consists
of several functional subsystems covering from research and competitive
intelligence to development and coordination. The events occurring in different
functional subsystems are performed by a wide set of components which are
not necessarily part of the firm, but are temporarily working under its
coordination and are constrained by different types of relations. Each functional
subsystem recognises itself as a temporary constituent of the whole subsystem
of innovation. In other words, within a firm, innovation is a process to generate
output variety1.

3.2. FROM SCIENCE TO INNOVATION POLICIES: A FIRST APPROXIMATION
3.2.1 ANTECEDENTS OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICIES

Some scholars2 claim that the origins of science policy might be traced back to
Francis Bacon’s utopia The New Atlantis —which launched the concept of a
new state authority alongside other institutions responsible for justice, the army,
education and finance and whose ultimate function was “the knowledge of
causes, and secret motions of things; and the enlarging of the bounds of human
empire, to the effecting of all things possible”3. However, what we understand
today as science and technology policy is a phenomenon that undoubtedly
appeared during the twentieth century. There are nevertheless, several
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See the description of the viable system model in section 2.3.3 see also section 3.3.3 on The
Evolutionary Approach: Dynamics of Technical Change.
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examples of the influence of state governments in the promotion and shaping of
science and technology. Science and technology policy can only be understood
within the evolution of national states and its origins could be found in the
diverse measures aimed at enhancing the economic, social and educational
environments to allow the flourishing of knowledge, mainly because of its
potential military or economic impact. Two or three centuries before the
Renaissance, Europe for example, started to advance probably as the outcome
of increasing national rivalry and emulation. This should be set against the
background of the decline of Islamic influence and the particular natural
conditions of the continent, which together encouraged an important increase in
trade and communications, in urbanism and new life styles as well as an
accelerated transfer of technical knowledge between diverse areas and
industries1.
By the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, there are clear examples of the impact
of state authority. Firstly, in the development of specific technical skills in certain
countries, such as the manufacturing of pottery and stoneware in Germany,
Dutch canal building, Portuguese navigation and shipbuilding and English
military technology, all of these closely related to the needs of the state and to
policies of skill migration and guild membership. Secondly, in the establishment
of property rights for applications of knowledge —from the 1421 legislation of
the Republic of Florence and the English Statute of Monopolies in 1623 to the
first of the greater territorial patent systems which was instituted by Queen
Isabel of Spain in 1478 —with a patent for improved grinding, which gave rights
in all areas of the Hispanic monarchy, including America from the 1490s.
Thirdly, in the promotion of scientific and technological areas of crucial
importance for the needs of exploration, conquest and exploitation of the
Americas, including cartography, naval, military technology and mining among
others. Finally, for every state that rejected skilled minorities, more than one
other instituted policies for their reception and reward, from grants of land and
property–rights to membership of guilds and fraternities.

1

Cf. Inkster (2002).
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In Britain, one of the earliest significant attempts to relate science and national
effort was the creation of the Royal Society of London by King Charles II in
1662 to encourage the improvement of natural knowledge. It included some sort
of advisory function and its membership included poets, architects, philosophers
and theologians as well as natural scientists. As Alexander King suggests,
although a century had to pass before the Royal Society substantially realised
its aims, it had an important role in the accumulation of knowledge and the
acceleration of discovery that culminated in the industrial revolution1. In other
European countries, similar scientific academies were created such as the
Academia del Cimento in Italy and the Academie des Sciences in France, to
provide organised social spaces for carrying out scientific research and
communicating its results2.
During the industrial revolution, British policies for science and technology
centred on commercial expansion and military needs3, as well as in rewarding
inventors and the financing of technical developments in power sources,
dyestuffs, fire proofing and land reclamation4. Additionally, several measures
oriented to ensure a safe and regulated environment for innovative risk taking
were adopted. Under this heading might be placed the legislation for
parliamentary enclosure from 1730, the huge increase in turnpike roads from
1750 to 1770, the resulting spread of canals and stagecoaches, and the
General Enclosure Act of 1801. Similarly, specific acts were passed to
encourage innovation in new products such as flax, or in order to exploit
colonial ventures, such as the Act (3 Geo. II c.29) “to encourage the
Importations of Pig and Bar iron from the Colonies in America, and to prevent
the erection of any Mills for slitting or rolling of iron, or any plating forge to work
with a tilt hammer, or any furnace for making steel, in any of the said Colonies”5.
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However, it was not until the end of the nineteenth century that the British
government’s own research effort became organised, first with the
establishment of the Geological Survey and the creation of the National
Physical Laboratory. A few years later, in 1915, the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research emerged as the first coherent research organisation to build
up scientific structures and links with industry during war times. Together with
the corresponding research councils for medical and agricultural research, DSIR
integrated a ‘system’, reporting to a single minister, initially the Lord President of
the Council and later the Minister for Science1. This ‘system’, despite lacking an
actual coherent approach to the allocation of resources between needs, had
several interesting functions ranging from the financing of research and the
promotion of projects of interest to industries as a whole, to the creation of
research associations in cooperation with progressive industrialists. During the
interwar period in Britain, the activities of a highly ‘visible college’ of leading
scientists —Lancelot Hogben, Hyman Levy, J.B.S. Haldane, Joseph Needham
and John D. Bernal, were also very important for the debate concerning the
degree to which it was feasible and desirable to plan the scientific agenda
through a more active state involvement in science policy as well as a more
political role for scientists to play in solving social problems. These ideas were
opposed to Michael Polanyi’s arguments stressing the need of autonomy and
self–governance of the scientific community2. The publication of Bernal’s The
Social Function of Science3 brought together a set of historical, political and
economic arguments in favour of an increased public support for science and
technology and was undoubtedly very influential in the subsequent
developments towards science policy.
In the history of the United States of America, there are several examples of
institutions devoted to the promotion and the application of science. Not
surprisingly, most of them were created around war times, usually with
coordination, advisory and research funding functions, though in the majority of
the cases these had insufficient funds to operate properly. Among them, we can
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mention the Smithsonian Institution established in 1846, which among other
activities awarded grants to sponsor research projects. The National Academy
of Sciences —that had its origin in a permanent commission of scientist which
evaluated inventions during the Civil War, acted as a scientific advisory body to
all the agencies of government that asked for specific help, usually related to
technical problems. During the First World War, the National Research Council
was created as an appendage of the NAS with a broader membership base that
included engineers and industrial technologists and which performed an
important role during the industrial upsurge after the war and forged a
permanent link between science and industry.
However, during the first decades of the twentieth century, in the United States
as well as in other industrialised countries, the responsibility for science and
technology was largely in the hands of the private sector, which developed what
might be called ‘corporate science policy’1 through industrial research
laboratories, university–industry linkages and corporate foundations, such as
the Carnegie, Ford and Rockefeller foundations. These became significant
actors during the interwar years, setting policy agendas in the physical and
biological sciences, supporting the consolidation of the ‘research university’ and
encouraging interdisciplinary research and international cooperation among
scientists2.
By the eve of World War II, in Britain as well as in the United States it was clear
that the war might be won or lost on technological supremacy and that it was
necessary to ensure the development and utilisation of scientific and
engineering resources. Thus, in Britain, the Admiralty, the Ministry of Supply
and the Ministry of Aircraft Production collectively constituted some sort of
virtual organisation for the coordination of the scientific efforts for the war —
whose counterpart in the US would be the OSRD, recruiting scientists from
industry, the universities and the DSIR network. It is also well known that a
British technical mission led by Sir Henry Tizard, visited the US bringing with
them the ‘black box’ of British war secrets, including microwave radar, and that
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this visit gave impetus to the organisation of the US war effort1. This led to the
set up in 1940 of the National Defence Research Committee, this time with
adequate resources compared with its predecessor institutions. After one year,
NDRC

proved to be too narrow and was incorporated with the Medical Research

Council into a broader agency, the Office of Scientific Research and
Development, which efficiently mobilised the scientific effort for the war and its
correlation with military thinking, engineering and production. Vannevar Bush,
its director, and his senior colleagues never envisaged OSRD as other than a
temporary organisation, but its success projected US’ science as a major
national investment in the future.
3.2.2 THE RISE OF SCIENCE POLICY

There is general agreement between scholars that the years between 1947 and
1955 could be considered the period when the formal arising of science policy
took place, since national research organisations, policy or coordination groups
were created and ministers specifically designated to guide a nation’s scientific
effort as a whole were appointed in most of the scientifically advanced
countries. When the war ended, the role played by research and development
in winning the war was evident and its potentialities for peacetime development
were then considered.
Among the resulting measures that were taken in Britain, the creation of a
scientific civil service and the establishment of an Advisory Council for Science
Policy, in 1947, deserve special mention. The former was aimed at providing
adequate employment conditions, conducive to creativity, for scientists working
in government as well as facilitating mobility between government laboratories,
universities and research associations2. The ACSP was a complement to the
Defence Science Committee, and both bodies were chaired by Sir Henry
Tizard, to guarantee a unified vision of the scientific and political scenes. The
first annual report of the Council constituted the first coherent British approach
to science policy, including a long–term vision for fundamental and applied civil
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research as well as the organisational arrangements to perform them. These
implied to concentrate the main thrust of government research not in the
ministerial laboratories, but under the three research councils —Agricultural and
Medical Research Councils and the Department of Scientific Industrial
Research. Additionally, the ACSP provided advice to ministers on issues
concerning nutrition and industrial output and productivity1.
Other European countries where there was discontinuity between the war
conditions and the new situation of science for peacetime reconstruction had to
temporarily put aside the broad policy objectives and concentrated their efforts
on building up their research infrastructure. Examples of institutions devoted to
this task are the National Council of Scientific Research (CNRS) in France, and
the National Research Council (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft) as well as
several research institutes under the Max Planck Society in Germany.
However, the case that is usually considered as the first integral science policy
proposal is the report Science the Endless Frontier, prepared by Vannevar
Bush by specific request of President Roosevelt, which led to the establishment
of the National Science Foundation. Without diminishing the value of the report
itself, it is evident that the President’s request already contained a clear vision
of the impacts of scientific knowledge in the political, social and economic
spheres, and was asking for advice to structure a coherent government
intervention in that matter2. Before the end of the war, in November 1944,
President Roosevelt asked the director of the OSRD for recommendations on the
following aspects3: Firstly, how to diffuse, within the limits of military security,
the contributions made to scientific knowledge during the war effort, in order to
stimulate new enterprises, provide jobs and for the improvement of the national
well–being. Secondly, what had to be done to guarantee the continuity of
research efforts in medicine and related sciences? Thirdly, what could the
government do to aid research activities by public and private organisations,
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carefully considering the “proper roles of public and private research, and their
interrelation”1. Finally, how to discover and develop scientific talent in American
youth in order to assure a continued research performance comparable to the
levels achieved during the war2.
In July 1945, Bush submitted the report answering the President’s four
questions, which was prepared with the assistance of several committees. The
essence of the report is contained in the following eight recommendations3:
o

“Science, by itself, provides no panacea for individual, social, and economic ills. It
can be effective in the national welfare only as a member of a team, whether the
conditions be peace or war. But without scientific progress no amount of
achievement in other directions can insure our health, prosperity, and security as a
nation in the modern world […] Moreover, since health, well-being, and security are
proper concerns of Government, scientific progress is, and must be, of vital interest
to Government.”

o

“It is clear that if we are to maintain the progress in medicine which has marked the
last 25 years, the Government should extend financial support to basic medical
research”4.

o

“Military preparedness requires a permanent independent, civilian–controlled
organization, having close liaison with the Army and Navy, but with funds directly
from Congress and with the clear power to initiate military research which will
supplement and strengthen that carried on directly under the control of the Army
and Navy”.

o

“Basic scientific research is scientific capital. Moreover, we cannot any longer
depend upon Europe as a major source of this scientific capital. Clearly, more and
better scientific research is one essential to the achievement of our goal of full
employment”.
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The emphasis is ours.
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the combination of European fundamental research and American engineering; see the fourth
recommendation below.
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o

“If the colleges, universities, and research institutes are to meet the rapidly
increasing demands of industry and Government for new scientific knowledge, their
basic research should be strengthened by use of public funds”.

o

“To provide coordination of the common scientific activities of these governmental
agencies as to policies and budgets, a permanent Science Advisory Board should
be created to advise the executive and legislative branches of Government on
these matters”1.

o

“The Government should provide a reasonable number of undergraduate
scholarships and graduate fellowships in order to develop scientific talent in
American youth. The plans should be designed to attract into science only that
proportion of youthful talent appropriate to the needs of science in relation to the
other needs of the nation for high abilities”.

o

“A new agency should be established, therefore, by the Congress, devoted to the
support of scientific research and advanced scientific education alone […] Basic
scientific research should not, therefore, be placed under an operating agency
whose paramount concern is anything other than research. Research will always
suffer when put in competition with operations”.

Additionally, Bush set down five principles that were intended to underlie the
programme of support for scientific research and education:
“(1) Whatever the extent of support may be, there must be stability of funds over
a period of years so that long–range programs may be undertaken. (2) The
agency to administer such funds should be composed of citizens selected only on
the basis of their interest in and capacity to promote the work of the agency. They
should be persons of broad interest in and understanding of the peculiarities of
scientific research and education. (3) The agency should promote research
through contracts or grants to organizations outside the Federal Government. It
should not operate any laboratories of its own. (4) Support of basic research in
the public and private colleges, universities, and research institutes must leave
the internal control of policy, personnel, and the method and scope of the
research to the institutions themselves. This is of the utmost importance. (5)
While assuring complete independence and freedom for the nature, scope, and
methodology of research carried on in the institutions receiving public funds, and
while retaining discretion in the allocation of funds among such institutions, the
Foundation proposed herein must be responsible to the President and the
Congress. Only through such responsibility can we maintain the proper
relationship between science and other aspects of a democratic system. The
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This function apparently was originally envisioned for the National Science Board. However, it became
unrealistic so long as the National Science Foundation budget constituted only a tiny fraction of the
total federal support for scientific research, as it did through most of its early history.
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usual controls of audits, reports, budgeting, and the like, should, of course, apply
to the administrative and fiscal operations of the Foundation, subject, however, to
such adjustments in procedure as are necessary to meet the special
requirements of research”1.

The report ends with the suggested objectives, structure, policies and budget of
the agency responsible for the administration of the national programme. After
interminable commission discussions, the National Science Foundation Bill,
strongly supported by the scientific community, was passed by both Houses of
Congress in 1947, but was vetoed by President Truman; an amended act was
finally passed in 1950. Subsequently, other elements of the science policy
structure suggested in the report were created, such as the Federal Council for
Science and Technology, to coordinate the scientific work of the various
government departments, and the President’s Science Advisory Council for
over–all problems of scientific policy and trends2.
As can be appreciated, the Bush report recognised that scientific knowledge
and research in general were of crucial importance for diverse areas of the
nation’s well being, as was suggested by the president’s letter. Precisely for this
reason it was a fundamental government responsibility to intervene in the
structure, administration and funding of a system for supporting the generation
and exploitation of knowledge. The report also adopted a functional division of
the research apparatus —where fundamental research should be mainly
performed at universities while applied research should be carried out in
national laboratories and in industry. This division was perceived as a natural
consequence of the characteristics of basic research —mainly its uncertainty,
cost and the long time required to carry it out, which made it unfeasible for
industry: “Industry will fully rise to the challenge of applying new knowledge to
new products. The commercial incentive can be relied upon for that. But basic
research is essentially non–commercial in nature. It will not receive the attention
it requires if left to industry”3. In addition to the typical market failure argument
implicit in the latter quotation, chapter 3 of the report, devoted to Science and
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the public welfare1, also included several ‘modern innovation policy’
recommendations. Such as the need to have adequate fiscal and patent
policies to encourage industrial engagement in innovative projects, the need to
provide particular attention and solutions to small enterprises —through what
Bush called ‘research clinics’, and the need to promote international
cooperation in research endeavours.
Several parts of the report clearly embody the idea of basic research as the
prerequisite for technological innovation. However, there are two rather different
perspectives of this: one is that specific ideas emerging from basic research are
the inspiration and source of technological innovation. The other is that the
cumulative output of basic research is essentially a resource that can be
exploited by applied scientists and engineers for the purposes of innovation.
According to Harvey Brooks2, Bush held much more of the latter view than the
direct–event relationship. Although the Bush report has always been correctly
regarded as the point of convergence of the linear —science–push model of
innovation and science policy thinking, it seems that his views were not quite as
purists as has often been implied. Especially because of his experiences during
the war, and it might also be inferred from the following quotation from another
report not as well known as Science the Endless Frontier:
“The borderline between the engineer and the applied scientist is becoming dim.
It has never been clean–cut […] A science such as physics, or chemistry, or
mathematics is not the sum of two discreet parts —one pure, and the other
applied. It is an organic whole, with complete interrelationships throughout. There
should be no divorcing of applied science from its parent systems…3”

It is unquestionable that, despite being primarily focused on fundamental
research and the fact that the actual operation of the NSF was later considerably
overshadowed by government science activities in the fields of nuclear energy
and space, the whole set of events surrounding the elaboration of Science the
Endless Frontier and the subsequent establishment of governmental bodies,
represent the cornerstone of science policy in its modern interpretation. Being
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cautious in the use of the terms for reasons that will be discussed in other parts
of this work, we might argue that the Bush report constitutes the inception of the
systemic approaches to innovation policy1. Firstly, its motivations were equally
distributed between the exploitation of knowledge for social and economic
reasons as well as in the need to guarantee the continuous provision of new
knowledge. Secondly, its recommendations included not only measures directly
related to the organisation and funding of research, but also elements
concerning the creation of framework conditions to encourage industrial
involvement in innovation. And finally, it also included a clear definition and
delimitation of different components interacting at different levels for the
generation of knowledge and its commercialisation —the military and the
industrial sectors, the research and educational systems, the international
scientific resources, as well as the government bodies, programmes and
financial resources.
3.2.3 THE EVOLUTION OF SCIENCE POLICY

An important aspect to understand science policy and its evolution is to take
into account the interactions between it and the politics of science, i.e. the
interaction between science and power2. To do this, Elzinga and Jamison3
suggest focusing on the various actors that are involved in the making of
science and technology policy. They identify at least the following four ‘policy
cultures’ or dimensions: First, the bureaucratic, based on the state
administration with its agencies and bodies, concerned with effective
administration, coordination and planning; its main interest focused on making
policy scientific. Second, the research culture4, based on the communities of
research practitioners; its main concern is policy for science and technology,
and preserving research values and control over funding organisations. Third,
there is an economic culture related to business and management, based on
industrial firms and focused on the practical uses of science and technology; its
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main concern is what currently is known as innovation policy, i.e. the measures
oriented to successful development and introduction of new ideas into the
marketplace. Finally, there is a civic culture, based on popular social
movements and whose concerns are more related to the social consequences
of science and technology than with its production. We might suggest an
additional dimension that could be called a ‘meta–culture’, based on
international organisations of diverse interests and purposes, which is mainly
concerned with the diffusion of relatively homogeneous rules of international
trade and cooperation, and in the last instance with the preservation of the
prevailing economic system itself.
The different cultural orientations among policy analysts have led to diverse
approaches to the evolution of what was initially called science policy. It is even
difficult to assert whether they refer to the same phenomenon or to different
sets of interrelated activities, since the boundaries of science, technology,
industrial and innovation policies have always been blurred and under constant
and thorough debate. Then, while some analysts perceive the evolution of
science policy as the changes in the processes of institutional coordination and
management1, others characterise it in terms of political strategic behaviour and
tactical accommodation2, change of emphasis in economic criteria3, or changes
in the socio–political environment4. However, despite these different
approaches have led to identify different moments in history when particular
criteria surrounding policymaking have shifted, there seems that almost all of
them recognise a clear transition from science to technology to innovation
policies. This is reflected in shifts of emphasis in the ultimate objectives of the
whole set of policies as a result of changes in the international social and
economic environment, and though it could be paradoxical, also as a result of
the accumulation of knowledge, development and evolution of the
conceptualisation of technical change and innovation. Nevertheless, as Lundvall
has pointed out, this evolution of science, technology and innovation policy
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does not mean that we simply pass from one stage to another where one type
of policies substitutes the preceding ones, but that the new forms of policies get
mixed and overlapped with the previous types constituting an increasingly
complex phenomenon1.
These changes of overall objectives correspond approximately to the following
periods: First, in its ‘golden age’ from 1946 to 1967, the main goal appeared to
be related to the search of mechanisms to rationally allocate resources between
diverse scientific activities with exponentially growing costs2 and the analysis of
different issues concerning the exploitation of scientific knowledge to increase
economic performance3. As mentioned earlier, the need to develop human
resources in scientific fields was also an important concern during this period.
Consequently, criteria for choice in science were discussed and structures for
science policy making were developed4. As pointed out by Gibbons et al5,
sooner or later, such type of policies became inadequate, among other things
because they were mainly oriented to what was happening within scientific
disciplines whereas the dynamics of knowledge production changed to be more
concerned with what was happening outside or along them.
After the institutionalisation of science policy and the routinisation of its
practices6, the attention shifted to issues of management of the national
scientific capability and to a policy in which science was seen to support the
objectives of other policies. This new perspective gave way to a stage of
systematic debate of goals, strategies and assessment of the impacts of
proposed policies. During this phase, basic research and the subsequent
transfer of knowledge were considered the key issues for technology
development. This trend, still based on a linear approach to technological
processes, assumed that it was possible to induce innovation by promoting
basic research and ensuring the availability of efficient transfer mechanisms.
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However, these policies had at least two interrelated flaws: firstly, they
privileged a supply-side or science–push model, putting aside the fact that
scientific knowledge is just one among the diverse sources of innovation.
Secondly, the science–push model operates with regard to the dynamics of
scientific knowledge paying no attention to the dynamics of industrial
competitiveness, which changed to become less dependent on fundamental
discoveries and more concerned of combining different types of technologies
with efficient manufacturing processes and high quality products1.
The deterioration of the economic environment throughout the late 1970s and
early 1980s forced another policy shift, one in which technology took the place
of science as a more effective base from which to support national industry and
economic performance. Additionally, during these years, the understanding of
the innovation process started to change dramatically. New interactive models,
significantly different to the previous linear approaches, emphasised the central
role played by diverse activities out of the sphere of basic research. Attention
shifted then to issues such as the feedback effects between the phases of the
innovation process which are related to the market and those related to
technology and to the diverse interactions between science, technology and
other activities concerning innovation that occur at firm or at industry level2.
Scholars also started to use the term innovation policy, first referring to the
fusion of science and technology policy with industrial policy3, and later to a
whole set of measures aimed not only at the generation and diffusion of
knowledge, but also at stimulating the economic, institutional and social factors
that influence the absorption and generation of technological knowledge.
Finally, during the 1990s and the initial years of the twenty–first century, the
concepts of knowledge based economy and learning economy have emerged to
explicitly recognise the key role played by these two aspects in economic
success4. This recognition is starting to evidence the need to move from
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policies that emphasise the importance of the coordination among the factors
that support innovation, to a new generation of policies which will be
characterised by having innovation concepts embedded at the core of specific
policy areas, such as those concerning the driving factors of the innovation
process, its inputs as well as its outputs and effects —e.g. competition and
trade, research and education, and environment and employment respectively1.
The relative strengths and modes of interaction between all the cultural
dimensions actively participating in policy–making have had a crucial role in
shaping the particular ‘national styles’ of innovation policies, however, it is
possible to discern a number of underlying processes that have led to an
international convergence in terms of issues and approaches. Because of their
importance among these, we can mention firstly, the prominence of high
technologies in the economy. Secondly, the homogenisation of methodologies
for policy design and implementation. Thirdly, the globalisation of knowledge
production and diffusion as well as the rising costs of research. Finally, as
mentioned above, the international orchestration and agenda setting through
intergovernmental bodies leading to conformity in the perception of issues and
in planning2. This international convergence as well as the significant
participation of meta–national organisations in the shaping of innovation policies
will be analysed in–depth in the next chapter. Nevertheless, to a certain extent,
the role of these organisations has also been important in the homogenisation
of economic policies and one of the areas of intersection between these and
innovation policies corresponds to the rationales for government intervention to
promote science, technology and innovation. This fundamental aspect of
innovation policies is discussed in the following section.

3.3. RATIONALES FOR PUBLIC INNOVATION POLICIES
There are several types of considerations concerning the reasons, methods,
amounts and timing of governmental interventions to foster knowledge
generation and innovation. Among these, we can mention the analyses derived
from mainstream microeconomic theory, political economy studies, strategic
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trade theory, endogenous growth literature and several streams of neo–
Schumpeterian economics1. From these, we will focus in this section on the
neoclassical approach and on the Nelson & Winter version of evolutionary
economics. The reason for this is because the former undoubtedly constitutes
the stronger argument used for more than half a century to justify science and
innovation policies, for these are a subset of economic policies2. Additionally,
the latter represents the theoretical synthesis of several currents opposed to
mainstream economics, which have also been influential in the diffusion of
modern innovation policies.
3.3.1 THE NEOCLASSICAL APPROACH

The neoclassical theoretical system has the following distinctive
characteristics3: Firstly, a reduction of interest in economic growth, the great
theme of the majority of the classical economists, focusing the attention on the
problem of allocation of given resources among alternative uses. Secondly, the
acceptance of the utilitarian approach, developing a philosophy for which
human behaviour is exclusively reducible to rational calculation aimed at the
maximisation of utility. Thirdly, its method is based on the principle of variation
of proportions, the so called ‘substitution principle’. Thus, its analyses are
carried out in terms of the alternative possibilities among which both consumers
and producers can choose, and their objective is to search for the conditions
under which the optimal alternative is chosen. Fourthly, given the utilitarian
approach, the economic agents must be individuals, or at the most, ‘minimum’
social aggregates characterised by the individuality of a decision making unit,
opposed to previous schools of thought where collective agents, such as social
classes were at the centre of their theoretical systems. “With neoclassical
thought methodological individualism definitely entered economic science:
knowledge of the properties of a system comes from the knowledge of the
properties of its elements”4. Fifthly, the method also implies an anti–historicist
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reduction, i.e. economics was likened to the natural sciences and economic
laws finally assumed characteristics similar to those of natural laws. The
universal validity was established by the pervasiveness of the problem of
scarcity, and for it to make sense, social relations must be removed from the
field of economics. Finally, the neoclassical system lies in the substitution of the
subjective theory of value for an objective one, which implies that values exist
independently of individual choices, individuals can accept or reject values, but
they are not able to influence them.
One of the pillars of the neoclassical system is the theory of general economic
equilibrium developed by Leon Walras1. In his conception, the economy is
made up of a set of agents who are present in the market either as consumers
or as suppliers of productive services or as entrepreneurs. The economic
process has its origin in the meeting of these various agents in the market.
Productive services are transformed into goods that are bought, either by other
entrepreneurs for productive uses, or by the final consumers. The latter who
have supplied the productive services to the entrepreneurs, buy produced
goods from them by spending the income received in return for their productive
services.
The main objective of the theory is to show how the voluntary exchanges
among individuals who are well–informed, self–interested and rational, will lead
to an organisation of the production and the distribution of income which is
efficient and mutually beneficial. As mentioned above, the only form of social
interaction that is admitted in the model is that realised on the market by means
of anonymous and impersonal exchanges. Through a well articulated theory of
prices and the establishment of complex relationships between the prices of
goods and factors, it is then asserted that the whole set of relationships is in a
state of general equilibrium when the prices and the quantities are such that the
maximum satisfaction each agent pursues by his own choices is compatible
with the maximum satisfaction pursued by all the other agents. More precisely,
an economy is in a Walrasian competitive equilibrium when there is a set of
prices such that: (1) in each market the demand equals the supply; (2) each
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agent is able to buy and sell exactly what he planned to do; and (3) all the firms
and consumers are able to exchange precisely those quantities of goods which
maximise, respectively, profits and utilities1.
From the point of view of normative economics, there are three basic principles
of utilitarian philosophy. The first concerns the evaluation of alternative
situations, and states that the only correct basis for this evaluations is the
welfare or the satisfaction economic agents derive from doing what they prefer
doing. The second principle involves the choice basis of the actions, and states
that actions must be compared or evaluated only on the basis of the
consequences they produce, without considering intentions of the agents or
motivations that are different from welfare. The third principle deals with the way
of organising the welfare of single agents and states that the aggregation
criterion must be that of the sum of the individual welfares, i.e. the evaluation of
alternative social states is made in terms of the sum of the individual utilities
associated with them. Over time, these fundamental principles have been
reformulated and interpreted in different ways. In particular, the third principle
was replaced by the Pareto criterion.
The Pareto criterion simply states that there is maximum efficiency of an
allocation when it is impossible to increase one economic magnitude without
decreasing another. In the specific case of social welfare, a social state is
Pareto–optimal if and only if there is no other alternative state in which at least
one individual is better off and nobody else worse off. During the 1930s and
1940s, several authors developed and refined a modern formulation of the
relationship between Walrasian equilibrium and Pareto optimality, but it was not
until 1951 that Kenneth Arrow and Gerard Debreu2 obtained rigorous proofs of
a global result: a competitive equilibrium is not dominated, in the Paretian sense
by any feasible social allocation. This is the content of the first fundamental
theorem of welfare economics.
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Arrow and Debreu also demonstrated the converse result: given any desired
optimal allocation in the Paretian sense, it is always possible, under certain
conditions to find a way to distribute the initial endowments among individuals in
such a manner that the Walrasian equilibrium associated with that distribution
coincides with the desired allocation. This are the implications of the second
fundamental theorem of welfare economics, which is usually interpreted as
representing a solution to the problem of how to obtain a Pareto–optimal
allocation through decentralised decisions. Thanks to these two theorems,
Adam Smith’s invisible hand ceased to be a suggestive metaphor; these
provided the ideological and analytical justification of laissez–faire.
As can be inferred, neoclassical economics involves mathematical models of
idealised economic systems that are very far from reality and require the
fulfilment of several assumptions and conditions. In the particular case of an
economically efficient allocation in the Paretian sense, it is only possible if ten
conditions of maximum welfare occur. These are grouped together into what is
called the efficiency of consumers, of producers and of consumers with
producers1. However, these ten conditions are necessary but not sufficient. The
attainment of maximum economic efficiency is contingent upon the satisfaction
of four sets of underlying assumptions that are generally described as the
absence of indivisibility, uncertainties, externalities and collectivities2.
Thus, the model rests on the hypothesis of perfect competition, which does not
exist in the real world. The actual occurrence of conditions that violate the
assumptions of perfect competition and prevent an optimal allocation of
resources through the market mechanism are referred as market failures and
consist of the following: failures of competition, mainly due to increasing returns
to scale and the presence of monopolies. Information failures and incomplete
markets caused by uncertainties and asymmetric information. The occurrence
of positive and negative externalities, i.e. instances when the acts of one agent
impose a cost or confer a benefit to other agent. The existence of public goods,
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i.e. those that due to non–rivalry and non–excludability cannot be made into
private property. Finally, the occurrence of unemployment and inflation.
Consequently, according to this theory, an economy is inefficient in the absence
of government intervention, i.e. the market economy would not be Pareto
efficient if left to itself. Thus, governments might intervene through a series of
measures, such as competition policies, taxation and the provision of certain
goods or services among others, to correct the market failures1.
3.3.2 SCIENCE AND INNOVATION POLICIES FROM THE NEOCLASSICAL PERSPECTIVE

The basic economic justification for science, technology and innovation policies
since the need to support the generation of basic knowledge was first identified,
has been the ‘market failure’ argument. It has its origin in what some authors
call the Arrow–Nelson rationale since these scholars stressed the economic
importance of financing basic research and suggested the economic justification
to do so within the neoclassical framework2. As we have already mentioned,
there are four generic sources of market failure in the neoclassical system and
these affect knowledge generation activities in the following form: first,
indivisibilities, which arise from the fact that R&D activity, can display economies
of scale in any particular use, and in some cases, economies of scope across a
wide range of uses. This usually creates strong incentives for firms to
monopolise markets. Second, uncertainty —a condition inextricably associated
to knowledge generation, innovation and its diffusion, and the existence of
asymmetries of information explain firm’s mismanagement of resources under
profit maximisation behaviour. Problems of adverse selection and moral hazard
resulting from this unequal distribution of knowledge prevent the possibility of
optimal market processes leading firms to diminish their investment in
innovative activities. Finally, externalities based on the characteristic of
knowledge as a public good, undermine firm’s incentives to generate knowledge
and to innovate3.
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From these sources of market failure, Richard Nelson, on the one hand
concentrated on the analysis of the problems of externalities and
inappropriability associated to performing fundamental research. He pointed out
that since basic research is not a homogeneous commodity it is difficult to
assert, based on welfare economics, whether the levels of expenditure for this
activity are adequate or not. However, he clearly showed that the referred
market failures would prevent socially desirable levels of expenditure in
research and suggested the necessity of encouraging the growth of what he
called a ‘basic research industry’.
Arrow, on the other hand, focused his attention on the problem of allocation of
resources under uncertainty, pointing out that the economic system has
imperfect and limited devices to deal with risk. His analysis was based on the
treatment of knowledge as information and of invention/innovation as the
process to generate information. Subsequently he addressed the problems
arising when information becomes a commodity under conditions of uncertainty.
With this method, he was able to demonstrate that a free–enterprise economy
would:
“… under–invest in invention and research (as compared with an ideal) because
it is risky, because the product can be appropriated only to a limited extent, and
because of increasing returns in use. This under-investment will be greater for
more basic research. Further, to the extent that a firm succeeds in engrossing the
economic value of its inventive activity, there will be an under–utilization of that
information as compared with an ideal allocation”1.

He thus concluded that for optimal allocation to invention it would be necessary
for the government or some agency not governed by profit–and–loss criteria to
finance research and invention. Arrow also pointed out two arising problems
associated with this intervention to correct market failures: determining the
amount of resources devoted to invention, and encouraging efficiency in the use
of those resources.
As already mentioned, underlying this interpretation is the microeconomic
theory of the firm, which implies a particular view of technical information and
knowledge, where this latter is generic, codified, immediately accessible and
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directly productive. From this perspective, technological knowledge and
competencies are essentially just the possession of information that becomes a
necessary condition to attain optimality, allowing rational optimising behaviour
by firms. Despite its limitations, the market failure argument provides a strong
general rationale including a guide to policy action concerning the optimal use
of government expenditure1.
Several measures have been used through public policy to correct market
failures. These can be synthesised in the following mechanisms: to raise the
expected returns by lowering R&D costs and restricting the exploitation of
knowledge. The first mechanism includes directly or indirectly subsidising R&D
expenditures, e.g. financing research programmes, the creation of information
and innovation centres and tax incentives to R&D activities. The second solution
involves the structuring of a patent system and the promotion of co–operative
research ventures to internalise the externalities firms generate. Both
mechanisms can be horizontally applied to the market where the failure occur or
vertically applied to upstream supplier markets or downstream user markets,
affecting the supply and demand facing innovators2.
The implications of this rationale can be summarised in the creation of
favourable framework conditions to facilitate the smooth functioning of markets
and to correct essential market failures by public provision or subsidising private
production of science and technology activities. This has proved a strong
argument for public R&D policies since the 1960s and had a synergic
relationship with the trends and views concerning innovation at the beginning of
that period, such as the linear model, the science–technology push view and
the believe that technological innovation was dominantly embodied in capital
goods. Notwithstanding, the current interpretation of the market failure rationale
has evolved to include apart from the traditional —mainly horizontal and basic
research oriented policies mentioned above, a whole set of vertical instruments
oriented to a wide range of innovation activities, as is shown in Table 3.1,
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derived from a document of the European Commission on state aid for
innovation.
Table 3.1 Market failures and corresponding corrective instruments1
Market Failures

Policy instruments

Appropriation
problems and
externalities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information
asymmetries

Uncertainty and
imperfection of
capital markets

Labour market
mismatches

•
•
•
•
•
•

Support to performing R&D firms
Assistance to enterprises in the patenting process
Funding of shared knowledge (partnerships industry/university)
Competitive funding of research and innovation (grant programmes)
Spin-off of enterprises
Aid to innovative and environmentally sound products, services and processes
Aid to innovation investments
Aid to incubation facilities
Promotion of clustering and networking activities
Measures to promote knowledge diffusion (knowledge services, libraries, education, training, fairs)
Facilitation of technology transfer and interfaces (e.g. industry-science relations, research joint
ventures for development of innovative products/processes, science and technology parks)
Support to intermediary actors (e.g. technology consultants, IPR brokers)
Promotion of the risk capital market and financing of innovation via seed capital, venture capital,
business angels in start-up and development phases
Public funding to pre–competitive research (while letting competition forces operate when moving
closer to the market), Research joint ventures
Public funding of large, risky projects
Support to investment in human capital, training, life long learning, improvement and continuous
training of existing personnel, including researchers
Support for recruitment of scientists, engineers and doctoral candidates

3.3.3 THE EVOLUTIONARY APPROACH: DYNAMICS OF TECHNICAL CHANGE

Various authors have studied how biological thinking has been present in
economic theory, some times as simple metaphors concerning particular
processes, other times explicitly opposed to the mechanistic approach that has
dominated mainstream economics since Adam Smith and subsequently the
neoclassical system2. Hodgson for example, has attempted to identify such
elements of biological analogy, particularly in the case of evolutionary thinking
in different economists, and suggested a taxonomy of the presence of these
ideas in several currents of thought3 (see Figure 3.1). However, he recognises
that in the majority of the cases the concept of evolution is marginal and
ambiguous. He also agrees, as many other authors that one of the most
important exceptions is the seminal work of Nelson and Winter, An Evolutionary

1

Source: own elaboration from Commission of the European Communities (2004).

2

See for example Hodgson (1993), Saviotti and Metcalfe (1991) and Andersen (1994).

3

See Hodgson (1993).
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Theory of Technical Change1, which coherently articulates for the first time
various streams of evolutionary economics in a comprehensive theory2. In it,
they incorporate within an evolutionary framework, knowledge and technology,
the organisation in which innovations are generated or adopted, as well as the
economic environment in which the organisation operates. Undoubtedly, the
motivation underlying this new approach corresponds to the dissatisfaction and
limitations concerning the neoclassical system, which are even recognised by
some of the most influential scholars within it, such as Arrow and Debreu3.
The concept of ‘evolution’ that has been used in recent economics thinking after
Nelson and Winter is broader than that used in biology4 and involves the
following elements. The theoretical attention is focused on understanding the
dynamic process behind a variable or a set of them that is changing over time.
A special case would be to understand how a variable or a system reached its
current state. The theory then proposes that the system in question is subject to
some random variation or perturbation and that also there are mechanisms that
systematically get rid of some of that variation. Much of the explanatory power
of the theory rests with its specification of that selection forces and it presumes
that there are strong inertial forces preserving what has survived the selection
process. In addition, in many cases other forces continue to introduce new
variety into the selection mechanism. This variety is systematically oriented to
new directions that seem appropriate to the context, i.e. the process of
innovation has directionally adaptive aspects. In addition, the entities learn
during these processes, and are capable to pass on to other entities the content
of that learning5.

1

Nelson and Winter (1982).

2

See also Andersen (1994).

3

Cf. Hodgson (1993).

4

Since the term ‘evolution’ was in wide use long before it was identified with a particular theory in
biology. Cf. Hodgson (1993) and Nelson (1995).

5

Cf. Nelson (1995).
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Figure 3.1 A taxonomy of evolutionary thinking in economics1

More precisely, the main theoretical concepts behind the evolutionary models of
the Nelson and Winter type include the following: first, markets constitute the
selection environment within which organisations compete. Second, technology
is organised around trajectories and paradigms that determine meta–rules and
operation strategies for industrial enterprises. Third, technological learning is
fundamental to the consolidation of the knowledge base of productive

1

Source: elaborated from Hodgson (1993).
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organisations and therefore the driving force of permanent innovative activity.
Finally, that this particular cognitive substratum permits specific behaviours that
guarantee the variety necessary for the system to evolve. It should be borne in
mind that this learning refers to any process, within a productive organisation,
by means of which the resources for generating and handling technical change
are increased or strengthened. This occurs within technological paths or
trajectories and permits the accumulation of competences that firms transform
into routines. These characteristics involve the historical and cumulative
aspects of industrial development, since the present technological capabilities
and innovations are the result of the way in which knowledge was managed in
the past. Additionally, emphasis is made of the fact that firms fundamentally
drive productive knowledge generation and technology development, though
there are several other institutions devoted to similar purposes, like research
institutes and centres1.
Saviotti and Metcalfe2 suggested that the diverse research traditions that
constitute an evolutionary explanation of economic change —that is, one driven
by variety generation and selection, include at least the following key elements:
GENERATION OF VARIETY.— In economic systems variety generation is
purposeful, i.e. firms deliberately seek to differentiate themselves from
competitors through product and process innovations. While there are some
random elements in this process, it is mainly shaped by the environment in
which the firms operate. Focused on processes of search and selection,
evolutionary theories attempt to include an explanation of the qualitative events
generating long–term economic variety in institutions, technologies and
artefacts. Therefore, in a clear analogy with biological evolution, economic
development is perceived as the addition to the system of ‘new species’, or
elements which are qualitatively different from those that composed it before.

1

See for example Nelson and Winter (1982), Dosi (1982); Metcalfe (1993), Johnson (1992), Metcalfe
and Gibbons (1989), Rosenberg (1982), Bell and Pavitt (1992), Andersen (1992), Nelson (1995). For
an excellent revision and algorithmic version of the Nelson and Winter model see Andersen (1994).

2

Saviotti and Metcalfe (1991).
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MECHANISMS OF SELECTION AND INHERITANCE.— While in Darwinian evolution
selection occurs through natural selection of randomly produced variations of
organisms, in the economic sphere the analogue process corresponds to
competition. Firms compete by offering products and services between which
customers choose those with better characteristics. The more successful firms
will then survive and grow at faster rates than their rivals. Economic evolution
and selection is not Darwinian, but Lamarckian, since variations in products are
not entirely random. Firms focus their activities on promising lines suggested by
their judgement of the environment and they incorporate behaviours into
routines and practices; in other words, they learn, store and transmit behaviours
in a continuous competitive process.
POPULATION PERSPECTIVE.— In social sciences, the population perspective has
been overshadowed by a typological perspective, i.e. one that is based on the
assumption that the relevant features of a group are substantially homogeneous
and are captured in a few essential characteristics. Therefore, it is also
presumed that the average of these values is sufficient to identify the group
under study. From a population perspective, in contrast, it is considered that the
internal variations within a group are very important and thus, it becomes crucial
to take into account not only average values but also variances and their
relation to the evolutionary process.
SYSTEMS OPENNESS, IRREVERSIBILITY AND PATH DEPENDENCE.— Economic
systems are considered open systems that exchange matter, information and
energy with their environment. For this reason, they should comply with the
laws of open systems. Open systems do not have equilibrium but steady states,
and this is precisely the characteristic that gives them the possibility to evolve,
to display qualitative changes in the structure of the system. In addition, it
generates increasingly greater order, complexity and variety of institutions,
products and technologies within the economic system. At the micro–level of
technological development, these characteristics mean that at each point in
time, firms have only a limited number of alternatives at its disposal.
Technological change is dependant upon its own history, i.e. the accumulated
knowledge, the created institutions and infrastructures. Thus, it follows certain
paths according to its own developmental rules.
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ELEMENTARY INTERACTIONS.— In economics, competition, where each ‘species’
has an inhibiting effect on the other, is virtually the only type of interaction that is
studied. Orthodox economics refers to perfect competition but it relates to a
state of equilibrium not to a process of rivalry and change. Within this
framework, all firms are equal and therefore they cannot generate any
qualitative change in their output or methods of production. In contrast, the so–
called process of Schumpeterian competition, generated by entrepreneurs
introducing innovations into the economic system is of a different type. Real life
competitive situations can be somewhere in between the two extremes of
perfect competition and innovation competition: as perfect competition
conditions are approached, the products of rival firms become more similar; on
the other hand, as one moves towards innovation competition, product become
progressively more different.
EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENTS.— In economics, the systematic analysis of the
external environment of organisations has only been developed in an
oversimplified way. In perfect competition, the external environment is
constituted by a structure of product and factor prices over which the firm has
no influence. In the models developed by Nelson and Winter, they propose a
‘selection environment’, which represents a generalised analogue of the market
for the most different types of organisations. This can be specified by the
following four elements: the definition of ‘profit’ for firms in a sector; the manner
in which consumers and regulatory issues influence what is profitable;
investment processes ; and, imitation processes. Organisation theorists have
developed a more complex concept of environment, quite compatible with an
evolutionary approach, where a distinction is made between the climate and
texture of an environment. The former is constituted by a non–purposeful set of
components that have general effect on the organisation considered. The latter
corresponds to the set of causal relations composed of other purposeful
organisations and their interactions1.

1

Cf. Saviotti and Metcalfe (1991).
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3.3.4 SCIENCE AND INNOVATION POLICIES FROM THE EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE

It has to be recognised that from the point of view of economic and innovation
policymaking, the evolutionary approach is still far from suggesting a radical
alternative compared to mainstream economics. This perception is somewhat
related on the one hand to the fact that the neoclassical approach has evolved
to supersede some of its limitations1, and on the other, that particularly in the
sphere of innovation, policy–makers have been incorporating several aspects of
the neo–Schumpeterian and evolutionary discourse into policy design2.
Concerning this latter aspect, Nelson and Winter have even suggested, after
distinguishing between the allocation and organisational components of the
economic problem, that a good portion of the mainstream argument for heavy
reliance on markets and competition, cannot be rationalised by analytical
welfare economics alone. Thus, according to them, there is an implicit
evolutionary view in the analysis of organisational alternatives within orthodox
economics3.
In addition, it is also important to mention that one of the main characteristics of
the N&W evolutionary approach is that it is dialectically built with regard to
orthodox economics. As Ulrich Witt pointed out:
“… the diverse contributions to evolutionary economics have been better at
launching criticisms of neoclassical concepts than at developing the reasons for
their opposition into a more constructive consensus about alternative core
notions. Much of the neoclassical paradigm’s attraction, and many of its recent
success in taking up new topics, appear to spring from the simple but very
general analytical structure provided by its hard core. It would seem desirable,
therefore, to develop evolutionary economics into a more coherent approach
based on principles of comparable generality4”.

Several authors within the evolutionary tradition insist on remarking that the
aspects that from a neoclassical perspective constitute market failures are in
fact conditions for the process of technical change to occur from the
evolutionary perspective. Uncertainty for example, is an inherent characteristic

1

Such as the neoclassical theories of technical progress and innovation of Binswanger and Ruttan; of
differential economic growth and development of Lucas and Romer; of long term institutional change
of North; and even some attempts to develop a neoclassical interpretation of economic evolution, by
Ursprung, Hansson and Stuart and Lehmann–Waffenschmidt. Cf. Witt (1991).

2

As can be inferred from Table 3.1. We will also discuss this aspect in the following chapters.

3

Cf. Nelson and Winter (1982) pp. 356–365.

4

Witt (1991) p83.
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of R&D and other innovative activities, since these generate uncertainty, and
simultaneously are influenced by it. On the one hand, there is technical
uncertainty about the cost, time and achievement of expected results of an
innovation project. On the other, there is uncertainty about the commercial
success of innovations. Both factors inevitably imply that there are winners and
losers among the firms engaged in technological competition and that it is not
possible to assess ex ante the risk involved in technology development. It is
considered then, that the asymmetry of information is an essential component
of competitive processes, for if all the agents involved possessed and managed
the same information profit opportunities would not exist for any of them. Within
the process of technology innovation, this condition implies the existence of
diverse forms of knowledge transactions between agents1.
It is possible to observe as well, that the presence of externalities in the
production of technological knowledge does not necessarily constitute a lack of
incentives so that the private agents become involved in their production. On
the contrary, the positive externalities of the generation of innovations can be an
important reason to make joint R&D projects. These allow the average costs of
development to diminish and the information on a given technique to increase,
making its adoption less risky, or permit the application of derived technologies
from previously spread innovations.
Similarly, the public good nature of knowledge has been questioned by the
evolutionary approaches of technical change. First, it seems that knowledge
and particularly innovations are partially rival goods, since given their specificity
they only can be used by a limited number of agents. In the same way,
technological knowledge is mainly exclusive, partly due to the existing systems
of intellectual property and because firms usually have internal policies to limit
the circulation of in–house developed knowledge. Finally, technology is
constituted largely by tacit knowledge of the particular organisation that uses it
and develops innovations. These factors significantly reduce the appropriation

1

Asymmetries in general, lead the process of economic selection and constitute the backbone for
science and technology policy design; for it is necessary to choose what firms and institutions to
support to obtain the desired general innovative performance. Thus, it seems that innovation policies
should be more concerned with maintaining variety than to just preserving a competitive environment
Metcalfe (1995a).
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problems associated with the generation of technological knowledge, meaning
that they do not necessarily constitute an obstacle for firms to invest in R&D
projects.
Independently of the arguments we choose to explain the convergence of
orthodox and evolutionary normative economics —either the implicit
evolutionary content in neoclassical economics or the lack of hard–core
principles in evolutionary economics, the current state of this latter is highly
speculative. Thus, from an innovation policy perspective, one of the main
conclusions of this approach is that there are no unique policy prescriptions, nor
are they necessarily or exclusively related to market failures. From this we have
a fundamental shift from a ‘fully informed’ planner identifying and implementing
optimal solutions to be applied horizontally in the whole economy, and an
‘adapting planner’ fine–tuning diverse processes at various levels of the
economic arena. This type of planner is more concerned to influence processes
rather than to impose pre–determined outcomes. The traditional approach
almost exclusively leads to horizontal policies and instruments —such as the
necessity to maintain open markets for the competitive process to occur and to
rely on a suitable system of intellectual property. The evolutionary theory, in
contrast, emphasises the possibility to explore a great variety of mechanisms
that can be implemented both horizontally and vertically.
Despite the differences between perspectives, the evolutionary approach also
works with the same features or processes of the economic system: the
opportunities, the incentives and the distribution of resources to innovate1.
However, the emphasis in these features concerns what Metcalfe calls the twin
mechanisms in the process of technological change, i.e. the generation of
economic variety and the selection across economic variety2. In other terms, the
main task of innovation policy concerns confronting the ‘evolutionary paradox’
that competitive selection consumes its own fuel by destroying the variety that
drives economic change.

1

Metcalfe (1995b).

2

Metcalfe (1995a).
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To distinguish between the policies to generate variety, Metcalfe1 suggests
using the distinction based on the concept of innovation possibility frontier2,
identifying on the one hand policies oriented to shift the innovative possibility
frontier of firms and on the other, policies that induce firms to locate at a
different point on their current frontier. The first group includes policies and
instruments that enhance the external supply of knowledge to firms, measures
to increase the connectivity between economic agents, and the national infratechnology of metrology and standards. The second group mainly includes
different types of subsidies to R&D activities together with public procurement
policies that increase the demand for innovation outputs.
From his point of view, the instruments that shift the firms’ innovation possibility
frontiers in a competitive way are preferred from an evolutionary perspective.
However, it does not mean to reject the second type of measures. Subsidies
and tax policies also have a role, but it is not easy to delineate. For example,
general subsidies are not desirable, but targeting them would require ex ante
information about firms creativity, which usually is not possibly to have. Another
possible approach that is suggested is to focus attention where the discrepancy
between available resources and the potential to innovate is likely to be
greatest, e.g. with respect to small firms. Given the assumption that policy
actions must be directed mainly to preserve technological variety, these
mechanisms are intended to increase the learning capacities and the creativity
of the firms, allowing them to compete successfully3. It is also suggested that
open competition and the issue of appropriability are crucial aspects, though
perhaps contradictory, to ensure firms’ motivations to innovate. However, it is
recognised that there are still several unexplored areas of research regarding
intellectual property rights. Finally, from the side of the selection mechanisms,
the need of public policies to accelerate the growth of demand for new

1

Metcalfe (1995a); see also Metcalfe and Georghiou (1998).

2

The innovation possibility frontier is usually defined either as the relation between the improvement in
product performance and a given innovative expenditure achieved in a given time period, or the
relation between the time taken to achieve a given improvement and the cumulative effort devoted to
making that improvement. Cf. Nordhaus (1969).

3

Metcalfe (1995a); Lipsey (1998). However, it is recognised that the diversity of behavioural rules that
determine firms' innovation strategies and allocation of resources, as well as, the wide institutional
structure which supports innovative activities at firms, greatly difficult the analysis and design of
innovation policies.
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technologies is also suggested. In this way, innovation policies are justified not
in terms of the welfare analysis, but in providing the conditions to improve the
competitiveness of the national industries.

3.4. SUMMARY
In this chapter, we have made a general revision of the main concepts to
understand modern innovation policy. Among the concepts that we consider
important for the purposes of our work, we can mention the following:
o

We will use the concept of innovation as referred to the process to generate
products, services and industrial processes of production rather than to these
outputs.

o

A firm might be perceived as a purposeful human activity system whose goal is the
production of outputs with dynamic properties —competitive products, processes or
services.

o

Within it, innovation is a subsystem, characterised by continuous, uncertain events,
whose goal is to ensure the competitiveness of the firm’s outputs. This process in
turn consists of several functional subsystems covering from research and
competitive intelligence to development and coordination. The events occurring in
different functional subsystems are performed by a wide set of components which
are not necessarily part of the firm, but are temporarily working under its
coordination and are constrained by different types of relations. Each functional
subsystem recognises itself as a temporary constituent of the whole subsystem of
innovation. In other words, within a firm, innovation is a process to generate output
variety.

o

Concerning the history of innovation policy, a re–evaluation of the report Science
the Endless Frontier shows that it represents the inception of comprehensive
industrial policies, beyond the sole funding of science.

o

Despite the particular national styles of innovation policy, it has been observed in
the evolution of this activity that several processes have led to an international
convergence in terms of issues and approaches. This phenomenon will be
addresses with more detail in the next chapter.

o

Despite the neoclassical and the evolutionary currents of thought represent
radically different approaches to understand economic processes, they share a
somewhat common characteristic: the reliance on the market organisation as
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allocating mechanism. This implies several similarities concerning rationales for
policy intervention as well as in the policy measures associated with them. In
contemporary analyses of innovation policy practices, it is very difficult to determine
the boundaries between both approaches.
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4
SYSTEMS OF INNOVATION:
A SECOND APPROXIMATION TO INNOVATION POLICY
This chapter puts together the elements that conclude our basic analytical
framework. We will focus our attention on approaches that have explicitly
included concepts and methods of systems thinking into innovation policy.
There is however, an important aspect that needs explanation. The second
section of the chapter is devoted to the analysis of the national systems of
innovation approach. It is to a certain extent a revision of the literature
concerning a particular aspect of innovation policy theory and therefore, part of
the basic framework that we have been integrating. The first section, in contrast,
corresponds to a completely original interpretation of the history of the OECD
model of science and innovation policies and is derived from our initial basic
framework. The structure of the chapter reflects thus, our interpretation in the
sense that, with regard to systemic interpretations of innovation policy, the OECD
model constitutes a clear antecedent of subsequent approaches which refer
more explicitly to systems of innovation. Both sections of the chapter are then
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simultaneously an integral part and an analytical result of our basic framework
concerning a systems approach to innovation policies.

4.1. THE OECD SYSTEMIC MODEL OF SCIENCE AND INNOVATION POLICY
4.1.1 BRIEF HISTORICAL ACCOUNT 1950S–1980S

The decade which followed the ending of the Second World War, was
characterised by a mixture of sentiments and measures that reflected the
particular circumstances of the period. During that time, for example, the United
Nations Organisation was created, diverse efforts were devoted to the
rebuilding of Europe from the ruins, and the first steps were taken towards an
integrated Europe. For reasons that coincide with what we mentioned in the
previous chapter about the origins of science policy, the UN included in its first
discussions the need to build up scientific research for the material
transformation of society. Unfortunately, the schemes derived from these initial
efforts were too vague, far away from reality and too costly at a time when
physical reconstruction demanded all the available capital. Nevertheless, at
least within UNESCO, a specialised agency that originally was conceived in
purely educational and cultural terms, science found a special place. Over the
years, UNESCO contributed greatly to the internationalisation of science, helped
in the creation of institutions such as the European Council for Nuclear
Research and the International Computation Centre, and promoted several
activities for the diffusion of scientific thinking and information in less developed
regions of the world. Therefore, it is not surprising that during the years, UNESCO
has concerned itself with several aspects associated with science policy,
contributing especially in developing policies for research and in building up
scientific infrastructure in countries in the process of development.
However, in the case of industrialised countries, science policy received special
attention by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) and its precursor the Organisation for European Economic Cooperation
(OEEC), the Marshall Plan Organisation. The origins of scientific activity in the
OEEC

can be traced to 1949 when its Council set up the Working Party No. 3 on

scientific and technical information. This was constituted by senior
representatives of applied research organisations of the members’ governments
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and concluded that at that particular period of European reconstruction, when
capital was scarce,
“… scientific research and even technological innovation had little to offer
immediately. It saw the main problem, rather, as that of changing the attitude and
performance of industry by a more rational or scientific approach to problems of
industrial structure, of management, of management–labor relations, of trade–
union education, of marketing, of industrial productivity and efficiency generally.
This was a finding of considerable historical significance. The scientists (rather
than economists) of the Working Party were the first to point out, on an
international basis, the need to focus attention on problems of industrial
productivity in order to obtain a higher yield from the economy at a time of limited
resources of capital and labor”1.

The group of scientists that made these recommendations launched the
European Productivity Movement, which influenced the creation of the OEEC’s
Productivity Agency, a precursor of the Office of Scientific and Technical
Personnel of the OECD, where the first programmes in science were developed.
However, the Working Party No. 3 also recognised that a decade later research
and technological innovation would become of great importance and for this
reason experiments in international research cooperation, carried out on a
voluntary basis should be initiated immediately. Following this recommendation,
experiments began in three areas —utilisation of tonnage oxygen in industry,
generation of electricity by wind power and distillation for highly saline waters;
chosen less for their intrinsic importance than as pilot examples to see whether
a low–cost, flexible method of achieving cooperation could be worked out2.
By 1959, discussions on science within the OEEC began to raise doubts
concerning the effectiveness of the research effort of its member countries in
relation to over–all national and economic objectives. Therefore, the Secretary
General of the Organisation invited Mr. Dana Wilgress, former Canadian
ambassador to the OEEC and NATO, to undertake a study about the general
situation and problems of the scientific organisations of the member countries.
Specifically, he was asked:
“… (i) to discuss with governmental, scientific, and industrial leaders the
measures taken or planned to increase the scientific and technological resources
of each Member country; (ii) to make those in high authority aware of the

1

King (1965) p.17.

2

Cf. King (1965), (1974)
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importance that scientific research and technological development was likely to
have on the future economy; and (iii) to propose measures at the national or
international level that would increase technological resources and favour
establishment of common action for their more rational use”1.

Mr. Wilgress visited most OEEC countries having discussions with ministers and
senior science administrators and found a low level of awareness about the real
potential of the application of science to specific needs and reluctance to
abandon their research traditions and to adapt their educational systems to the
emerging needs of science and technology. He produced confidential reports on
the situation of each country and a general report in which he stressed the need
of coherent policies to exploit the full potential of science for the benefit of
European economy: “The first thing should be for each country to draw up a
national science policy”2.
“By this was meant essentially a resource investment policy, but one which took
into account the need for a proper balance between fundamental and applied
research, which concentrated on science as the basis of technological innovation
and economic growth and which included international research co–operation”3.

Wilgress also recommended to strengthen the OEEC scientific programmes, and
to supplement the existing committees of Applied Research and Scientific and
Technical Personnel with a small high–level advisory group of scientists, which
he conceived essentially as a science policy group. The report was favourably
received by the OEEC and a few months later when the transformation of this
into the OECD took place, and the function of science in the new organisation
was again under discussion, its Secretary General appointed an ad hoc group,
in the spirit of the Wilgress Report. The group was assigned the task of
providing advice on policy issues of science and technology demanding the
attention of governments, as well as on the long–term objectives of the OECD in
the field. The ad hoc group, worked for about a year under the leadership of
Pierre Piganiol, at that time chief scientist of the French government, and in turn
produced the report Science and the policy of governments4. This constitutes,

1

King (1974) p.34.

2

Dana Wilgress (1960) Co–operation in Scientific and Technical Research, OEEC, Paris; as quoted by
King (1965).

3

King (1965) p.24.

4

OECD (1963/1965), usually referred to as the Piganiol Report.
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as we shall discuss below, the first version of the systemic model of science
and innovation generated by the OECD.
The main recommendations of the Piganiol Report included first that each
government should consider setting up some central mechanism to discuss
science policy, i.e. a National Science Office responsible for the formulation of a
national policy for science; and a call to OECD to organise a meeting of ministers
responsible for science policy in the member countries. Despite there was some
opposition to the idea of holding a meeting to discuss science within an
organisation essentially of economic nature, the First Ministerial Meeting took
place in October 19631, having as main background document the Piganiol
Report. During the decade following the publication of that report, most member
countries created formal bodies to deal with national science policy and many of
them appointed ministers directly responsible for science and technology. The
changes in the economic environment and the rapid evolution of science and
technology as well as the emergence of unexpected effects of these activities
during the following decades, led the OECD Secretariat to set up subsequent
task forces in the early 1970s and 1980, to re–evaluate the position of the
organisation towards science policy. The recommendations of these ad hoc
groups are contained in the documents Science, growth and society, also
known as the Brooks Report2, and Technical change and economic policy3.
The aforementioned reports, constitute the backbone of the OECD’s systemic
model of science and innovation policies and were supplemented, among other
activities, with the following three crucial instruments: first, establishing a
homogeneous system of science and innovation performance measures
including criteria for the collection of statistical information concerning these
activities4. Second, creating a system to evaluate national science and
innovation policies. Member countries have been able to request under the

1

Details of the meeting and the background documents were published in OECD (1965).

2

OECD (1971b).

3

OECD (1980). We will refer to this report as the Delapalme Report.

4

First with criteria to define and measure scientific and technological research activities, contained in
the document referred to as the Frascati Manual, whose first version was published in 1963 OECD
(1963/2002). Later, the document known as Oslo Manual was prepared to establish more accurate
criteria to identify innovative activities OECD and Commission (1992/1997).
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scheme an examination of their policies and support structure for science and
innovation —carried out by teams of experts, as a means to obtain general
recommendations based on international experience and the successes and
failures of the experiments of other countries1:
“The admirable aim of these reviews […] was to produce a friendly but
independent and critical assessment of each country’s performance by an
international comparative yardstick”2.

Finally, the OECD has not only been concerned with the general structure of
science and innovation policies at the national level, but it has also been
involved in the organisation of innumerable conferences of experts and in the
elaboration of several reports and background documents discussing diverse
theoretical, methodological and technical issues concerning science, technology
and innovation.
4.1.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL

There are at least three reasons why we consider that the OECD has been
promoting a systemic model of science and innovation policies: first, we have to
take into account that systems analysis was widely diffused during the 1960s
and that its methods had an especial impact in policymaking activities in several
areas. The Brooks Report makes an explicit reference to this influence: “The
second phase [of the political climate of science] extended from about 1961 to
1967 and was characterised by the gradual emergence of economists and
systems analysts as significant influences in science policy”3. Therefore, it is not
surprising that the general approach to science policy that was adopted since
the Piganiol Report and in the subsequent main reports was consistent with the
basic systems analysis methodology4. This general model includes: (i)
identification of the ultimate goals and performance measures of the system; (ii)
analysis of the environment and fixed constraints; (iii) identification of the

1

Initially these reports were called Reviews of National Science Policy, later they were substituted by
Country Reports of Innovation. A thorough analysis of the former can be found in Henriques (2005)
chapter 3.

2

Freeman (1995) P.10.

3

OECD (1971b) p. 39; see also Salomon (1977). For particular applications of systems analysis see
OECD (1972).

4

See section 2.3.4 and Churchman (1968) pp. 28-47.
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system’s components, and (iv) analysis of their resources; and, (v) proposal of a
structure responsible for the management of the system.
Secondly, from the 1960s to the early 1980s, the notion of Research System
was broadly used by the OECD or by groups of experts discussing national
policies for science (see Figure 4.1). The concept was used to denote a
continuous system, defined by a chain of formal and informal links between
different institutions, i.e. the non–linear interactions between the science and
technology sphere and other areas within the national economy, such as the
defence, industrial, health, social welfare and education subsystems1:
The scientific effort of a country can be represented by one such sub–system,
which overlaps all the other sub–systems in a three dimensional model. There is
indeed at the centre of the science sub–system an area which does not cover
any other national sub–system, although it possesses an important and diffuse
interface with the education subsystem. This is the area of fundamental research,
which is the reproductive mechanism of the science sub–system and essential for
the maintenance and constant regeneration of the whole”2.

Later, in 1971, Keith Pavitt wrote the report: The conditions for success in
technological innovation3, where the notion of innovative system was introduced
referring to the factors and interactions that make possible the innovation
process. While discussing the methodological framework of the report, Pavitt
mentioned the possibility of addressing the process of technological innovation
“as a system of creating, coupling, transfer and use of information”4. However,
given the complexity of the model involved and the lack of empirical information,
a simpler approach was chosen, one that assumed:
“… that technological innovation always requires the existence of three factors:
first, a base of scientific and/or technological knowledge; second, an economic or
social demand; third, a coupling agent which transforms the scientific and/or
technological knowledge into goods and services which satisfy the economic or
social demand”5.
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Figure 4.1 Conceptual model of a national system suggested by Ackoff1

Finally, despite the relative dominance of a linear, science–push model of
innovation which is present in the majority of the literature and discussions
about science policy2, there are several references in the OECD reports that
reveal an embryonic notion concerning the system like nature of the innovation
process as well as the systemic nature of policy–making within a national
context. Apart from the Pavitt Report we have already mentioned above, the
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and technology subsystem operates.
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Piganiol, the Brooks and the Delapalme reports also include such types of
notions. The former had naturally, a more limited view, reflecting the belief that
the simple advancement of scientific knowledge would yield benefits in several
areas of the economy and society. Nevertheless, it recognised the need to
coordinate diverse spheres of national policy in order to obtain better general
results from the efforts devoted to science and technology:
“There is a great need for studies of the several fields and ways in which science
and policy interact, and there is a need above all for a continuing and intimate
working relationship between officials responsible for science policy and other
policy makers. Only thus will governments be able to take maximum advantage
of the opportunities offered by scientific advance, and to insure against policies
that may be inadequate to a world that technology changes from day to day”1.

There is also in the same section of the report, an explicit mention to the
benefits that scientific knowledge could gain thanks to its interactions with other
activities and areas of knowledge:
“The scientific enterprise itself can only benefit from enhancement of the
enterprise of transfer. Really new ideas have always been scarce, and have
depended in the earlier days of science only on the intuitions of great men. That
source remains indispensable, but can now be supplemented by the added
stimulus that comes from putting knowledge to work. This is the phenomenon of
feedback. Wrestling with problems of formulating policies in disparate fields that
take maximum advantage of scientific opportunities can in turn suggest still
newer opportunities, as yet beyond the ken of science, in the form of further ideas
for basic inquiry, more effective methods and institutions for research and
development, and widened educational horizons”2.

The Brooks report reflects the ideas of a period of relative disappointment
regarding the promises of science and technology and of preoccupation
because of the unexpected by–products of these activities. It also criticised ‘the
naïve period’ concerning the understanding of the relationship between science
and the economy, which had characterised the previous decade of science
policies. The ideas contained in the document have undoubtedly superseded
the linear model of innovation as can be inferred from the following quotations:
“… building up scientific capabilities was no doubt right, but basing it on the
implicit assumption that research and development expenditures necessarily
mark a directly proportional contribution to growth was unwarranted. This is not to
say that R&D does not contribute to growth; it must certainly does, but this
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relationship has to be seen in the framework of a more complex process whereby
what accounts for growth is in fact total innovation, i.e. the sums of original and
imported innovation and of the funds spent on probing the market for new
products, ironing out production bugs, and achieving adequate reliability in the
commercial product”1.

And:
“All scientific and technological activities from “pure” research to the development
of prototypes can be regarded as a continuum within which meaningful lines of
demarcation cannot be drawn, even though different policies are appropriate at
different points along the continuum”.
“However, innovation does not result from a linear sequence passing through all
the stages of this continuum, automatically converting new knowledge into new
applications”2.

In addition, a systemic view of policymaking is embedded in all the report and it
is clearly synthesised in the letter of transmittal that Harvey Brooks addressed
to the Secretary–General of the OECD presenting the report of the ad hoc group:
“The most important conclusion of our Committee is that the new orientation of
our societies towards the qualitative aspects of growth and towards broader
concepts of welfare will require a much closer integration of science policy with
the totality of economic and social policy, especially in relation to the long range
human objectives of economic development”.
“The concept of science policy as a discrete and isolable element of government
policy will tend to be replaced by a much broader view, one in which there is a
close feedback relationship between technological opportunities and social goals,
each being considered in the light of the other”3.

Finally, the Delapalme Report, which corresponds to a period of great concern
due to the economic turmoil characterised by the energy crisis and persistent
inflation and unemployment, presents a clearer systemic notions of science,
innovation and policymaking. On the one hand, the report is almost entirely
focused on innovation and its potential effects in the areas of economic concern
such as productivity, inflation and employment. Innovation is also perceived as
a process resulting from the interaction of a series of activities centred in
industrial firms and where scientific research and technology development are
just one component, though an important one, of a complex set of agents and
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interactions. On the other hand, the policy recommendations of the report call
for better integration between science, technology and economic policies and
include a broader range of support mechanisms than those traditionally oriented
to the research domain:
“… and one of the main objectives of government policy must be to create a
framework in which market incentives stimulate the innovative capacity and
performance of firms. However, a government policy of simply letting good firms
succeed and bad firms fail is by itself likely to be painful and incomplete. A strong
national capacity for innovation depends critically on deliberate government
intervention in industry with regard to education and training as well as R&D,
technology transfer and other supporting services”1.

In what follows we will focus our attention on the methodological structure of the
OECD

model of science and innovation policy. We will mainly use for this

analysis the three key science and technology policy reports produced by OECD
ad hoc groups from the 1960s to the 1980s, and which we have already
mentioned. However, we will put special emphasis in the Piganiol Report and to
a certain extent in the background documents of the First Ministerial Meeting of
Science, to show that the basic systems approach was present since 1963.
Although the terms of research, science and innovation systems were used in
different documents throughout the years, the OECD never used explicitly those
concepts to refer to its own system of policies. However, we will show that the
underlying structure of the OECD approach reveals its nature as a system of
science and innovation policies that the organisation promoted among its
members.
OVERALL OBJECTIVES AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES OF THE SYSTEM.— It has been
mentioned several times in this and the previous chapter that the ultimate
objective of science (and innovation) policy is twofold. On the one hand, it
attempts to provide the means for a continuous growth of the social knowledge
base. This objective has been usually interpreted in terms of the enhancement
and extension of basic and applied research that in turn will increase the ‘social
pool of knowledge’. On the other hand, a parallel goal of science policy is to
make the most of the positive effects of the scientific and technological
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knowledge that a society generates, especially in terms of wealth creation and
economic growth.
“Maximum exploitation of scientific opportunities requires programmes that
combine concern for the growth of science itself and provision for the rapid,
deliberate application of its fruits to human welfare. That is the substance of
science policy in the full sense, as denoting consideration of the interactions of
science with policy in all fields”1.

There was obviously a wide range of interpretations, especially during the
sixties and early seventies, concerning the main focus of science policy and in
particular about the definition of what was covered and what were the
differences between ‘scientific and technological research’. However, as we
have discussed above (see page 107), since the Brooks Report the position
adopted by the OECD’s groups of experts was ‘systemic’ in the sense that all the
areas along the research continuum should be attended and that the links and
cross–fertilisation between them, were crucial both for the generation of
innovations and for the advancement of science and technology:
“This process of reciprocal enrichment [of science and technology] cannot be
minutely organised. It can be effectively expedited only by breaking down the
mental, social, and political barriers to exchange. It is particularly between
academic, industrial, and governmental scientific institutions that effective
interlocking should encourage the circulation of ideas, people and results”2.

The evolution of the ultimate goals of science and innovation policies has to be
analysed against the context of the multiple factors, including the ‘policy
cultures’ discussed in the previous chapter, that determine the overall national
priorities. What is evident is that the initial version of the OECD model was aimed
at developing science and fundamental research because there was evidence
of their social and economic implications. In contrast, the last version of the
model in the period we are analysing was aimed at reorienting “the system for
generating technical advance”3 and industrial innovation as means to contribute
to the solution of acute economic problems and to achieve this objective the
support of scientific and technological research had special importance among
other measures.
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A supplementary objective of science policy within the OECD that was made
explicit since the Piganiol Report concerned the need to increase international
cooperation, particularly for the development of science. In addition, it was
evident that this collaboration was also understood in terms of the role of the
organisation in the exchange of experiences concerning science policy and in
the diffusion and relative harmonisation of policies at international level1.
One of the crucial aspects of planning and systems design correspond to the
definition of performance measures for the system in question, since these are
fundamental for monitoring the operation of the system and introducing the
necessary corrective measures to achieve the expected results. In the case of
the OECD model of science and innovation policy this aspect was originally
interpreted as the need of data, comparable across nations, on human
resources and expenditures devoted to scientific research and technological
development:
“Informed policy decisions […] must be based on accurate information about the
extent and forms of investment in research, technological development and
scientific education”2.

Therefore, a group of experts worked in parallel to the elaboration of the
Piganiol Report in the first version of a standard for the collection of research
and development statistics and by June 1963, it produced what became to be
known as the Frascati Manual. During the years, in part due to the increasing
complexity of innovative activities and the need of accurate indicators and in
part due to the evolution of the notions concerning R&D and innovation, the
original standard has evolved significantly in extension and content and has
given rise to a series of other specific manuals. The current ‘Frascati Family’
includes separate manuals on research and development (Frascati Manual),
innovation (Oslo Manual), human resources (Canberra Manual) and
technological balance of payment and patents as science and technology
indicators. As anyone working in areas of policymaking or evaluation knows, the
establishment of performance measures is not only intended at monitoring the
particular development of certain activities, but is also a means to redirect and
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shape the activities under scrutiny. Thus, in this way the OECD not only
promoted the structuring of science, technology and innovation institutions in its
member countries, as we shall see below, but it also provided a guidance
mechanism embedded in measures of performance. These have undoubtedly
influenced national policies, some times by creating awareness of the lack of
certain activities that could supplement national policies, other times by
establishing best practices regarding levels and proportions of expenditures and
human resources as well as levels of output in specific indicators such as
patents or scientific publications:
“Academic research on invention and innovation had amply demonstrated that
many factors were important for innovative success other than R&D. However,
the practical difficulties of incorporating these factors in international comparisons
were very great. ‘League table’ comparisons of R&D were much easier and more
influential”1.

THE SYSTEM’S ENVIRONMENT.— The OECD model implies the consideration of at
least three levels of environmental conditions surrounding the research (and
innovation) system. First, there was since the early documents, a clear
determination of other subsystems within the nation with which the research
system interacts in a reciprocal way2. These elements were understood as
constraints of different levels of importance, but it was possible to influence
them both by means of horizontal policy coordination and by the expected
medium–term effects of scientific and technological activity.
“Science policy is moreover but an aspect of over–all national policy, and cannot
be formulated in isolation. Plans to satisfy manpower needs, for example, cannot
be made except in relation to educational policies and technological objectives.
Government investment in research must be decided upon in the light of the
over–all national budget and of the extent and kind of research being conducted
in the private sector, and must take account of the relative economic advantages
of alternative technological opportunities. Development decisions must be made
in the context of such expected social consequences as temporary
unemployment, labour mobility, and new needs for job retraining. This complexity
imposes upon a nation a formidable yet essential policy task”3.

The Piganiol Report included the following fields of national policy that were
considered relevant for science policy: economic and social policies, education,
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military, foreign and aid policies as well as those related to the transfer and
application of knowledge to industry. Secondly, the general economic
environment where scientific and technological activities take place was also
considered. As mentioned earlier, the analysis of economic factors has always
had a prominent role in the configuration of the OECD model of science and
innovation policy and as the knowledge about these relationships evolved, the
characteristics of the model became more complex. This level was not only
perceived as the target where the benefits of science and technology were
expected, but also as a set of rules governing the allocation of resources for
scientific and technological activities:
“Science and technology policies are not confined to creating a favourable
environment for the development of research and of institutions which produce
and disseminate knowledge. They also seek to ensure that research and
development contribute to economic, social and political objectives. In this sense,
the allocation of resources and the orientation of research and development are
the instruments of policies which affect not only government research but also the
conditions under which all scientific and technological activities, including those in
the private sector, contribute to the achievement of national goals”.
“The system of research and innovation is not isolated from the social system as
a whole: sooner or later, it both contributes to and is influenced by changes within
society”1.

Given the nature of the OECD as an institution essentially concerned with
economic progress, it is not surprising that these aspects received special
attention. However, it was recognised that the knowledge about the
relationships between science, technology and economic growth was
insufficient: “Science and technology have always, of course, influenced
economic growth, but this influence has generally been assumed rather than
accounted for explicitly by traditional theory”2. Therefore, the organisation took a
very active role in the organisation of conferences and seminars to increase the
knowledge on this area and undoubtedly was influential in the creation of
mechanisms for the study and diffusion of topics related to science policy3.
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The international economic and scientific environments constitute the final level
of concern of the OECD system of policies for science and innovation. This
dimension received special attention since the Piganiol Report, which devoted
one of its sections to science and international affairs. In it, the main message
consisted in a call to increase international cooperation in scientific activities
and at the same time pointing out the need to join national efforts and initiatives
towards an international science policy, understood as “policy guidance in
international scientific activities”1. This international cooperation also included
the role of the OECD in assisting countries in the process of development “to use
science and technology as one means of achieving more rapid economic and
social progress”2. Years later, the Brooks Report was evidencing the doubts
that had risen in different countries concerning the benefits of international
scientific cooperation and suggesting a revision of these issues. It also called
for attention on the need to increase the understanding of the role and effects of
multinational companies; to keep close observation of the effects of science and
technology on environmental problems; and to include in national science
policies the issue of aid for the scientific and technological development in
developing countries. In contrast, the Delapalme Report, partly due to the
prevailing economic conditions mentioned earlier, included a deeper analysis of
the relationships between science, innovation and the international economy,
but focused its recommendations towards the achievement of national
competitiveness.
THE COMPONENTS OF THE SYSTEM.— The OECD model has used, especially in its
earlier versions, a functional definition of components, more in accordance with
the methods of systems analysis that define components by their mission or
functions. The conceptualisation of a ‘research system’ that has been
mentioned earlier, derives precisely from this approach. Thus, the main
functions of this corresponded to the different types of basic and applied
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research, and experimental development1. These missions in turn, could be
performed by diverse agents, mainly public and private research laboratories
and universities, although there was a clear trend to consider that basic
research was more likely to be performed at universities. In addition, despite
recognising that other national subsystems were responsible of a series of
activities interacting with that of research, special attention was paid to the
relationships between this and the areas of economic policy —that included the
functions performed by the industrial sector—, and education2:
“… long–term economic planning […] must provide for allocation of resources to
encourage the growth of science and technology, consider science–induced
changes in industrial structures, and plan for a continuing search of basic science
for innovation”3.

The Brooks and Delapalme reports devoted much more emphasis to the
characteristics and problems of the industrial sector as the main responsible of
the function of innovation, as well as a clearer vision about the forms of
interaction with the research system. The relationships with education were
perceived not only in terms of the provision of qualified human resources for
basic research, but also in terms of the need to reformulate the system of
education in order to better respond to the changes generated by science and
technology. These included the need to train and retrain, scientific researchers
as well as industrial personnel in new areas of science and technology:
“Specific points at which science touches educational policy include the effect on
curriculums [sic] of rapidly accumulating new subject matter, the requirement to
develop the new kinds of specialists demanded by large–scale and complex
modern technologies, and the need to continue education of the adult population
throughout life if it is to remain sophisticated and politically responsible. Allied
problems of manpower policy include the responsibility to anticipate future needs
for trained manpower, and to provide mid–career retraining for a highly mobile
labour force and for professional scientists and engineers who are increasingly
finding that specialities in which they were initially trained are shorter–lived than
they”4.
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Another subsystem that is vaguely mentioned in the Piganiol Report, but not in
the background documents for the First Ministerial Meeting of Science and in
the subsequent reports of the 1970s and 1980s, is that responsible for the
transfer of scientific knowledge to the areas of application. However, even in the
earlier documents more emphasis is given to the problem of how to engage the
industrial sector in innovative endeavours, covering the whole range of activities
from research to commercialisation, through a series of measures to motivate
investment and cooperative research.
“There are in addition a host of problems relating to science organisation and
management that fall within the purview of policy. There is often a need to
encourage increased industrial expenditures on research by means of tax or
other incentives, and to incorporate this effort in the over–all fabric of the nation’s
research. The research contract as a new form of government–industry scientific
co–operation needs study and refinement. Mechanisms may be necessary to
bring new knowledge to experimental demonstration pending industrial interest in
commercial exploitation1”.

THE SYSTEM RESOURCES.— Resources are the means that the system uses to do
its jobs and opposed to the environment these are things that the system can
change and use to its own advantage. In the case of the OECD system of
policies, resources are mainly identified in terms of funds to finance research
activities and infrastructure as well as scientific and technical human resources.
The links that the organisation urged to establish between science and
innovation policy and education policy to satisfy the demands of the research
system have already been mentioned in the previous section. The issue of
allocation of financial resources to R&D, constitutes, on the other hand, one of
the core elements of science and innovation policies.
To a certain extent it could be said that science policy was the fundamental
mechanism devised to cope with the ‘market failures’ affecting scientific
research and innovation. In the Piganiol Report, there is an implicit mention in
several sections of the document concerning the inadequacies of the market
mechanism to allocate resources to research. This need was perceived not only
in terms of providing sufficient funds but also in identifying the most promising
areas where these should be allocated. The background document: Science,
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economic growth and government policy, presented in the First Ministerial
Meeting of Science1, explained in detail the nature and sources of those market
failures in terms of the familiar problems associated with uncertainty,
externalities and inappropriability2, and concluded that:
“Governments must inevitably assume responsibility for science. They already
contribute a large part of the funds for research and development in most
countries, and they are in a unique position to take an over–all and long–term
view. The inadequacies of the market mechanism and the competing claims
for R and D resources inevitably draw governments into making decisions on the
allocation of these resources and thus virtually determining the broad outline of
government science policy”3.

Therefore, it was evident that the main task of science and innovation policy
was to develop criteria for decision making and coordination between
competing strands of research interests: from those related to the development
of science per se, or the need to contribute to the solution of social problems, to
the defence and military needs and the promotion of economic growth. Priority
setting, made particularly in the light of long–term national goals, became one of
the crucial concerns of science policy. In this respect, the position of the OECD
was primarily to stress the need of developing mechanisms for priority setting
and to provide information about alternative ways to do this, rather than
suggesting specific methods to be adopted by countries. Thus, the topic
received special attention in seminars and conferences and specialised reports
were elaborated by experts in the subject4.
Another instrument associated with planning, establishing priorities and policy
implementation was the national research budget. This was perceived as
beneficial for several reasons: (i) to manage the overall sum and distribution of
public resources devoted to research; (ii) to shield public investment in science
in the face of budgetary restrictions; (iii) to act as a priority setting and
monitoring instrument; and (iv) to help in the parliamentary discussions
regarding national plans and strategies for science and economic growth5. The
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setting up of the national research budget was seen not only as the result of
adding up the needs of diverse agencies and research performers, but of a
careful process of negotiation in the context of national priorities and monitoring
of current activities. This mechanism was not explicitly mentioned in the main
science policy reports, but was actively promoted through the specific national
reviews of science policy carried out by the OECD’s experts1.
THE MANAGEMENT OF THE SYSTEM.— Finally, the last consideration concerning
the design of a system corresponds to the entity in charge of the management
of its operation. This body is responsible of the planning activities and needs
continuous monitoring of the overall performance of the system to determine if
the actions taken are contributing to the achievement of the ultimate objectives.
Consequently, if problems or deviations are detected, it must introduce
corrective measures to re–orient activities towards the fulfilment of the goals of
the system. The OECD model included since the Piganiol Report a clear
definition of these functions in the form of a ‘National Science Office’. This
would be responsible of: (i) the formulation of the national policy for science; (ii)
the coordination of the various scientific activities of the country; and, (iii) the
horizontal integration of science policy with other areas of national policy. The
type of structure suggested by the report was not exactly a science ministry, but
rather an advisory body with influence across the major government
departments that had scientific research activities among their responsibilities.
However, it was clear that this office should be located and have influence at
the highest levels of government organisation2.
The report was also emphatic on the fact that each country should design this
advisory body according to its own political history, institutional structure,
tradition and the nature, characteristics and complexity of its problems.
Therefore, a generic description of such body was provided in the report,
including its size and composition, responsibilities, scope and duties. These
latter were conceived of two general types, information gathering as well as
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advisory and coordination. The following is the indicative list of duties for the
national science office, suggested for these two areas1:
Information gathering activities
o

Data, analyses, and evaluations of money and work force investment in research
and development.

o

Periodic state–of–art surveys in selected major scientific and technical fields.

o

Projections of future needs for scientific and technical personnel.

o

Data on the organisation and management of institutions engaged in research,
development, and education.

o

Data about trends and activities in research, technology, and education in other
countries.

o

Studies of factors affecting the training, employment, motivation, and mobility of
scientists and engineers.

o

Data and case studies of the contributions of research and technology to economic
development, social change, national defence, international co–operation, etc.

Advisory and coordinating activities
o

Determination of, or advice on, the nation’s research and development priorities.

o

Recommendation of the size and distribution of the part of the national budget
devoted to research and development, including the proportion that should be
devoted ab initio to the support of basic research.

o

Co–ordination of the scientific plans and policies of government agencies, and
advice to individual departments on preparation of their research and development
budget submissions to the national treasury.

o

Consultation with government departments concerning ways of exploiting scientific
opportunities in the formulation of policy.

o

Recommending measures to establish or strengthen research institutions and to
stimulate increased research and development activity in non governmental sectors
of society.
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o

Making information, advice, and possibly some consulting services available on
request to any sector of the society engaged in research and development
activities.

o

Initiation and monitoring of scientific and development programmes of national
scope.

o

Co–ordination of national participation in international scientific activities.

Regarding the specific policy measures to implement the national plans, during
the First Ministerial Meeting on Science, in the part devoted to the analysis of
science and economic growth, policy instruments were reviewed concerning:
the generation of knowledge, including the provision of qualified human
resources; international cooperation; and, promoting the involvement of the
business sector in research and innovation activities. A few years later, the
Brooks Report pointed out the need for further interventions in the operation of
the market economy:
“Such interventions may take three forms. The first is the alteration of the ground
rules and incentives under which the market operates by such devices as taxes,
subsidies, and judicial actions to internalise social costs. The second is
regulations and standards in relation to such matters as safety, pollution and use
of land or other scarce common resources. The third is direct economic activities
of government deemed to be sufficiently in the general public interest to warrant
supplementing private activities beyond the level that market forces alone would
generate. These interventions will affect the allocation of investments and the
direction of innovation”1.

In sum, the ‘basic policy tool–kit’ suggested by the OECD since the 1960s
included the following instruments2:
o

Coordination of science policy across main government departments.
• Determination of priorities in the government programmes of oriented R&D.

o

Creation of a general environment for innovation.
• Support for the ‘scientific infrastructure’ (education and fundamental research).
• Policies to encourage R&D and innovation in the business sector1.
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y

Ad–hoc institutions to finance the development of inventions.

y

R&D loans.

y

Fiscal policies.

y

Government procurement policies.

y

Encouraging cooperative research.

y

Improving technical communications and advisory services.

y

Training policies to improve management and expertise devoted to technical
change.

y
o

Promotion of university–industry linkages.

International cooperation.
• Standard indicators and information.
• Exchange of experiences.
• Harmonisation of policies.
• International scientific cooperation.
• Assisting countries in the process of development.

4.2. THE NOTION OF NATIONAL SYSTEMS OF INNOVATION
4.2.1 ORIGINS AND MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE APPROACH

Apparently associated with the evolutionary theory of technical change the
national systems of innovation (NSI) approach has been attracting attention
since the beginning of the 1990s and has had a surprising diffusion in academic
and policy making areas. There are several previous experiences concerning
the use of systems notions in the sphere of innovation2. Among them, we have
shown in the previous section that the OECD promoted a systemic model of
science and innovation policies whose evolution is a clear antecedent to the NSI
approach. Similarly, other international organisations such as UNESCO, the
Organisation of American States and the Inter American Development Bank,
promoted the development of equivalent approaches for the articulation of

1

From the 1970s onward, policies oriented to the business sector include two broad approaches: those
of a general nature and specific sectoral policies.

2

Additional antecedents are mentioned in Carlsson, et al. (2002).
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science and technology policies in Latin America. In fact, explicit
recommendations of these organisations in this sense led to the gestation of
government agencies responsible for elaborating and implementing science and
technology policies in most Latin American nations1.
Christopher Freeman first used in published form the modern conception of
national systems of innovation that has been diffused during the last fifteen
years2. However, he attributes the concept to the Swedish economist Bengt–
Åke Lundvall3, who probably based on the work by Frederich List on ‘national
production systems’ and von Hippel’s ideas on informal technical collaboration
among firms, transferred the emphasis to user producer interactions within the
national economy4. The ample diffusion of the notion took place after the
publication of two collaborative works of different nature and characteristics;
one coordinated by Lundvall himself and the other by Richard Nelson5. The
former was the result of a homogeneous effort to develop the concept
theoretically, while the latter was an attempt to apply the idea to the elaboration
of a set of methodologically heterogeneous national case studies.
While NSI definitions are relatively similar, as we shall see below, the debate is
very lively and thorough regarding the meaning, scope and use of the notions
associated with it6. First, the concept of innovation itself varies widely between
approaches, from ‘hard’ —scientific and technical conceptualisations, to ‘soft’ —
institutional or organisational conceptualisations. Second, the concept of system
varies from the ‘aggregation of institutions or sectors’ to the ‘synergies
originated from their joint operation’. Similarly, there are differences concerning
whether the emphasis should be put on the elements, in their relationships, or
on both. Third, some internal limitations of the NSI approach are still evident; for

1

See Sagasti (1983) and Wad (1994).

2

Freeman (1987); see Edquist (1997).

3

The concept was suggested by Lundvall during the preparation of the book edited by Dosi, et al.
(1988). See Niosi, et al. (1993), Freeman (1995), Edquist (1997) and Lundvall, et al. (2002). However,
in this latter contribution Lundvall attributes to the Swedish liberal economist Burenstam Linder the
influence over the Aalborg version of NSI.

4

Lundvall (1988).

5

Lundvall (1992a) and Nelson (1993).

6

See Edquist (1997) and Alcorta and Peres (1998).
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example, there is no clear delimitation of the characteristics of institutions and
organisations the NSI should encompass. Finally, there is the issue of whether
and to what extent there are national boundaries to the system.
Freeman defines a national system of innovation as "the network of institutions
in the public and private sectors whose activities and interactions initiate,
import, modify and diffuse new technologies"1. In his study of Japan, he
concentrated upon four constitutive elements in the configuration of the NSI: the
role of government policy (particularly the Ministry of International Trade and
Industry of Japan); the role of corporate R&D, especially in relation to imported
technology; the role of education, training and related social innovations; and,
the general structure of industry. According to Maureen McKelvey2, the
approach used by Freeman was intended to differentiate and analyse countries
in terms of their capability of adaptation when facing changes in the ‘socio–
institutional paradigms’ brought by waves of radical technology. Examples of
these socio–institutional factors in his perspective might include the nature of
the business atmosphere, either as conflictual or consensual; the organisation
of both the market and the production system; and the role of the national
government. These factors in his view determine whether a nation will be able
to benefit from the emergence of new technologies.
Similarly, in the book coordinated by Lundvall NSI is defined as a set of
elements and relations that interact, within national boundaries, in the
production, diffusion and use of economically useful new knowledge. The core
of the Aalborg group argument lies in three basic assumptions: (i) that
knowledge is the most fundamental resource in the economy and learning is the
most fundamental process; (ii) that learning is an interactive and socially
embedded process which takes place within an institutional and cultural context;
and, (iii) that the role of national states has been recently challenged by the
processes of internationalisation and globalisation. Subsequently, they
characterise innovation systems as open, heterogeneous, self–reproductive and
dynamic social systems within national boundaries, where the processes of

1

Freeman (1987) p. 1

2

McKelvey (1991).
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learning and innovation occur. Therefore, this approach rests heavily on the
interactive learning relationship between users and producers as the engine of
innovation. Within this interaction, special attention is paid to the exchange of
qualitative information, the networks of communication between actors and the
linkages among firms and sectors in the economy. Although this approach
seems to emphasise the micro level of the firm, it is also concerned with the
structural determinants of innovative activity constituted by national institutions,
historical resources, industrial development and key industrial sectors. These
are, in sum, institutions and the economic structure. The former are seen as
formalised rules and organisations, as well as non–formalised rules and norms.
The latter is perceived as the aggregation of inter–firm relations that constitute a
system of interaction that cannot be reduced to its individual relationships1.
Nelson and Rosenberg2, for their part, consider a NSI as a set of institutions
whose interactions determine the innovative performance of firms. They define
innovation in a broad sense as the process by means of which firms master and
put into practice product designs and new parallel manufacturing processes.
The elements of the national system, crucial for knowledge production and
diffusion, include in their perspective: the characteristics of the R&D system, the
character and effectiveness of the education and training system, the patterns
of labour, the characteristics of financial institutions, and the way firms are
organised and controlled. In this approach, the specific characteristics of these
subsystems as well as the way in which they interact, that are in turn a result of
historical economic evolution are the key factors to explain the shape and
performance of national innovation systems. While the Aalborg approach
attempts to build a theoretical framework oriented to the sources of innovation,
the Nelson–Rosenberg one explicitly avoids theoretical constructs and is mainly
oriented towards setting a more or less common structure to carry out studies
about the conditions surrounding innovation activities on a national basis.

1

Cf. McKelvey (1991).

2

Nelson and Rosenberg (1993).
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Subsequently, many other authors have conceptualised NSI in terms of policies
that affect innovative performance. Among them, Wijnberg1 defines the system
as the sum of interactions between a specific public authority and the industries
that include the firms whose behaviour is most influenced by the former.
Similarly, Metcalfe2 defines a NSI as a set of agents that contribute to the
development and diffusion of new technology, providing the framework within
which governments design and implement policies to influence the innovation
process. Additionally, other scholars have developed systemic approaches
related to or derived from the NSI framework, which are out of the scope of this
work. Among them, we can mention the works of Michael Porter on the
determinants of national competitive advantages of nations3; the notion of
technological systems4, and the frameworks of sectoral and regional systems of
innovation5.
An early theoretical study carried out by Maureen McKelvey identified the key
similarities and differences between the main NSI approaches, her conclusions
are synthesised in Table 4.1. She stressed the importance of them as analytical
tools for understanding national differences in the rate and type of innovation.
Nevertheless, she also recognised that they still needed more development
particularly regarding the tension between individuals or actors and the
structure within which they operate, and concerning the actual feasibility of
reducing a complex international techno–economic system to the level of
nations.

1

Wijnberg (1994).

2

Metcalfe (1995b) and Metcalfe (1995a).

3

Porter (1990) and Furman, et al. (2002). Porter’s works on determinants of competitive advantage,
since Porter (1985), have been very influential in management and policy spheres due to their
operational capabilities. Although his framework is partially based on systems principles, it does not
share neo-Schumpeterian notions of innovation with the rest of the systemic approaches of
innovation.

4

Carlsson (1994)

5

Breschi and Malerba (1997) and Cooke, et al. (1997).
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Table 4.1 Main difference between NSI approaches1
Porter

Freeman

Lundvall

Nelson

Conception of Blueprint–type information Taxonomic ranking
technology
involving science and
institutions

Interactive, knowledge–
based and embedded in
routines

Different types, from
scientific to tacit and
routine–based

Effective use Skill of entrepreneur or
of technology manager
depends on

Socio–institutional
adaptation

Technology–push and
market–pull. Structure of
R&D system

Adoption by competent and
viable routines

Criteria to
Given market costs and
select relevant demand
technology

Given market costs and
demand

Given market costs and
success in the world
market

Structure of costs, plus
routines and culture

Nature of
Simple generation by
technological actors
change

Long waves

Incremental accumulation Evolutionary selection
plus long waves
(competition) and mutation
(search)

What are
national
systems of
innovation

It is not possible to analyse
national differences, only
specific, successful
industries in a country.
The national system refers
to the environment
supporting innovative
activity in companies, i.e.
competition in the home
market, supporting
industrial structure etc.

Social and institutional
innovations on a national
scale are promoted by new
radical technologies.
Otherwise innovation may
be incremental and
technological

The national system refers
to the national economy,
but there is stress on the
importance of linkages and
on interaction within
development blocks. The
national system of
innovation is formed by the
relevant institutions and
industrial structures

Empirical
focus

Comparison of industries

Comparisons of nations
The historical development Current institutional
based on their innovations of institutions and industrial differences between
and adjustments in social structures
nations
institutions

The national system refers
to the national economy.
Differences in industrial
structure (such as the
needs of industry for
science and technology
and whether technology is
public or private) and
differences in organisation
of institutions (especially
r&d system) explain how
national systems of
innovation differ

In another important series of contributions to the theoretical background of the
concept, Charles Edquist2 has attempted to develop some theoretical elements
of the approach and has identified the main common characteristics of the
different major approaches. He points out as mentioned above, that the NSI
approach is associated with various kinds of ambiguities, i.e. it is conceptually
diffuse. These usually correspond to different definitions of systems of
innovation, different perception of institutions, and undefined boundaries of the
system in an operational way. He also has stressed the distinction suggested by
Nelson and Winter3 between appreciative theorising and formal theorising in

1

Source: elaborated from McKelvey (1991). Her analysis is mainly based on the following works or
previous versions of them: for Michael Porter: Porter (1990); for Christopher Freeman: Freeman
(1987) and Freeman and Perez (1988); for Bengt-Åke Lundvall: Lundvall (1992a) and Edquist and
Lundvall (1993); for Richard Nelson: Nelson and Winter (1982) and Nelson and Rosenberg (1993).

2

Edquist (1997), Edquist and Hommen (1999) and more recently Edquist (2005).

3

Nelson and Winter (1982) p.46.
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economics. The former, tending to be closer to empirical substance and
empirical work. It provides both interpretation and guidance for further
exploration. Formal theorising, on the other hand, is an abstract structure
expressed in highly stylised form and set up to enable one to explore, find and
check proposed logical connections. From this perspective, he suggests that
the NSI approach is a ‘conceptual framework’ that scholars and policy–makers
consider being useful for the analysis of innovation. The common features he
also identifies as strengths of the framework, can be considered, to a certain
extent, as the claims of the NSI approach, and are the following:
o

Innovation and various learning activities are at the centre of economic processes,
in contrast to conventional mainstream economics that regard technology as an
exogenous factor.

o

The approach of NSI is holistic, and interdisciplinary, in as much as it allows for the
inclusion of not only economic factors influencing innovation, but also institutional,
organisational, social and political aspects.

o

The NSI approach employs historical and evolutionary perspectives. Therefore, the
notion of optimality is absent, in sharp contrast to neoclassical economic theory
which assumes it to be valid for all market economies, and treats all as the same.
Thus, an ideal system of innovation cannot be specified.

o

Interdependence and interaction between the elements in the system are one of
the most important characteristics. These relations are extremely complex and
often characterized by reciprocity, interactivity and feedback mechanisms. Thus,
the approach has the potential to transcend the linear view of technical change and
hence, puts new focus on the importance of the demand factor.

o

In mainstream economic theory innovation is, more or less explicitly, often assumed
limited to process innovation. The NSI approach encompasses product
technologies and its subcategories in its concept of innovation. Organisational
innovations may be included in the systems approach, though the current works
have not analysed this aspect in a systematic way.

o

All the NSI approaches emphasize the role of institutions as central elements
influencing innovation. However, the various contributors to the development of the
approach do not mean the same thing when they use the term institution. It seems
that it is used in two main senses: (1) ‘things that pattern behaviour’ like norms,
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rules and laws; and, (2) other formal structures with an explicit purpose, i.e., what is
normally called organisations.

Perhaps an additional, maybe obvious, common characteristic of the diverse
approaches is that they are explicitly policy oriented. That is probably the main
reason why relative boundaries of the system are put at the national level even
though it is recognised that this presents some problems to interpret, for
example, the innovation dynamics of multinational corporations. However, this
decision implies that the stress of the studies lies in the analysis of the national
conditions, aimed at the creation of a fruitful environment for innovation, rather
than in the abstract study of innovation itself.
4.2.2 FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS AND CHALLENGES

Synthesising, the NSI approach helps to stress the importance of the supra
national, national, regional and sectoral dimensions in determining the
innovative behaviour of firms. This environment, in turn, influences the structure
and interactions of industries, firms, the research subsystems and networks, the
institutional framework and the diverse governments’ policies. The NSI approach
helps thus to identify the range of structural elements whose strength allows the
successful competitive performance of national industries. However, research
work about National Innovation Systems takes place on a high level of
aggregation and there remains a gap between the structural assessment and
the detailed process involved in the unfolding and possible formation of
competitive networks and industrial clusters. Additionally, NSI literature focuses
mainly on dyadic relations; there are still few empirical studies that address and
describe regional or sectoral patterns of interaction between a broad variety of
actors1. Finally, the NSI framework has been under construction mainly
developed by academics and policy analysts during the last ten or fifteen years,
but despite the initial Aalborg effort it could be argued that there is not a
comprehensive theoretical work describing it. There is also disagreement
concerning whether the NSI approach is under– or over theorised and

1

Meeus, et al. (1999).
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consequently it has been pointed out that many works referring to it are not
profoundly related to it or even only use the concept of NSI as a label1.
From the bulk of work produced within the framework or making reference to it,
we can identify three main streams or paths of research: (i) attempts to develop
from a theoretical or methodological point of view the general concept or
associated notions, including the derived frameworks of regional and sectoral
systems of innovation; (ii) the development of stand–alone or comparative
studies with a heterogeneous methodological basis2, mainly carried out under
the auspices of international organisations such as the OECD or the EU; and (iii)
combinations of the two previous approaches. Within these paths, we can
mention the recent efforts of Charles Edquist to establish a basic theoretical
framework, including a determination of innovation systems constituents,
analysing the problem of the systems environment and identifying systems
functions and activities3. The idea of activities is inspired on the work by Liu and
White4, who based on the critique of the trend to define NSI in terms of actors or
institutions, developed an analytical framework in terms of ‘system level’
activities: R&D, education, implementation or production, end–use or
consumption, and linkage.
There is also the approach suggested by Slavo Radosevic to solve the same
problem through the definition of basic building blocks of systems of innovation
shaped by structuring forces and mechanisms of selection. He identifies four
blocks: technological regime5 and institutional set–up, and pre–market and
market selection mechanisms. From these he concludes that the co–evolution
of institutions and technological regimes gives coherence and dynamics to
systems of innovation; and that the reciprocal influence between these two

1

Cf. Edquist (2005).

2

It is even surprising that the chapter by Edquist and Lundvall (1993) included in the book edited by
Richard Nelson, makes little reference, methodologically speaking, to the Aalborg approach apart from
the use of the concept of development blocks.

3

Edquist (2005).

4

Liu and White (2001).

5

From the work by Malerba and Orsenigo (1990).
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forces provides boundaries to distinguish relevant institutions for the system of
innovation1.
It is also worth mentioning the social systems of innovation and production
approach, suggested by Bruno Amable et al2. This is also intended to overcome
some of the limitations of the NSI approach in terms of institutional analysis, but
in this case with explanatory purposes. It is based on distinctive patterns of
institutional complementarity and hierarchy derived from the analysis of six
subsystems: science, technology, industry, labour force, education and training
and finance. The different sub-systems are characterised by a certain mix of
institutions and organisations that are inherited from history and partly
transformed by political action and purposeful agents. They are also determined
by a set of possibilities and incentives for agents. The compatibility of each
sub–system with the others defines ex post the growth trajectories of nations.
From the analysis of these aspects, they distinguish four idealised models of
social systems of innovation: the market–based, the social democrat, the
meso–corporatist and the public. This approach avoids technological
determinism and the over–emphasis of the role of science and technical change
in the economy; instead, macro–level institutions that organise innovative and
productive processes are determinant for the distinction between systems.
In a recent contribution, Lundvall et al3 suggested four lines of research or
challenges for the NSI concept: the deepening of the notion and its grounding in
the concept of learning and competence building, the need to broaden the
analysis of economic development, and to apply the concept to innovation
policy. However, it could be useful to make some precisions to these ideas.
Starting with the deepening of the notion there is the need to verify how well the
innovation systems concept fits within general systems theory and how this
approach could help to deepen our understanding of NSI; similarly, the links
between evolutionary economics and the NSI framework should be revised to
strengthen the theoretical background of the latter. This in turn could be very

1

Radosevic (1998).

2

Amable, et al. (1997) and Amable (2000).

3

Lundvall, et al. (2002).
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helpful to shed light on aspects concerning the definition and delimitation of
elements and interactions within systems, the diverse levels of analysis that can
be used and where to put the boundaries of the systems, and the generalisation
of the notion to different levels of economic development. Secondly, there is the
need to deepen several methodological issues, especially those concerned with
the development of indicators to better reflect the flows (interactions and
processes) of knowledge and resources (elements) within systems and its
impact in the creation and diffusion of innovations1. Finally, there is the need to
evaluate the impact of the notion on policymaking activities. This implies from
our point of view, to revise the role of knowledge2 and its reproduction and
dissemination in the economic system and the role of national states to
guarantee this process. Additionally, these efforts should assess whether the
adoption of the systemic language and even the NSI concepts have led to the
development of new and modified policy instruments, to the creation of new
organisational structures and institutions, or to the combination of both, for the
promotion of innovation activities at sectoral, regional and national levels.
4.2.3 SYSTEMS OF INNOVATION AND INNOVATION POLICY RATIONALES

Despite the theoretical diffuseness of the systems of innovation approaches,
several authors have attempted to develop policy implications of them. These
are usually based on rationales for government intervention derived from what
the authors have called ‘system failures’3. This notion is relatively problematic,
on the one hand because of its possible association with the notion of market
failure. And on the other, because the advocates of systems of innovation do
not rule out policies based on market failure or even the notion of the market as
resource allocation mechanism4. In addition, the aforementioned theoretical
ambiguity of the NSI framework implies that diverse authors use the same terms
—such as system, innovation, institution or interaction among others, to refer to

1

A similar problem was identified by Lundvall (1992) in his seminal work, but to this date NSI studies are
based mainly in traditional economic indicators.

2

We prefer to use the more comprehensive concept of knowledge instead of the more elusive notion of
‘learning’.

3

Malerba (1996) and Smith (1998). General reviews of this notion can be found in Hauknes and
Nordgren (1999) and Woolthuis, et al. (2005).

4

See for example Edquist, et al. (1998), Smith (1998) and Soete and STRATA-ETAN Expert Group
(2002).
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different things, hindering the possibilities of theoretical and operational
construction.
The concept of market failure is clear and straightforward in as much as it
simply refers to the presence of conditions that violate the assumptions of the
model of resource allocation under perfect competition, and as we have seen in
the previous chapter, several intrinsic aspects of knowledge production imply
the presence of such conditions. In contrast, from the alternative perspectives,
as Franco Malerba has pointed out, the use of the term ‘failure’ does not refer to
an optimality situation but to the absence or ineffective functioning of the key
evolutionary mechanism1, or in terms of Keith Smith, to areas of weak system
performance2. Therefore, this latter argues that the existence of these areas of
deficient performance may call for government actions “contrary to conditions of
perfect competition, for example, cooperation and collaboration between firms
to facilitate knowledge flows, government regulation and the creation of
incentives”3. These and other authors have identified the following areas of
systemic failure, though in some occasions they use different terms to refer
fundamentally to the same phenomena4:
FAILURES IN INFRASTRUCTURAL PROVISION AND INVESTMENT.— Two types of
interactions are identified between firms and infrastructure: those referring to
physical infrastructure, such as energy and communications; and, those
concerning scientific and technological infrastructure5, such as universities,
regulatory agencies and information services among others. Smith’s analysis of
these areas is made using a market failure like argument, i.e. since these are
public goods that present indivisibilities, large scale and long time horizons of
operation, there is private underinvestment in these areas. Therefore, it is
suggested that governments should provide three types of support: regulations

1

Malerba (1996); he refers more precisely to evolutionary traps, trade-offs and failures.

2

Smith (1998).

3

Smith (1998) p. 42; the argument is however, inconsistent since on the one hand, the market failure
rationale also justifies such government interventions, and on the other, the NSI approach rejects the
static framework of perfect competition.

4

The following failures are suggested by Smith (1998) except when indicated.

5

Carlsson and Jacobsson (1997) refer to these as ‘hard institutions’, in contrast with other authors
within the systems of innovation approach. They include this problem in what they call hard
institutional failure.
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to set up incentives and controls for private provision; subsidies to private
provision; and, direct public provision.
TRANSITION FAILURES1.— In a dynamic technological environment, firms, and
particularly small ones, are quite limited in their technological horizons, and thus
are usually unable to learn rapidly and effectively how to move into new
technologies. These problems can arise under three circumstances: first, during
the normal innovative activity, firms can encounter technological problems
outside their existing capabilities. Second, when changes in technological
opportunities or patterns of demand push markets into new areas of technology.
Finally, when major shifts of technological paradigms or regimes occur. The
policy measures suggested to overcome these failures include support for
industrial basic research, advanced training programmes for human resources,
government procurement policies and diffusion policies.
LOCK–IN FAILURES.— This problem is based in the notion that industries may be
path dependant or ‘locked–in’ to existing technologies. Especially in the case of
technologies presenting network externalities, innovations not only compete
with other technological alternatives but also with the system in which they are
embedded. Therefore, the whole industry persists on a particular technological
path because it is extremely difficult to change it in its entirety. This failure is
similar to transitional ones, but at industry level. Since a change in a techno–
economic paradigm involves an integrated and complex process of change in
science, engineering, infrastructure, social organisation, etc., external agencies
are needed, with powers to generate incentives to develop technological
alternatives and to nurture emerging technological systems.
INSTITUTIONAL FAILURES2.— The systems approaches of innovation emphasise
the role of institutions —understood as regulations, norms, values, etc., in the
shaping of the system structure and performance. These institutional processes
are invariably discussed and implemented through policy agencies and its
operation is a responsibility of policy makers. Therefore, there is a need for

1

Malerba suggests the term learning failures.

2

Carlsson and Jacobsson (1997) refer to these as soft institutional failures.
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public action concerning systematic monitoring and assessment of the
performance of these institutions. One important example of this failures is
illustrated by the ‘appropriability traps’ suggested by Malerba1. In contrast to a
simple interpretation of the role of the IPR system to restore firms’ incentives to
innovate, the evolutionary perspective has emphasised an appropriability trade–
off between the tightness of the patent system and the short– and long–run. It
has been shown through simulations that a tight intellectual protection regime
increases the incentives to innovate in the short–term, but reduces the variety of
approaches and competences in the long–term, by reducing competition and
restricting cheap imitative R&D. It has also been pointed out that in addition to
the IPR system, other means are used by firms as appropriation mechanisms,
such as secrecy, lead times and complementary assets. Therefore, the
complementarities and substitutability among various means has to be fully
assessed and specified. These problems urge for a different approach
concerning IPR regulation.
EXPLORATION–EXPLOITATION AND VARIETY–SELECTION TRADE–OFFS2.— Particular
evolutionary conditions of an industry could lead to situations in which firms do
a lot of exploration activities without fully exploiting their discoveries, or to the
opposite circumstance in which they engage mainly in commercialisation relying
basically on incremental innovations. Similarly, industrial evolution paths could
lead to industries where numerous innovations are produced in an environment
of weak selection processes, or where little variety is generated in a tough
selection environment. These processes might finally lead to a poor innovative
performance either due to the dominance of one firm that eliminates variety and
imposes one technological perspective, or because of the presence of several
inefficient firms in the industry. In these cases, public intervention is needed to
maintain technological rivalry, to introduce diversity, to provide common
technological platforms and to increase selection. The suggested policy
measures in these areas include, support for industrial R&D and for emerging

1

Op cit.

2

These and the following failures are suggested by Malerba. See also Metcalfe (1995b) and Metcalfe
(1995a).
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firms, effective industrial standards and norms and antitrust and competition
policies.
DYNAMIC COMPLEMENTARITIES FAILURES1.— Interactions between actors take
place within firms, among firms’ suppliers and users and among firms and
organisations and institutions. It is possible to identify two types of failures in
this area: first, failures may occur because connections among complementary
activities are not present due to lack of information about the presence of other
actors or because of bounded rationality constraining the actions of firms.
Secondly, failures may occur because a key element for the functioning of
complementarities is missing or has limited competences. Consequently,
synergies do not take place and firms remain trapped in vicious circles of low
interaction and low learning. The policy measures that can be promoted in
these situations include supporting R&D joint ventures and various types of
collaborative research as well as personnel mobility, and strengthening of the
capabilities of specific agents located in key nodes of the system. In addition, it
is some times necessary to focus on demand and emerging markets in order to
set in motion complementarities through procurement policies and incentives to
adoption.

4.3. SUMMARY
This chapter has been devoted to examine two related approaches. The OECD
model ––which could be more precisely referred to as a system of policies; and
the NSI proposal, which corresponds to a theoretical framework.
Notwithstanding, both are inextricable associated in the development of
innovation policies. Our main conclusions of this chapter include the following:
o

We have contrasted various elements of our basic framework with well–known
OECD

documents, to show that its model of policies is highly consistent with

systems analysis methods. An embryonic notion similar to the current one
regarding systems of innovation was also discussed.
o

This model includes the basic functional and organisational structure to manage
science and technology policy as well as a generic tool–kit of policy measures, both

1

This concept is very close to the network failures suggested by Carlsson and Jacobsson (1997).
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developed in the mid–1960s by the OECD. These and the whole model will be useful
references in the following chapters, to compare current policy measures and to
develop a different interpretation of the systems approach to innovation policies.
o

Concerning the NSI framework, we have revised several approaches, lines of
research and currents of thought. It is not possible to identify a unified notion of
systems of innovation, nevertheless, we will assume in our subsequent analyses
that the Aalborg version is the core approach in this respect.

o

To complete our framework of innovation policies, a section devoted to policy
rationales from the NSI perspective was included, as we did in the case of economic
foundations. These rationales are heavily influenced by evolutionary economics;
however, under the NSI approach we have shown some limitations regarding this
issue.

o

Some limitations and challenges of the NSI framework as recognised in the current
literature were also included in this chapter. However, we will address this subject
with much more detail in chapter 5.
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5
A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO INNOVATION POLICY
As we have seen, in recent years, the notion of systems has been reintroduced
into science and innovation policy studies, particularly since the publication of
diverse and heterogeneous works using the concept of national system of
innovation. These stress the need to use a holistic approach to address the
study of the production and diffusion of economically useful knowledge and
suggest a general framework consisting in the decomposition of the economic
system into the elements and interactions that contribute to innovation
processes. Despite having some limitations, such as theoretical diffuseness and
a weak link with systems theory, the framework has had a surprising diffusion
and some of its aspects have been either adopted by innumerable scholars,
policy analysts, politicians and international organisations, or adapted as
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departing point for similar approaches1. Nevertheless, if thoroughly analysed,
this diffusion is relatively superficial, as has been pointed out by Edquist2.
Therefore, the objective of this chapter is twofold: on the one hand, we shall
analyse in more detail the theoretical problems and limitations of the NSI
framework, which could be responsible of its superficial application; and, on the
other, we shall develop an alternative way to use the systems approach in
innovation studies. In this latter part, we will attempt to provide a unifying
framework for science and innovation policy —based on cybernetics concepts,
in which diverse economic explanations converge. Within this, we will show
firstly, that science and innovation policies include elements, structure and
methods derived from systems thinking since its inception. This implies that the
implementation of the market failure rationale and its theoretical treatment
through the works of Richard Nelson and Kenneth Arrow among others, on
which science and innovation policies are based, has consisted in the
structuring of a purposeful mechanism or system. Additionally, we will show that
although this mechanism has evolved in its composition and methods, its basic
structure has not changed over time. Finally, while doing this we will also show
that to a certain extent, orthodox economics thinking is closer to the systems
approach than the heterodox approaches seem to believe.

5.1. LIMITATIONS OF THE NSI FRAMEWORK
In previous chapters, we have mentioned or explained at least the following
currents of thought and approaches associated with science and innovation
policies: neoclassical, neo–Schumpeterian and evolutionary economics, as well
as the OECD model of science and innovation policies and the national systems
of innovation framework. Figure 5.1 depicts the main relations and influences
between these approaches and from what has been discussed in different
chapters, it is unnecessary to include in the diagram that all of them have been
influenced in different ways by systems thinking and its methods. We shall first
attempt to derive some conclusions concerning the interrelationships of these
two latter with the diverse theoretical frameworks, and subsequently, in section 5.2.5

1

Such as those of Breschi and Malerba (1997), Carlsson (1994), Cooke, et al. (1997).

2

Edquist (2005). In addition, we will return to this aspect in our short case studies (chapter 6).
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we shall explain with more detail the actual relationship and influences, from our
perspective, between these currents of thought.
Figure 5.1 Relationships between economic theory and approaches

The OECD model and the national systems of innovation framework are similar
and related system like approaches to innovation. These have different ultimate
purposes, though they complement each other; the former is focused on policy
design while the latter is oriented to provide theoretical explanations and
methodological procedures intended to increase the general knowledge about
innovation processes. On the one hand, the OECD model is primarily a system of
policies. As we have discussed, it implicitly used systems analysis methods in
the design of generic national institutions and policy measures for the
development of science, technology and innovation. We also have shown that
to a certain extent, an embryonic systemic notion of the innovation process was
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present since the early 1970s and that this evolved through the years in parallel
with the development of several threads of neo–Schumpeterian thought.
Nevertheless, it could be said that the OECD model was since its inception a
system of policies based on a systemic view of the phenomena associated with
science, technology and innovation.
On the other hand, the national systems of innovation approach is a theoretical
framework developed during the late 1980s and early 1990s in the economics
literature, specifically associated with the neo-Schumpeterian and evolutionary
currents of thought. It is referred to the actual production system and has been
implicitly oriented as a framework for economic analysis, mainly focused to
better understand the environment within which science and technology policies
are designed and implemented, emphasising the context of application of these
measures and the network nature of innovation processes. More recently,
during the 1990s, the OECD has explicitly assumed the theoretical background of
NSI

in its main reports concerning science, technology and innovation policies

and naturally in its national reviews1. This updating of the model seems to
correspond to the natural evolution of OECD policies as a response to the
changes in the economic environment and at the same time reflects the
evolution of knowledge concerning the nature and characteristics of innovation
processes. It is also consistent with the general evolution of science and
technology policy, as we have mentioned in chapter 3, reflecting a shift of focus
from policies for science to policies concerned with the diverse processes
surrounding innovation and where scientific development is just one of those
processes.
In the sphere of implementation, these two frameworks have proven to be
useful concerning the following issues: Firstly, they have helped to put
innovation and a set of interrelated activities in a much better position within the
wider spectrum of economic policies. Secondly and closely related to the
previous aspect, they have provided additional elements to supersede the linear
model of innovation that restricted the range of action of policies within the

1

Some of the key OECD documents which reflect this adoption are: David and Foray (1994), OECD
(1992), (1994), (1998), (1999), (2002).
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boundaries of science policy. Finally, they have represented a framework of
reference that undoubtedly has been useful in different countries for structuring
and reorganising institutional arrangements and policies concerning innovation
activities. Nevertheless, it is debatable whether this model was the best option
available or there were other alternatives (not models) to perform those
reorganisations1. Despite these positive aspects, we think that it is important to
summarise their theoretical limitations, which are particularly relevant for policy
analysis. In addition, these aspects will help us to suggest an alternative way for
the application of the systems approach in the field of science and innovation
policies. In what follows, we shall explain their main inconsistencies and
problems; to avoid confusion and since the OECD explicitly adopted the notion of
national systems of innovation, we shall distinguish first, the main different
interpretations.
5.1.1 THE CURRENT INTERPRETATIONS OF SYSTEMS OF INNOVATION

As has been already discussed, the origin of the use of the notion of systems
associated with innovation studies can be found in the evolution of the concept
of innovation. Particularly, when interactive models of this process were
developed in opposition to the dominant linear view and which implied the
participation of a broad group of agents. Andersen2 suggests that this
association can be found in the works of several scholars related to Christopher
Freeman and SPRU. We have mentioned for example, the OECD study prepared
by Keith Pavitt in the early 1970s3, in which the notion of innovative system is
used referring to the factors and interactions that make possible the innovation
process.
These interpretations of the innovation process are perhaps more related to
notions such as social networks than with systems, since these latter have
particular, more complex connotations than the interaction between
components, as has been discussed in chapter 2. Nevertheless, what is clear is
that these early associations between systems and innovation implied the
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See chapter 6.
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Andersen (1994)

3

See chapter 4, page 105.
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conceptualisation of this phenomenon as a non–linear process involving the
coordinated participation of a wide range of actors.
The subsequent use of the notion of systems of innovation, in the late 1980s
and early 1990s, involved an extension of the network conceptualisation of the
innovation process to include the role of institutions and to a certain extent
some aspects of evolutionary economics. It has been extensively discussed that
there is not a unified notion of systems of innovation1, since the main
proponents corresponded to different research traditions, where probably the
common denominator was Schumpeter. However, apart from the similarities
between approaches suggested by Edquist2, it seems that the ‘basic original
interpretation’ was aimed at explaining national patterns of growth and
economic development through the analysis of the interactions between the
actors and institutions participating in innovation networks.
Linked with this primary objective, there was also an implicit or explicit policy
orientation that is more clearly stated in the Aalborg version in terms of
‘institutional learning’3. It could be said that this original interpretation was some
sort of non–formal evolutionary framework to explain national innovative
performance. The main structure of the framework consisted of actors,
institutions and relationships involved in innovation activities and from this
probably followed the association that it was possible to refer to specific,
national innovation systems, i.e. elements and interactions constituting systems
at the national level.
Despite the policy orientation, none of the original approaches included an
operational version of the systems of innovation approach. This has been
mainly developed by the OECD, which adopted the notion since the late 1980s4
to supplement its own systemic model. From this followed what can be called
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As seen in chapter 4, the classic reference in this respect is Charles Edquist (1997); another early
analysis of these differences was made by Maureen McKelvey (1991). Subsequent works of the main
proponents usually make reference to the differences between their frameworks Freeman (1995),
Freeman (2002), Lundvall, et al. (2002), Nelson and Nelson (2002).
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Edquist (1997) and Edquist (2005).
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Dalum, et al. (1992).
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David and Foray (1994, OECD (1992).
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the ‘generalised interpretation’ of the systems of innovation approach which
imply that particular systems can be sufficiently described by enumerating the
main components involved in innovation processes and analysing some of their
relationships. From the analysis of how these interactions shape successful
innovation systems it follows that, either missing components and institutions or
best institutional practices can be also identified as guides for international
institutional learning. This generalised interpretation has been refined in several
OECD

reports1 as well as in studies carried out by other international

organisations such as those of the European Union2 and is usually the one
used in the plethora of studies published in the literature that refer to innovation
systems.
While the original and the generalised interpretations seem to be very similar,
there are subtle theoretical differences that from the point of view of some of the
original proponents are of considerable importance. These are mainly referred,
firstly, to the limits of international institutional learning with regard to historically
determined path dependency3. Secondly, to the shift from allocation to
innovation and from decision–making to learning4. This shift of perspective
seems to be more a theoretical construct to emphasise the opposition of this
approach to orthodox economics than a realistic view of policymaking.
Moreover, it is reflected in the fact that the policy recommendations included in
National Systems of Innovation5 as well as the literature concerning ‘system
failures’6, cannot escape from the allocation–decision–making framework.
Nevertheless, what these differences make evident is the orientation of the
systems of innovation approach as a theoretical structure to carry out detailed
case studies aimed at identifying features of economic systems that differentiate
one national system from another.
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OECD (1994), (1999), (2002).
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Edquist, et al. (1998), Soete and STRATA-ETAN Expert Group (2002).
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Lundvall and Tomlinson (2001).

4

Andersen, et al. (2002), Lundvall (1992b), Lundvall, et al. (2002).

5

Dalum, et al. (1992).
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Carlsson and Jacobsson (1997), Malerba (1996), Smith (1998).
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5.1.2 THEORETICAL DIFFUSENESS

We have mentioned that there is relative agreement in the literature in asserting
that the NSI framework is theoretically diffuse. This problem seems to be its
main weakness and it affects both the theoretical and the operational versions.
This ambiguity derives in part from the fact that the NSI framework is very
superficially linked to systems thinking and in part due to the lack of agreement
on core definitions. As we have seen in chapter 2, the basic definition of a
system implies that it is a set of interrelated elements that constitute a unity;
later, in chapter 4, we revised several definitions of NSI that regard it as a set of
interrelated elements whose interaction produces and diffuses new,
economically useful knowledge. Therefore, it seems that the only link with the
systems approach can be found in the adoption of the general definition of
systems and its adaptation to economic terms and perhaps in an implicit
acceptance of some general systems principles. For example, in Lundvall’s
influential book, it is stated that a national system of innovation is an open,
heterogeneous, self–reproductive social system. However, these categories are
never sufficiently explained. Thus, several important aspects are left open and
innumerable questions emerge, among them, we can mention the following:
How do the interactions between elements constitute a unity, i.e. a system of
innovation? How is this whole related to its constitutive parts? What constitutes
the environment of such a system? What is the hierarchical organisation of a
system of innovation? What is meant by a social system? Is the NSI a designed
system? Why is it stated that the system is open and self–reproductive?1
Another problem is related to the objectives of the systems of innovation
approaches and systems theory. We have explained that the original
interpretation of innovation systems is aimed towards the identification of
differences between diverse entities. In contrast, the theoretical and
methodological programme of systems theory and its derived disciplines is
based on the identification of isomorphisms. It implies the idea that systems of

1

Some authors argue that closed systems only occur in laboratories and that the distinction between
open and closed systems is almost useless. However, we have seen that cybernetics studies systems
that are simultaneously open to energy and closed to information and control (see page 35); a similar
characteristic is found in autopoietic systems. Therefore, if the NSI is self–reproductive it should also
be an open/closed system or at least this problem should be addressed and explained.
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any kind operate in accordance with the same fundamental principles; thus,
ideally it should be possible to deduce the principles applying to particular
systems from the more general ones.
Thus, these approaches seem to run in opposite directions. Systems thinking
deals with complexity by mapping functional properties between systems; the
ultimate aim is to understand, transform and control complex processes. The
extreme case is perhaps that of cybernetics and operations research in which it
is asserted that it is not necessary to completely understand a system to be
able to control it. On the other hand, the systems of innovation approach is
interested in what makes one system different from another. Components,
interactions and therefore functional properties are historically determined and
the original interpretation is reluctant to the translation of principles between
different systems.
Given the aforementioned ambiguities, the majority of the interpretations of
systems of innovation consist only in descriptions of the elements that
participate in innovation processes, but they fall short to describe and explain
the interactions taking place between those elements. More importantly, they
fail to explain how those interactions between components constitute a new
entity with emergent properties, i.e. a system of innovation, which is at the core
of systems thinking. As was explained in chapter 2, one of the crucial shifts
promoted by the theory of open systems was the replacement of the notion of
system as a whole composed of parts, with that where a system differentiates
from its environment1.
This simplified view of the systems approach has led to emphasise an actor–
component perspective in which systems of innovation are characterised by
sets of agents or organisations that perform particular tasks within the system
and establish diverse types of undefined relationships among them, e.g.
government agencies, firms, financial organisations, universities and research
centres. Subsequently, the performance of the system and its components is
assessed through diverse traditional indicators of scientific and innovative

1

See the discussion on systems differentiation on page 32.
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output as well as economic indexes, which are still under development. From
this perspective, the environment of the system is regarded as the geographic,
political or sectoral space where the actors are located, but there is not any
analysis of the interactions between the components, subsystems and the
environment. Therefore, analytical studies carried out within the NSI framework
are usually limited to descriptions of groups of agents, their relationships in
terms of common activities and some output indicators. Frequently, when these
are translated to the sphere of innovation policies, they take the form of ‘best
practices’, usually concerning organisational aspects.
5.1.3 SEMANTIC PROBLEMS

There are in addition, several problems of terminology and semantics in the
context of innovation studies, derived from the appropriation of the term
‘systemic’ by the advocates of the NSI approach and its associated currents of
research. It is clear that the notion of systems of innovation refers to the fact
that innovation processes display system like characteristics and that there is a
set of organisations and institutions which could be identified as related to a
‘system of innovation’. We have mentioned elsewhere that the association
between systems and innovation studies is probably related to the fact that
during the evolution of the notion of innovation it was observed that the process
of innovation implies several activities across networks.
This remark was originally oriented against the more or less predominant view
of a linear innovation process and was intended to suggest that this was a
complex process involving non–linear relationships with a broad set of activities
apart from scientific and technological research. However, there is a tendency
in the recent literature about innovation to use the term systemic to denote
several things apart from the rejection of the linear approach to innovation.
Among them, we can mention that it denotes: a novel approach to innovation
and policy studies, especially related to the idea of systems of innovation as
metaphors of national or regional economies and industrial sectors; and,
opposition to mainstream economics principles related to innovation policy, e.g.,
system failures and market failures. As we shall see below this use of the term
in not only problematic due to its ambiguity but it is also inaccurate.
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While referring to policies or instruments, the use of the term systemic is
relatively ambiguous. It is particularly problematic if we attempt to identify and
distinguish opposite economic models or its corresponding policy rationales,
because, as we shall see in future sections and chapters, these usually comply
and are consistent with the systems approach1. Thus, for example, both
neoclassical and evolutionary economics meet the criteria to be considered
systemic representations of reality. Similarly, it might be asserted that
innovation policies derived from the neoclassical approach are systemic, since
they are intended to influence the behaviour of particular components of the
system and take into account the possible disturbance of specific policies in the
functioning of the whole system. Therefore, notions such as systemic policies or
rationales or failures are not univocal, since they could refer to either the
neoclassical or the NSI approaches. Thus, from a theoretical point of view, it is
more accurate to distinguish between static and dynamic representations of
reality, in our particular case, of the economic system. And from a practical,
policymaking perspective, to distinguish, as will be discussed in the following
chapter, between policy measures oriented at individual agents, and measures
aimed at shifting the innovative possibility frontier of the agents within the
system, i.e. oriented to the system as a whole.
In addition, this view of systems of innovation has contributed to generalise
confusion between holism and systemism as well as between the use of
analytical and systemic methods within systems thinking. The former confusion
concerns the difference between, on the one hand, an approach, holism, which
perceives society or economies as totalities transcending its membership and
with emergent properties that cannot be traced back to the properties of its
members or the interactions among them. On the other hand, systemism
perceives societies and economies as sets of interrelated individuals or agents
displaying properties that are aggregations of the properties of its members or
derived from the relationships among them. We are not stating that the NSI
framework is a form of holism, but some of its claims suggest sometimes the
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These aspects will be thoroughly discussed throughout section 5.2 and will be also referred to in
sections 6.1.2 and 6.1.4 .
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impossibility of reduction to individual components and its properties and looks
for explanations of economic facts in terms of supra–individual units or forces.
This confusion has also extended to judgements concerning the properties of
static or dynamic economic approaches as inputs for decision making in
science and innovation policy. Therefore, there seems to be a tacit agreement
in the literature in the sense that the terms system or systemic are only valid
when used in the context of Schumpeterian, evolutionary and other heterodox
economics traditions which influence science and innovation policies.
Paradoxically, some important arguments of the systems of innovation
approach are not consistent with systems theory, such as its historicism
interpreted in the sense that each national system is unique and that there are
not ideal systems of innovation. Although this statement is correct, what is the
purpose of using the notion of systems, when there is no intention of deriving
principles applicable to other systems displaying similar properties? This view
forgets that this is precisely one of the main aims of systems thinking.
5.1.4 RATIONALES FOR GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION

Since the NSI framework is mainly policy oriented, the issue of the rationales for
government intervention has a particular relevance. To illustrate some of the
basic aspects concerning rationales that have been discussed in previous
chapters, Table 5-1 synthesises some of the main features of the neoclassical
and neo–Schumpeterian approaches concerning their policy implications. As
can be inferred from our analysis in the preceding chapter, this topic is
especially weak in the NSI approach and has received limited attention in the
theoretical works about NSI, however, it is frequently mentioned in reports and
documents from international organisations, such as those from the OECD or the
European Commission. It is also worth mentioning that these reports are usually
elaborated by or with participation of the scholars who have contributed to the
development of the NSI framework. When this aspect is addressed in the
aforementioned reports, it is argued that the rationale for government
intervention can be found in a mix of market, institutional and systemic failures1.
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See for example Edquist, et al. (1998), Soete and STRATA-ETAN Expert Group (2002) and OECD
(2005a) among others.
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Table 5-1 Main policy features of neoclassic and neo–Schumpeterian approaches1

Neoclassic

Neo–Schumpeterian

Main
characteristics
of underlying
theories

Maximising behaviour
Unique equilibrium
Exogenous non explicit technology
Non explicit technological change
No explicit economic structure

Non–maximisation
No unique equilibrium
Endogenous and explicit technology
Explicit technological change
Structure is explicit

Policy action
justification

Markets are inefficient due to:
• Indivisibilities
• Uncertainty
• Externalities
• Collectivities

Several subsystems (including the market)
fail to reproduce and disseminate
knowledge
• Failures in infrastructure
• Transition failures
• Lock–in failures
• Institutional failures
• Exploration–exploitation trade offs
• Varity–selection trade offs
• Dynamic complementarity failures

Bechmarks used
or proposed

Interim efficiency2
Pareto efficiency
Best practices

No optimal allocation of resources
Policy judgement (theory, measurement,
subjective judgement)

Implementation
problems

Imperfect information and feedback
Government failure

System complexity
Imperfect information and feedback
Government failure

Incrementality
tests

Narrow incrementality (the goal of a policy
is achieved, and it could have not been
achieved without the policy)
Ideal incrementality (the goal of a policy is
achieved, and it is an optimal solution)

Weak incrementality (the goal of a policy is
achieved, independently if it could have
been achieved without the policy)

This argument presents several problems, among them we can mention that, on
the one hand, it assumes without explanation some sort of complementarity
between systems of thought that are explicitly opposed and that do not share
common characteristics. We have insisted that market failures correspond to
the violation of conditions to achieve Pareto efficiency in the allocation of
resources within a static framework; therefore, an approach that rejects that
framework could not make use of the same categories without being
inconsistent. On the other hand, despite some authors have specifically argued

1

Since these features are not exclusive to the NSI approach we have used the category neo–
Schumpeterian in this case. Main sources: Metcalfe (1995a), Lipsey (1998), Hauknes and Nordgren
(1999) and Georghiou, et al. (2003).
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See Holmstrom and Myerson (1983).
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that the notion of ‘failure’ is not associated with an optimality situation1, it seems
impossible to understand a failure, whether institutional or systemic, or an area
of weak performance without reference to an ideal situation.
This contradicts thus, the argument that systems of innovation are historically
determined and that it is not possible to specify an ideal system. Perhaps the
implications of these unsolved issues are responsible of the fact that in actual
situations, policy–makers at the OECD and the EU have made extensive use of
benchmarking of innovation activities and the identification of best practices of
policymaking. This practice, which has been criticised by Lundvall as reflecting
the persistence of the ‘old tradition’2, is consistent with the operation of the OECD
model that was analysed in chapter 4 and, to a certain extent, it is also closer to
systems thinking.
5.1.5 PERSISTENCE OF SUPPLY–ORIENTED POLICIES

Finally, despite the fact that the NSI approach has the potential to supersede the
linear–science push vision of innovation3 there seems that the pervasive nature
of the problems around knowledge reproduction and diffusion has favoured a
general trend towards supply–oriented policies. It also seems that the current
literature has paid limited attention to this fact and this means that in practice, in
one way or another, the NSI approach has recommended mainly supply oriented
policies. In addition, it has not been able yet to suggest generic policy measures
or instruments significantly different from those proposed by traditional
approaches and which have been in use for several decades. This can easily
be appreciated by comparing the basic set of policy measures suggested by the
OECD in
OECD

the mid–sixties and the types of policies that are currently in use in

countries4. The aforementioned weaknesses and inconsistencies imply

that the work within the NSI framework is still incomplete and that currently, the
actual rationale of policy instruments is practically indistinguishable.
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See the discussion in page 132.
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Lundvall and Tomlinson (2001), Lundvall, et al. (2002).
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In sum, regarding the novelty of the NSI approach, for the moment, suffice it to
say firstly, that we have shown that previous currents of thought have made use
of systems principles and concepts from theoretical and practical perspectives.
This latter refers mainly to the OECD model of science and innovation policies on
which the NSI approach is heavily based, but we will analyse this issue with
more detail in the next section. Secondly, we have also shown that despite its
persistent use of concepts associated with systems, such as components,
interactions, adaptation, learning, feedback, etc., the NSI approach is loosely
based on system theory or some of its derived disciplines1. Finally, it is evident,
from our discussion and the analysis in chapter 3, that many of the claims of the
NSI

approach2 are taken from neo–Schumpeterian and evolutionary economics,

and hence, to a certain extent from institutional economics. However, as we
have also discussed, when put into practice, the NSI approach shows
inconsistencies regarding issues such as the partial acceptance of the market
as resource allocation mechanism, path–dependence and an ambiguous notion
of non–optimality. Given all these limitations and flaws, we shall attempt in
section 5.2, to provide on the one hand an explanation of why these
inconsistencies have occurred, and on the other, to suggest a different
approach to use systems thinking in the field of innovation policies.
5.1.6 CONCEPTUAL PARADOX: SYSTEMS OF INNOVATION AS IDEAL MODELS

To end the analysis of this subject, it is useful to clarify if we can unambiguously
identify the existence of systems of innovation, in the sense that the current
literature does. We must take into account first, some aspects concerning the
notion of innovation in the economic context. As was mentioned elsewhere, an
important number of studies in the field of technical change have been
influenced by the Schumpeterian tradition. This is mainly based on the idea that
economic growth is driven by innovation in a dynamic context as opposed to
mainstream economics interpretations in which growth is based on competition
through prices within a static framework. The evolutionary refinement of this
tradition has built simulation models in which firms compete in a selection

1

This is easily inferred from the previous discussion; however it has also been mentioned in the
literature, cf. Edquist (2005).
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See page 127.
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environment and those who successfully innovate achieve growth. However,
these models do not imply that all firms innovate; the Nelson–Winter model, for
example, assumes that firms can either imitate or innovate. In addition, we must
remember that these models are simplified representations of reality. What is
important to take into account from this reflection is that being innovative is a
desirable state for a firm to be successful, but it is neither the only way to
achieve growth nor a representation of the state of all firms in an industrial
sector or an economy.
When we introduce the notion of systems to understand economic phenomena,
it is clear that a firm can be perceived as a set of components interacting
together to achieve a particular goal1. We need to consider first, that purposeful
systems are usually defined by the ultimate goals they pursue, not by the
processes that are carried out to achieve those goals; thus, it is common to
refer to systems of health, education, transport, etc. From this perspective, it
could be said that a firm is a system to make profits, or to supply products; it all
depends as mentioned above, from the analytic point of view in which we are
interested. We might even state that a firm is a system of innovation. However,
it is debatable if innovating per se is the ultimate purpose of a firm, or it is a
means to achieve other ends. Nevertheless, we can assume that from a
particular perspective it could be asserted that a firm is a system of innovation,
i.e. a set of components whose main activities are oriented towards the process
of innovation to achieve its goal of generating competitive new products,
services or processes and subsequently, making profits. Despite the semantic
problem of defining the system by its main process instead of by its ultimate
goal, we can observe that in this case, this entity seems to fulfil the conditions to
be considered a purposeful system, i.e. a system of innovation2.
If we ascend to a higher level of aggregation, let us say at industry level, things
start to become difficult for the use of the notion of systems, or at least for the
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The idea of representing a firm as a system is relatively old, as we have seen in chapter 2, Stafford
Beer and C.W. Churchman incorporated cybernetics, operations research and systems analysis
concepts into the study of firms since the 1950s.
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The specific conditions of purposeful systems will be discussed in section 5.2.1 , for the moment it is
sufficient to use a commonsensical notion of purposeful system based on the definitions of chapter 2
in page 29.
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concept of systems of innovation. Firms do not work together to achieve a
common goal; they compete against each other to achieve their particular
goals. It is true that under certain points of view, these competing systems could
constitute a higher–level system whose ultimate goal could also be interpreted
as the production or supply of products and services for its consumption in
society. In semantic terms, we could be tempted then, to assert that from this
perspective, an industry composed of competing firms is a system of innovation.
However, while doing this we would be introducing an ambiguous concept,
since we would be using the notion of innovation in reference to the things
produced and not to the processes that made them possible1.
Thus, in this case we have several problematic aspects concerning the
interpretation of an industry as a system of innovation: on the one hand, it is
debatable that competing systems pursue a common goal; they pursue
individual goals related to their survival and growth. Undoubtedly, the operation
of industry serves the goals of society and the economy, but this means that the
goals are outside the industry boundaries, i.e. they correspond to a higher–level
system and it could be difficult to assert that the ultimate objective of that
higher–level system is to generate innovations. On the other hand, the notion of
system of innovation suggests the presence of a decision–maker involved in the
design of that industrial system. We would be tempted to say that it is the role of
the state or the government to shape through policies the characteristics of
industrial development. Though this could be the case in planned economies, it
does not seem to be an accurate representation of the operation of market and
mixed economies. Additionally, even if we accepted this role of governments,
once more, we shall find that these functions of design and decision–making
are outside the boundaries of the industry as such.
Finally, as was stated above, a representation of how industries and economies
operate, should consider that not all the firms in an industry carry out innovation
activities in order to achieve their goals of survival and growth. These problems
emerge again at higher levels of aggregation, when we want to include all the
industrial sectors that constitute an economy. Therefore, we can conclude that

1

See our delimitation of these concepts in chapter 3, page 64.
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for representing the operation of an economy, the notion of systems of
innovation is problematic: it does not accurately represent the functions and
interactions of its components and it could lead to ambiguous uses of the
concept of innovation. As mentioned above in the case of individual firms,
assuming the existence of systems of innovation at a national level corresponds
more to a desirable or idealised state than to the actual representation of the
processes occurring in an economy. This is in contradiction to one of the claims
of the NSI approach, which has already been analysed, and in addition, it could
be said that it is an assumption equivalent to that of perfect competition in
neoclassical economics, but without the rigorous analysis of the conditions
needed to fulfil it.

5.2. CONCEPTUALISING SECOND ORDER SYSTEMS OF INNOVATION OR
INDUSTRIAL SUSTAINABILITY POLICIES
Our purpose for this section is to suggest an alternative approach to the use of
systems concepts within the economic analysis of innovation policies, solving
the theoretical problems that were discussed in the previous sections. In fact,
our proposal is more precisely to use the systems approach as a means to
understand the policymaking processes that affect innovation. Therefore, we
shall first explain the theoretical characteristics of our model and subsequently
we shall use it to attempt an explanation of several theoretical and policy issues
that appear to be contradictory or at least seem to be ambiguous from the NSI
approach, and have been already discussed. We are referring in the latter case
to aspects such as the unchanging generic characteristics of policy measures
and the impossibility to distinguish between types of policies and policy
rationales that were discussed in previous sections.
5.2.1 SELECTION OF A FRAMEWORK WITHIN THE SYSTEMS APPROACH

The first thing we need to do when dealing with problems we want to address
from the systems perspective is to define the point of view of the observer who
perceives and analyses reality. This is important because as we have indicated
in chapter 2, systems are intellectual constructs to deal with complexity, but we
do not have elements to assert that they actually exist. Thus, when an observer
identifies systemic characteristics of a particular object, situation or
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phenomenon, those characteristics are determined by his or her point of view,
interests and purposes. This means that those aspects that are essential to
define systems, such as components, interactions, boundaries, and so on, are
dependent on the particular perspective of the observer.
For example, we can imagine an optical device that emits light when it is
stimulated, detects and measures its reflection and sends a signal with that
information. This device is a system in itself; it has some basic components that
interact to perform a particular function and it has inputs and outputs. In
conjunction with other components, this system constitutes a pointing device, a
computer mouse, which again constitutes a new system. The pointing device in
turn can operate as a component of a personal computer, which can be
connected to an intranet and to the internet. We might say that all together
—when operated by a user who is also a system, constitute a communication
system; all the components interact and collaborate to perform a particular
function. However, depending on our interests as observers, we can perceive
and understand different things when analysing this communication system. It
can have different boundaries, different components, and even different purposes.
For some analysts, the above relation of components describes a system; other
could find it insufficient and would need another type of description, perhaps
based on emitters and receivers of units of information and communication
channels. For a common person who is only interested in finding specific
information on the internet, the latter description is perhaps meaningless and
useless. However, there are two important aspects that interest any type of
observer of these systems or of its components, first, they are nested in
successive recursions where the most basic components constitute a
subsystem that is part of a higher hierarchy subsystem, and the same
phenomenon repeats several number of times in the structuring of a complex
system. Second, there seems to be some sort of similarity in the organisational
structure with that of systems of different nature and characteristics. As was
explained earlier, systems theory is particularly interested in the study of
similarities or isomorphisms between different areas or disciplines, as well as in
the hierarchical structure of systems. We will come across these particular
characteristics of systems at the end of this section.
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It is also very important to make explicit, on the one hand, that while dealing
with systems we are not determining absolute facts; we are simply establishing
a set of conventions more or less useful for our analysis. On the other hand, it
should be clear then, that the nature, characteristics and purpose of a system
are established by the observer. Thus, the perspective that we shall adopt in
this section of our work, corresponds to the point of view of a policy analyst who
is observing economic activities and is interested in modifying certain
components and processes of the economy to achieve particular goals. In
general terms, it could be said that the ultimate goal of the policy maker is to
achieve economic efficiency. Secondly, for our purposes, we have to take into
account some important theoretical aspects and assumptions that are usually
forgotten in the literature of science and innovation policy that involves notions
associated with systems. It is necessary, at least, to specify the type of system
we are dealing with, which in turn implies some taxonomic considerations; and,
subsequently it is necessary to adopt a suitable definition of system consistent
with and useful for the type of system under study.
Thus, our first assumption is that the policymaking activities, in which we are
interested, constitute a subset of reality that interacts with another subset
consisting of economic activities. It is important to mention that these activities
involve actions to observe and to modify —analyse and transform, the
processes that take place within the economic subset. To do this, these
activities resort to simplified representations or models of what is happening in
the subset it observes, as means to reduce the complexity of the observed
reality, as well as several types of mechanisms or tools of observation and
transformation, which are inextricably linked to the former.
At first sight, it seems that the type of situation we are describing could be
treated from the systems perspective, firstly, because it resembles conditions
that seem to coincide with a commonsensical notion of systems. Secondly,
because this same notion makes us believe that the systems perspective is
useful to deal with complex problems, and this one, though simply stated,
appears to involve high levels of complexity. Thus, our second assumption is
that we can analyse science and innovation policy problems from the systems
approach. However, this is a broad transdisciplinary area that involves the
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participation of several disciplines from philosophy and natural sciences to
engineering and social sciences. Therefore, it will be also very important to
specify from which area of the systems approach we are going to analyse
policymaking activities. This will be done at the end of this section, but for the
moment let us consider that the systems approach is a mode of thinking about
complex problems, based on focusing them as unities constituted of interrelated
parts. In addition, that it makes possible the collection and organisation of
knowledge in order to increase the efficiency of our actions.
Since the systems approach is based on the hypothesis that it is insightful to
consider the apparently chaotic real world not as a set of unarticulated
phenomena but rather as a complex of interacting entities, it is natural that a
number of general attempts to describe and classify the possible types of
systems have been made. These range from the simple and general polar
distinctions such as concrete and abstract, living and non–living, open and
closed systems, to more ambitious and detailed ones. However, there is yet no
generally accepted classification and many of the suggested proposals reflect a
particular outlook, interest or purpose that might invalidate any general systems
description of the world. For example, we can find in the literature system’s
classifications based only on behavioural characteristics1, and several attempts
to define taxonomic principles or general classifications of all possible systems2.
For our purposes, we think that from the above literature, Checkland’s
classification is sufficient and useful. This is based on the origin of the entities
that can be observed in the real world and suggests that any entity that an
observer perceives may be described as a system or as a combination of
systems selected from the following five classes: natural, designed physical,
designed abstract, human activity and transcendental systems. It is worth noting
that according to this classification, social systems, defined very generally as
groupings of people who are aware of and acknowledge their membership of
the group, are considered as an intersection between natural systems and
human activity systems.

1

Ackoff (1971).

2

Boulding (1956), Checkland (1981), Jordan (1968), Mingers (1997), von Bertalanffy (1968).
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Additionally, and most importantly, if we consider this typology within the
framework of ‘soft systems methodology’1, human activity systems should
include an account of the observer and the point of view from which his or her
observations are made. From this follows that human activity systems do not
actually exist, they are perceptions of sets of self–conscious activities made by
specific observers from particular perspectives. Thus, the crucial difference that
distinguishes this from some other (hard) systems approaches rests on the use
of the term system and its implications, i.e. what is systemic is not the complex
real world, but the process of inquiry that is used to explore reality and which
constitutes a learning system. Consequently, the models derived from this
perspective are not attempts to model the world, but epistemological devices
used to find out about reality and to contribute to the debate about possible
change. From the above discussion, it follows that our third assumption is that
policymaking activities as well as the parts of the economic system with which
they interact are human activity systems.
The next aspect to analyse concerns how to characterise and define human
activity systems. In this case, it seems more appropriate to concentrate on a
subclass of systems, and therefore, assume that that these types of systems
are examples of purposeful or teleological entities, i.e. “things some of whose
properties are functional”2. We are suggesting then, that innovation policies and
its interactions with part of the economic system can be interpreted as
constituting part of a purposeful system.
5.2.2 PURPOSEFUL AND SUSTAINABLE SYSTEMS

The necessary conditions that something S be conceived as a purposeful
system include according to Churchman3 that:
o

S is teleological.

o

S has a measure of performance.

o

There exists a social entity whose interests are served by S.

1

Checkland (1981), (2000).

2

Churchman (1971, p. 42)

3

Ibid. pp. 42-43.
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o

S has teleological components which co–produce the measure of performance of S.

o

S has an environment which also co–produces the measure of performance of S.

o

There exists a decision maker who can produce changes in the measures of
performance of S’s components and in the measures of performance of S.

o

There exists a designer who conceptualises the nature of S in such a manner that
the designer’s concepts potentially produce actions in the decision maker, and
hence changes in the measures of performance of S’s components and in the
measures of performance of S.

o

The designers intention is to change S so as to optimise S’s value to the
social entity.

o

S is “stable” with respect to the designer in the sense that his or her intention is
ultimately realizable.

While this characterisation seems to be complete, it does not sufficiently explain
the type of relationships established between the systems’ components. To
accomplish this, we think that we can adapt the viable system model, which is a
powerful representation of the functional organisation of systems1. In addition,
since it is a recursive model, it allows us to represent the hierarchical structure
of the subsystems that integrate a whole economy and simultaneously solve the
problem of system differentiation explained elsewhere2. According to this
model, any system that is capable of maintaining its identity independently of
other systems within a shared environment performs two fundamental functions:
current and long–term stabilisation. These are carried out by two composite
subsystems —the system and the metasystem, that operate in different
dimensions of recursion and perform five sub–functions: (1) production of the
system itself; (2) regulation or coordination of the diverse productive
components; (3) self–awareness of the system’s identity and control; (4)
foresight, innovation and planning; and, (5) establishing policies to guarantee
the cohesion of the whole (see Table 5-2 and Figure 5.2; see also Figure 2.2).

1

See section 2.3.3 .

2

Discussed in sections 2.3.1 and 5.1.2 . This problem is also related to the definition of self–referential
systems that are organisationally closed and simultaneously open to the flow of energy and
information from the environment.
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Given the nature of their functions, production and foresight include an
additional function of perception or link with the environment.
Table 5-2 Functions and dimensions of viable systems
Fundamental function
Current stabilisation
Current and Long–term stabilisation
Current and Long–term stabilisation
Long–term stabilisation

Local function
Production
Regulation
Control
Foresight
Cohesion

Dimension of recursion
n (system)
Link between n and n+1
Link between n and n+1
n+1 (metasystem)
n+1 (metasystem)

The next important characteristic is the network of interactions that connects the
functional components. The nature of the relationships is partly defined by the
function of the elements and partly by the characteristics imposed by the
purpose of the whole system. What is important to take into account is that
those interactions imply the flow of information containing encoded variety. This
is defined, as the number of possible states of a system and therefore, it is a
measure of complexity. In fact, the whole system is an entity whose main task is
to deal with complexity by variety engineering. This means that the system
faces an environment that presents a vast number of possible states and thus, it
must be capable of generating an equal number of internal states to absorb the
variety of the environment. Consequently, its internal network of interactions
corresponds to the flow of different types of resources that allow the production
components to respond to the variety of the environment. This entire network is
regulated by the law of requisite variety1, which in a simplified form states that
only variety absorbs variety2.
Additional aspects of this conceptualisation will be explained in the next section,
for the moment it is important to mention that it corresponds to cybernetics and
systems analysis, rather than to general systems theory. We also need to state
that we are assuming that science and innovation policies and its interactions

1

See Ashby (1956), (1958), Beer (1979).

2

For example, the human body needs to operate within a specific range of internal temperature of
around 36 °C, but it is exposed to an environment in which temperatures range from about –50 to 50 °C.
We have several internal systems that can naturally adjust or respond to a range of about 10 to 40 °C.
Thus, our organism needs to put into use diverse means to generate the sufficient variety of
temperatures needed to compensate that of the environment. Using clothes is an artificial way to
increase our variety response and allows us to face environments out of the range of our natural
capabilities.
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with part of the economic system can be interpreted as constituting a
purposeful, viable and recursive system.
5.2.3 SECOND ORDER SYSTEMS

We have chosen the conceptualisation and structure of the viable system
model, because it helps to solve a problem of the current applications of
systems notions to innovation studies. In these, there is a frequent confusion
between phenomena occurring in different dimensions. They usually refer to
activities that correspond to the interpretation of the actual production system
and at the same time to activities that correspond to normative aspects
(institutions) related to that production system. Consequently, these
interpretations establish a boundary for these components —regions, industrial
sectors or nations, but assume that these elements and institutions constitute a
system and subsist at the same hierarchical dimension. From this follows an
unsolved debate concerning the appropriate location of those boundaries.
The aspect that is missing from these interpretations is that these elements and
institutions constitute a purposeful, sustainable, composite and
multidimensional system. In it, the production activities occur in a basic
dimension and the policy, foresight, control and regulation functions take place
at a higher level dimension, though control and regulation are trans–
dimensional —the system in focus and the metasystem in the VSM terminology.
However, this composite system constitutes a unity with an internal environment
and simultaneously, given the recursive nature of the model, its metasystem is
an element (a new production unit or system in focus) of another unity
subsisting at a higher dimension of recursion (Figure 5.2). It is for this reason
that we are using the concept of second order systems1, in the sense that the
components in charge of establishing policies, regulations, control measures
and even innovation activities are carried out at a higher dimensional hierarchy
with respect to production itself.

1

Not to be confused with how the order of systems is classified in systems dynamics Forrester (1976),
where order refers to level variables within a system, i.e. those which represent states of the system.
From this perspective a complex system can be of n orders.
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The advantage of this model is that it provides a coherent account of how basic
units, which are viable systems themselves, are interlinked and nested to
constitute higher levels of aggregation in each recursion. This represents an
explanation of how systems differentiate in a self–referential process of
distinguishing themselves from the environment and simultaneously organising
in subsystems with an internal structure that reproduces the structure of that
environment. Such a conceptualisation is much closer to reflect the actual
systemic nature of industrial and innovation processes, and is fully consistent
with the systems approach and the theory of open systems. From this
perspective, as mentioned above, it is possible to map how individual firms —
which are also viable systems composed of nested viable systems, constitute
industries. Subsequently, industries constitute the productive sector, which in
turn constitutes part of a national economy, which in turn constitutes part of
higher–level systems.
Despite our critical analysis of the current interpretations of systems of
innovation, we have to recognise its usefulness concerning policy analysis and
implementation, as has been previously pointed out. This also means that these
notions have permeated through diverse sectors of researchers and
policymakers. For this reason, and despite we think it would be useful to
reconsider some theoretical aspects of the systems of innovation framework,
we would suggest to explicitly distinguish between first and second order
systems of innovation. That is to say, between the two hierarchical dimensions
of the whole viable system (the system and the metasystem).
Within this framework, the first order system refers to the functional and
structural organisation in charge of the reproduction of the viable system. We
can find some degree of convergence in this respect with the current
interpretations in the sense that this corresponds to the elements and
interactions that produce and diffuse economically useful new knowledge1.
Nevertheless, we suggest that what can be more accurately called system of
innovation —from the perspective of the systems approach and the framework
we have been discussing in this chapter, corresponds to the second order

1

Compare to the main definitions discussed in section 4.2.1 .
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system. This comprises the functional and structural organisation responsible
for the cohesion, foresight, regulation and control of the viable system. More
specifically it refers to the purposefully designed mechanisms to promote the
generation and diffusion of economically useful knowledge. Given the
purposeful nature of this system, it must also fulfil the conditions discussed in
section 5.2.2 (page 158).
In addition, within our framework, this promotion is understood as the design of
institutions (regulation) that give cohesion to the whole (policy), in accordance
to specific visions of the future of the viable system (foresight). These functions
flow into the system through the self–awareness and control subsystem. It
should also be mentioned that the particular structural organisation that
corresponds to this functional definition, i.e. the agents that perform the
functions, is case specific and historically determined.
Finally, we should take into account that the recursiveness of the model we are
suggesting implies that according to the particular analytical interests, the notion
of second order systems of innovation is applicable to different hierarchical
dimensions, e.g. to the firm, region, industrial sector, as well as to the national
and supranational dimensions. In what follows, we will discuss firstly, the
interactions between the system and the metasystem, i.e. between the first and
second order systems, that allow the independent existence of the whole viable
system; and secondly, how the second order systems could be interpreted as
constituting an auxiliary control mechanism.
5.2.4 ECONOMIC PROCESSES AS VIABLE SYSTEMS

We are suggesting thus, that any economic entity —a group of nations with
shared interests, a nation, a region, a firm, etc., can be represented as a viable
system which performs the referred five sub–functions in every dimension of
recursion. Naturally, as mentioned above, this functional description can adopt
quite different organisational structures in each particular case. For the sake of
simplicity, our description of the five functions of the viable system as well as
their interactions has been very brief. In particular, we should mention that the
subsystem that we have called foresight is to a certain extent multifunctional,
since it includes at the level of a firm for example, competitive intelligence,
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strategic planning and R&D. We have used the term foresight, since it is the
closest to represent a teleological perception of the environment and the
consequent actions to shape the future of the firm. Others would prefer to use
the term innovation to designate the general function of this subsystem, but we
think that the term innovation does not connote the range of activities that this
carries out.
Let us attempt first, to describe briefly how these subsystems interact in the
case of a firm. The best place to start is with the production subsystem, i.e.
what we have called ‘the system’. The purpose of this is to generate the
products or services that satisfy particular demands of the environment (the
market). It also performs diverse operational and managerial activities to
achieve its purpose. These are determined on the one hand, by the variety of
the market demand, and on the other, by several constraints imposed by the
resources and capabilities of the whole firm as well as by a series of regulations
established internally, such as procedures, and externally —by systems at
higher recursive dimensions, such as standards and norms. There can be
several production subsystems within a firm, each one of them attending
different market demands. The crucial aspect of this scheme is that each
production unit has to cope with a particular level of market variety and be
capable of generating the sufficient variety —products or services within specific
ranges of qualities (prices, performance characteristics, etc.) to absorb the
market demand.
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Figure 5.2 The viable system model
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As mentioned above, the subsystem of regulation constrains the production
subsystems according to internal norms, rules, practices, ethos, etc, to help in
the coordination between several similar units. Additionally, it also transmits the
constraints imposed by higher–level systems in the environment, such as
industrial codes of practice, standards, national or international laws and
regulations. This regulation subsystem is in close operation with the control
subsystem whose functions include the mechanisms to allow awareness of the
internal state (of the production units) through audits or evaluations, and the
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mechanisms to distribute the flow of resources (human, physical, financial and
knowledge).
To be able of controlling, this subsystem needs a permanent exchange with the
foresight subsystem responsible of surveying the environment, making the
relevant plans and performing the consequent innovation activities. This latter
essentially supplies knowledge embedded in the vision of the future of the
organisation —which basically is established by determining the necessary
adjustments of the variety response of the firm to cope with future demands and
the threats of competition, as well as in all the intangible assets that the
operational units require to adjust their outputs. Finally, the system that closes
the loop is in charge of establishing general policies that give cohesion to the
whole. To do this, its main task consists of monitoring and balancing the forces
and the flow of information and variety between the subsystems of control and
foresight. It is perhaps unnecessary to remark that the system is in a permanent
process of learning and adaptation1. What seems somehow paradoxical is that
the whole system is a complex entity to destroy variety, in the sense that it
compensates the environmental variety; but to do this, it continuously generates
variety through its internal processes. From this perspective, as stated in
chapter 3, a firm is a system to generate variety, and the process of innovation
is one among five fundamental processes that interact in the achievement of the
ultimate goals of the whole entity.
Therefore, this conceptualisation also allows us to suggest as was discussed
before, that it is inaccurate and to a certain extent misleading to assume the
existence of systems of innovation, in the sense used in the current literature. It
is clear for us, as has been repeatedly mentioned, that it has its origin on the
one hand in the rejection of the linear model of innovation and on the other as
opposed to the simplified neoclassical explanation of the economic system,
which does not include technology and innovation processes in its model.

1

As discussed in chapter 2, a system is adaptive, when there are changes in its environment or internal
state that reduce its efficiency in pursuing one or more of the goals which define its function, and
consequently it reacts or responds by changing its own state or that of its environment so as to
increase its efficiency with respect to that goal. Learning is defined, as the ability of the system to
increase its efficiency in the pursuit of a goal under unchanging conditions, thus, in this case it refers
to the assessment of the effect of particular actions in helping the system to get closer to its target
goal.
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However, without denying the important role of the process of innovation,
putting it at the centre of economic processes implies either the inaccurate
assumption that the notion of innovation includes all the other processes, or that
these are being neglected and ignored from the model. Though this
deterministic view has been criticised by some approaches1, it has not been
addressed from a systemic perspective.
From our perspective, there are second order systems of innovation. At the
micro–level, for example, each firm has a subsystem responsible of this
function; however, there is not justification to argue that this has pre–eminence
over the rest of the functions whose interaction makes possible the existence of
the whole as an independent entity. It would be more accurate, to speak instead
of systems of industrial sustainability. With this we mean that when referring to
the diverse policies aimed at increasing the competitiveness of firms, industries,
regions or nations, we are not dealing with providing support for an ambiguously
defined and vast function of innovation, but with providing support for clearly
defined and localised interacting functions —production, regulation, control,
foresight, R&D, innovation, etc., within the firm, the industry, the region or the
nation. In fact, as can be inferred from our analyses in chapters 3 and 4, the
notion of science and innovation policy has always implicitly included such a
view that takes into account all the functions of a sustainable industrial system.
We shall explain how this has been done in the next section.
At this stage, we need to attempt a description of how these systems and
metasystems operate at the national dimension. We must remember that from
this perspective, the nation is also embedded in a higher dimension system or
international environment. In addition, for the sake of simplicity, we shall
provisionally ignore intermediate subsystems between the metasystem —at the
level of national government, and the production system —at the level of
individual firms, such as private and public sectors’ specific industries, as well
as parallel subsystems whose ultimate purposes are different from those of
firms. We shall assume then, that our system in focus is composed by
producers and users of knowledge. This knowledge can be of different types,

1

Amable (2000), Amable, et al. (1997).
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but in this case, we are directly interested in knowledge that is perceived as
applicable for productive purposes, i.e. knowledge that can be embedded in
technologies, or in products. Therefore, we are not ignoring the existence of
types of knowledge whose potential application has not been recognised; we
are simply saying that this becomes important for the model of the system in
question when its potential exploitation has been identified (and it is frequently
produced by parallel systems). We shall also deal mainly with codified
knowledge, this does not mean the lack of recognition of tacit knowledge, but
this latter will flow internally within productive units.
This large set of production units has then a common purpose: the production of
goods (embedded knowledge); we are using a point of view which implies that
the “purpose of a system is what it does”1. Some of these units can have links
of collaboration; others are competing to reach the demands of specific
environments (markets). As we mentioned earlier, the success of the individual
units will depend on their capacity to offer an adequate variety response —
mainly in terms of prices and performance characteristics demanded by the
environment. The rest of the functions performed at the level of the metasystem
are similar to what has been already described, however, in this case the
metasystem is the State, which determines policies to give cohesion to the
whole. These are based on the assessment of the tensions between the
foresight and control subsystems and are transmitted to the productive units
through the regulation subsystem.
We have arrived at a crucial point in our discussion. The subsystem that is
responsible of establishing the policies that integrate the whole, can adopt
different perspectives. These depend mainly on the tension between values and
beliefs, as well as in the models representing the system’s operation, which flow
internally and externally, and that are out of the scope of this work. However,
what is important to remark is that the specific way in which States or
governments determine their degrees of intervention in the operation of the
whole system is a matter of choice. This defines the particular characteristics of

1

From the point of view of the observer, which in this case is at the level of the metasystem. Cf. Beer
(1985, p.128).
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economies that are usually referred as ‘economic systems’. Nevertheless, the
functional structure of any economic system has still the same systemic
properties. What differentiates them is precisely the level of intervention exerted
by particular subsystems through policies, based on their vision of the future, in
order to regulate and control the operation of the production subsystem. Thus,
although this model could seem more likely to represent a planned economy, it
is equally useful to represent market or mixed economies, in which the State
assumes a role characterised by minimum degrees of intervention on economic
processes.
Since in cybernetics terms, every regulator must contain a model of that which
is regulated, the characteristics of this model will determine the degrees of
intervention assumed by the policy subsystem. In market and mixed economies,
this model corresponds to a neoclassical interpretation of the economic system.
In fact, some heterodox economic interpretations, such as the Nelson & Winter
evolutionary model, are of the same ‘family’. We shall explain the differences
below, but first, let us have a look at their similarities. These models assume
that the particular characteristics of economic processes occurring at the
dimension of the system of production (the system in focus), are to a certain
extent autopoietic, i.e. the sustainability of the system is almost entirely
provided by their interactions, and through these, the system produces the
necessary means for its own reproduction. It is then assumed that the function
of control is performed by the environment in which the production units operate
(which is also part of the whole). Therefore, state intervention is reduced to
establish and fine–tune the regulatory measures that are necessary to
guarantee that self–control occurs. Given that the underlying model is static, the
future states of the system are not considered, and consequently, new variety
(in this case, knowledge and technology), are also neglected. It is a model that
represents the ‘inside and now’1 of the system.
Nevertheless, this abstract representation has limitations because its
assumptions do not occur in the real world. Thus, in practice the State needs to
increase its level of intervention in terms of regulatory measures as well as in

1

Using Stafford Beer’s terms for the function of the system in focus.
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terms of auxiliary control mechanisms that will help to compensate the
disturbances in the environment that are preventing the self–control of the
system. It also happens that in practice, governments are not ‘blind’ with
respect to the future states of the system and this fact implies further reasons to
increase its influence over the control and regulatory mechanisms.
These latter aspects make evident the differences between orthodox and
heterodox interpretations of the economy when perceived from this systemic
interpretation. Some of these latter, such as the neo–Schumpeterian
explanations, are dynamic and oriented to understanding the changes of state
of the economic system. Therefore, they focus on the processes in charge of
surveying the environment and generating change in the current operation of
the system, i.e. in foresight, planning and innovation. Consequently, though
they share the view of self–control through the market operation, these
explanations provide detailed knowledge concerning the dynamics of change,
which imply the introduction of variables not included in the neoclassical model.
These considerations also imply different perceptions of the processes allowing
self–control and their potential disturbances.
As mentioned above, our initial description ignored the existence of parallel
subsystems having different purposes from the production of goods. Those that
are relevant for our explanation usually operate at the same dimension or
hierarchical level than the productive units and their operation produce outputs
that frequently can be used as inputs for production processes or as means that
facilitate the production and diffusion of goods. We are referring to those
subsystems whose purposes include the creation of infrastructure, the provision
of human resources and the generation of knowledge among others. It should
be mentioned that when the neoclassical model is used to explain the operation
of the economic system and the self–regulation through the market, these
parallel subsystems are ignored, that is, they are assumed as given and fully
accessible to all productive units. This simplifying generalisation is not shared
by heterodox approaches.
Up to this point, we have shown how systems principles within the framework of
the VSM, can be used to understand the operation of an economy. We have also
briefly described the underlying model determining the balance and influence of
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the different functions that maintain the identity and stability in market and
mixed economies. From this, we have derived a systemic explanation of the
rationale for government intervention through policy measures in order to
regulate the whole system and allow the market to perform its self–control
function1. In what follows, we shall describe how science and innovation
policies, which correspond to an area of government intervention in economic
processes, constitute an auxiliary control mechanism.
5.2.5 STRUCTURING THE AUXILIARY CONTROL MECHANISM: THE ARROW–NELSON
RATIONALE FOR POLICY INTERVENTION IN SCIENCE AND INNOVATION

We can infer from the origins of science and innovation policy discussed in
chapters 3 and 4, that it has been perceived fundamentally as involving a
problem of allocation of resources. As was discussed in the previous section,
given the assumption of the market as performing the control function in the
system, it is natural that the solution for this allocation problem has relied
primarily on elements taken from the dominant economic theory, i.e. the theory
of general equilibrium, the Pareto optimum and consequently on the market
failure argument.
The structuring of a purposeful system of science and innovation policies has
then been implemented through the introduction of an auxiliary control or
regulation mechanism. The general functional components of such a
mechanism consist of a feedback cycle with two inputs: the goal —preferred
values for the system’s essential variables, and the disturbances —processes in
the environment affecting those variables and which are not under the systems
control. In addition, the system has instruments for perception or monitoring of
the variables —memory or information storage capacity is associated with this
function and it allows learning and adaptation, as well as a set of specific
actions to affect part of the environment. As was mentioned above, the control
mechanism also needs a model or simplified representation explaining the main
processes taking place in the whole system —i.e. the neoclassical framework,

1

The economic details have been thoroughly discussed in chapters 3 and 4.
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Figure 5.3 Auxiliary control mechanism

to make sense of the behaviour of the essential variables as well as the
perturbations that affect them1 (see Figure 5.3).
The concrete function of the control system has been, thus, to correct the
imperfections of the market mechanism in the allocation of resources for
scientific research and innovation activities. This derives from the realization
that the axioms that support the hard–core propositions of general equilibrium
theory, do not occur in real situations involving R&D activities. Therefore, the
actual economic system is inefficient in the absence of government intervention.

1

Compare this general structure with that of a decision problem which requires: (1) an objective
function defining the desirability of different outcomes; (2) specification of the policy alternatives
available to the decision–maker; (3) specification of the model that links the objective function or the
variables with the policy alternatives; and (4) computational methods for choosing among policy
alternatives those that perform best as measured by the objective function. Cf. Arrow (1957).
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The analysis of these imperfections, which are generally described as the
occurrence of indivisibility, uncertainties, externalities and collectivities, has
been carried out for decades, since the works of Marshall and especially
Pigou1, either within orthodox economics, or outside it, in this latter case mainly
as part of the series of criticisms to the dominant model, and have been
explained in section 3.3. Nevertheless, it is useful to recall that in our area of
interest, the market failure argument is frequently referred to as the Arrow–
Nelson rationale, since these scholars stressed the economic importance of
financing basic research and innovation and suggested the economic
justification to do so within the neoclassical framework.
As was discussed on chapter 3, from the sources of market failure, Richard
Nelson, on the one hand, concentrated on the analysis of the problems of
externalities and inappropriability associated to performing fundamental
research. He pointed out that since basic research is not a homogeneous
commodity it is difficult to assert, based on welfare economics, whether the
levels of expenditure for this activity are adequate or not. However, he clearly
showed that the referred market failures would prevent socially desirable levels
of expenditure in research and suggested the necessity of encouraging the
growth of what he called a ‘basic research industry’.
Arrow, on the other hand, focused his attention on the problem of allocation of
resources under uncertainty, pointing out that the economic system has
imperfect and limited devices to deal with risk. His analysis was based on the
treatment of knowledge as information and of invention/innovation as the
process to generate information. Subsequently he addressed the problems
arising when information becomes a commodity under conditions of uncertainty.
With this method, he was able to demonstrate that a free–enterprise economy
would underinvest in knowledge generation, as compared with an ideal, due to
uncertainty, limited appropriability and the presence of increasing returns in the
use of knowledge. He thus concluded that for optimal allocation to invention it
would be necessary for the government or some agency not governed by profit–
and–loss criteria to finance research and invention. Arrow also pointed out two

1

Marshall (1890), Pigou (1929).
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arising problems associated with this intervention to correct market failures:
determining the amount of resources devoted to invention, and encouraging
efficiency in the use of those resources.
Considering that the limitations of the neoclassical model have always been
recognised, the structuring of a mechanism that corrects deficiencies of an
imperfect model, implies a philosophy justified by cybernetics and operations
research inasmuch as the ultimate aim of a mechanism is not understanding,
but control, i.e. if a system is too complex to be understood, it may,
nevertheless, still be controllable. The only thing that a controller needs to find
is some action that gives an acceptable result1. Thus, in this case, the Arrow–
Nelson rationale represents the identification of a flaw affecting the proper
functioning of the control subsystem, which has an important impact in the self–
reproduction of the whole economic system. It not only determines particular
perturbations violating the conditions imposed by the abstract model of the
economy, but also identifies a variable not included in the original model, which
in turn is also affected by those perturbations. The inclusion of this variable also
implies that the dynamic behaviour and properties of the system have been
taken into account. Actions to correct the malfunction of this variable, allowing
self–control and reproduction, are then necessary.
The simplified logic of the mechanism is as follows: given an accepted
representation or model of the nature of the system, its general purpose is to
maintain the system’s essential variables stability close to a predefined goal. To
perform its task the mechanism needs a variety of actions affecting those
variables, to compensate the variety of disturbances that cause the system’s
instability as well as monitoring instruments to provide feedback and make
adjustments. In addition, this rationality implies that actions outside the limits of
those established to compensate the perturbations are not permitted since they
would cause further disturbances to the system. This consideration naturally
implies that the whole is being taken into account within the limits of the
framework used.

1

Cf. Ashby (1958).
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The goals of control systems can be displayed across several hierarchical
levels, however, since a higher number of layers could decrease their efficiency
it is usually best to maximise the regulatory ability of a single layer. Thus, in our
case, we have an ultimate goal, which could be stated as to increase the
economic and social benefits of scientific and technological research. This goal
assumes that there is a relationship between science, technology and social
and economic benefits. Note that the nature of these relationships could greatly
affect the expected outcome, and thus, considering it, increases the level of
design complexity of the mechanism. For the sake of simplicity, let us say that
this is an area of uncertainty that requires additional knowledge, but that the
assumptions made in the design of the mechanism —and in fact this was the
relationship considered by Nelson and Arrow in their papers, are that these
relationships are linear, i.e. the more scientific research we perform, the greater
the chances we have to advance technology and both combined have a positive
effect in the economy and society.
The important aspect is that this ultimate goal is transformed into a resource
allocation problem within the orthodox economic framework, i.e. maintaining a
‘socially desirable’ level of expenditure in R&D. However, as Nelson and Arrow
stated in their papers, the determination of that level of expenditure is very
difficult to estimate by means of welfare economics due to the presence of
uncertainty, i.e. balancing marginal social benefits of resources devoted to
research and alternative uses. In practice, it seems that this problem has been
addressed by establishing international benchmarks or best practices
concerning levels of expenditure, and by assessing the outputs of research in
terms of impacts on competitiveness and innovation. Naturally, all this implies
sophisticated indicators and methods of measuring performance, which will be
referred below.
The disturbances affect the stability of the system, by altering the behaviour of
certain essential variables. In this case, these consist mainly of diverse inputs to
R&D

activities, such as human, physical and financial resources. Consequently,

the outputs of these activities, i.e. social benefits are also affected. As
mentioned above, the perturbations that have been identified as affecting the
system are derived from concrete conditions that occur in the real world and
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constitute a violation of the postulates that support the theoretical model that
represents the economic system. Therefore, it is important to remark that the
acceptance or rejection of this theoretical model does not imply that the
conditions, which the dominant interpretation identifies as disturbances, do not
exist. Once these conditions have been identified, it is necessary to count with
the sufficient variety of actions to compensate the alleged disturbances
(requisite variety). As different scholars have shown, these actions can be
synthesised in two generic types of actions: lowering the cost of R&D activities
and restricting the exploitation of knowledge. The auxiliary mechanism uses two
methods to deliver these solutions: passive absorption of the disturbance and
direct actions to compensate its effects. The former consists in the use of
buffering to reduce the effect of disturbances, such as the case of intellectual
property rights. The latter consists of the well–known set of measures to correct
market failures that include among others: the support of public research, direct
subsidies to private research, indirect subsidies through tax mechanisms,
provision of information, enhancing the links between users and suppliers of
knowledge, etc.
The final basic component of the control mechanism involves the instruments of
perception that are essential for feedback concerning the concrete
determination of the goal and the efficiency of the overall system. These
comprise generically, the structuring of a system of measures of performance;
and, particularly involve the development of methods of evaluation, priority
setting, forecasting and foresight of research activities. It is important to remark
that the fact that the control mechanism is based on a neoclassical
interpretation of the economic system does not prevent it to use sources of
knowledge outside the limits of this framework; the only thing that is forbidden is
the use of actions that are outside those limits. Therefore, the monitoring
instruments are crucial to enhance the ability of the system to determine and
fine–tune its goal as well as to refine its knowledge concerning the dynamics of
the system, the particular characteristics of the disturbances and consequently
the variety of actions needed.
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5.2.6 ROBUSTNESS AND PERSISTENCE OF THE CONTROL MECHANISM

In synthesis, this auxiliary control mechanism puts together the dominant
interpretation of the economic system and the supplementary knowledge
needed to operate the system but that is not offered by the simplified orthodox
representation. The salient characteristics of the former are its reliance on the
market mechanism, the disturbances that make the market inefficient, and the
set of fundamental actions allowed to compensate the identified disturbances.
The latter includes as fundamental component, means to increase the
understanding of the dynamics of knowledge generation, diffusion and
exploitation. All this knowledge in turn is used to fine–tune the detection of
disturbances and their corresponding actions, as well as the role played by
these in the achievement of the goal. Paradoxically, most of this knowledge has
been systematically developed by heterodox economics. An additional
characteristic is derived from systems theory and its own system properties: it
can be generalised to economic systems displaying similar properties. This in
turn is not an obstacle to make the necessary adjustments for particular
situations, which are based on heterodox knowledge.
We argue that the basic components and structure of the mechanism have not
changed since its inception. This occurs partly because the heterodox
approaches have not offered yet an integral alternative to substitute the model
and partly because to a certain extent they partially accept some of the basic
components of the orthodox model. Thus, although they use radically different
methods and offer more complex explanations concerning the operation of the
economic system, they accept the function of the market as mechanism of
allocation of resources as well as the existence of conditions of uncertainty,
indivisibilities, collectivities and externalities in the production, diffusion and
exploitation of knowledge, as can be shown by the following quotation from
works within the evolutionary tradition:
“There is a pragmatic case for market organization that I believe is richer and
more persuasive than the neoclassical case. It is that while market organization
as it actually is does not achieve ‘Pareto optimality’, market organization and
competition often does seem to generate results that are moderately efficient”1.

1

Nelson (2003, p. 700).
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“Externalities and publicness have similar meanings in evolutionary theory and in
orthodoxy, and are seen to pose requirements for regulation and collective–
choice machinery”1.

Therefore, two fundamental aspects underlying the control mechanism are kept
and despite the alternative approaches imply different relationships —from
those of orthodox economics, between market operation and what we have
been calling disturbances, from the point of view of the policy–maker, it is easier
to assume them as failures that reduce the efficiency of the market. In addition,
the theoretical and empirical literature concerning the explanation of this
market–disturbances relationship has not been able to provide convincing
arguments invalidating the relative operative efficiency of the market failure
rationale. For example, a careful analysis of what some authors call system
failures, or evolutionary traps, trade–offs and failures2, as well as their
remedies, reveals that in the last instance these disturbances could be
accounted as problems of underinvestment resulting from uncertainty,
externalities, etc. This however, does not prevent the control mechanism from
adopting knowledge generated by these alternative studies, which could be
useful to increase the variety of the set of actions to correct the disturbances.
There is thus, reciprocal complementarity between approaches while
addressing concrete problems, in as much as each framework feeds on and
extends the other.
In addition, heterodox approaches, at least those closely associated with
science and innovation policies, have not offered yet an integral and generally
accepted approach targeted at modifying the main functions of the control
mechanism, i.e. one including a different model of the economic system, its
factors of disturbance and consequently the actions and main goal of the
mechanism. This perhaps could be attributed to the fact that some of these
currents of thought have been mainly focused on the criticism of the
neoclassical model instead of on its own hard–core principles:
“… the diverse contributions to evolutionary economics have been better at
launching criticisms of neoclassical concepts than at developing the reasons for

1

Nelson and Winter (1982, p. 366).

2

See chapter 4, section 4.2.3 .
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their opposition into a more constructive consensus about alternative core
notions. Much of the neoclassical paradigm’s attraction, and many of its recent
success in taking up new topics, appear to spring from the simple but very
general analytical structure provided by its hard core. It would seem desirable,
therefore, to develop evolutionary economics into a more coherent approach
based on principles of comparable generality”1.

Without these, policymaking activities have had no other alternative than to rely
on the traditional ones to identify disturbances in the system, and consequently,
specific measures and goals of the overall control mechanism have remained
without significant changes. This argument is reinforced by the fact that in
practice, as we have already mentioned, innovation policies are embedded in
economic policies. If these latter are also based in the dominant framework of
orthodox economics, we cannot expect significant changes in the former. This is
reflected, for example in the fact that several international agreements and
treaties involving trade relationships include regulations concerning state
intervention for the support of innovation activities, and these are also based on
the market failure rationale. Therefore, innovation policies at national levels
have to comply in the last instance with this internationally agreed underlying
principle.
This is not to say that the knowledge derived from the in–depth study of the
dynamics of innovation processes has not been useful or incorporated into
policymaking. It is evident for example, that the linear model has been almost
completely superseded and that this implies a great deal of refinement on the
goals of the regulating system and on the variety of specific actions to achieve
these. There are also innumerable advances in measures of performance and
evaluation, priority setting and foresight methods, and many other areas of the
process of innovation. However, despite these refinements, the ultimate goal of
science and innovation policies is still stated in terms of achieving a relatively
arbitrary and ideal level of expenditure on R&D, i.e. a ‘socially desirable’ level of
expenditure.

1

Witt (1991, p. 83).
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5.2.7 BRIEF NOTE ON THE NEOCLASSICAL SYSTEM

The analysis of whether the neoclassical framework, used as an abstract model
of the economy, is consistent with the systems approach or not, is out of the
scope of this work and irrelevant for the structuring of the mechanism to correct
the self–control function of the market, nevertheless, we can briefly mention
some aspects which can shed some light on this discussion.
From the point of view of its ontology, orthodox economics seems to be
consistent with systems thinking; however, from the perspective of its
methodology, it fails to adequately represent the structure of the economic
system. Concerning the first statement, on the one hand we can argue that it is
a representation of a set of individuals endowed with certain structure1. The fact
that it uses an analytical method or that we can agree or not with the elements it
uses as basic components, does not demerit its systemic nature:
“… there are, within the “systems approach”, mechanistic and organismic trends
and models, trying to master systems either by “analysis”, “linear (including
circular) causality”, “automata”, or else by “wholeness”, “interaction”, “dynamics”
(or what other words may be used to circumscribe the difference). While these
models are not mutually exclusive and the same phenomena may even be
approached by different models (e.g., “cybernetic” or “kinetic” concepts; cf.
Locker, 1964), it can be asked which point of view is the more general and
fundamental one”2.

On the other hand, we can mention that Ludwig von Bertalanffy, in his seminal
book General Systems Theory, which synthesises his quest for the unification of
science, makes several references to economic theory and it seems that he
considers orthodox economic theory as a discipline with objectives and
methods compatible with systems theory:
“Theoretical economics is a highly developed system, presenting elaborate
models for the processes in question […] Explanation in principle, however, is
better than none at all. If and when we are able to insert the necessary
parameters, system–theoretical explanation “in principle” becomes a theory,
similar in structure to those of physics”3.

1

Bunge (1979).

2

von Bertalanffy (1968, p. 25).

3

Idem (p. 36).
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While discussing isomorphisms, he analyses the mathematical similarity
between Pareto’s law of the distribution of income within a nation and the
allometric equation used in biology:
“Therefore the law is of the same form whether it applies to the competition of
individuals in an economic system, according to Pareto’s law, or to the organs
competing within an organism for nutritive material and showing allometric
growth” (p.82).

Similarly, in a section devoted to the analysis of advantages and shortcomings
of quantitative and qualitative methods in social sciences, particularly, to the
use of mathematical models referred to social systems, von Bertalanffy quotes
the definition of rational choice from an article by Kenneth Arrow (1956) 1 on the
subject.
Concerning the methodology of mainstream economics, several heterodox
approaches have discussed the problems and limitations of the former. Among
the most important limitations are the already mentioned aspects that the model
is static and that it does not include all the relevant variables to explain the
functioning of the economic system. However, the crucial criticism regarding its
consistency with the systems approach has been provided by authors within the
evolutionary tradition, suggesting that the mathematical reasoning underlying
neoclassical economics is a field theory. The core of this argument is that unlike
physical space, the economic space is not susceptible to a field representation
because it is not integral in the sense that every element, i.e. agent, affects
every other element. This assumption of completeness does not deny the
existence of connections between elements, but given the characteristics of
economic systems, interactions from this point of view have no explanatory
content2.

5.3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, we have analysed the theoretical limitations of the NSI
framework. These can be summarised in the following aspects: firstly, the

1

Previously published in Arrow (1951b). The fact that Arrow published an article in the journal General
Systems as well as other contributions concerning operations research, such as Arrow (1957) also
denote his interest in the systems movement.

2

For a complete analysis of this subject, see Potts (2000).
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ambiguous treatment of the notion of innovation and its lack of consistency with
systems theory. These are reflected in an actor–component perspective with
little reference to how interactions between elements constitute an independent
unity and the subsequent problems associated with the delimitation of systems’
boundaries.
In turn, this theoretical diffuseness has caused diverse semantic problems
related to the use of the systems approach in innovation studies. Among them,
we have referred to a possible confusion between holistic and systemic
approaches as well as analytic and systemic methods, derived from the
adoption of systems terminology in the studies of innovation. Apparently, the
recent literature in this area frequently identifies holism with systemic methods,
which is inaccurate, and forgets that the systems approach uses both analytical
and systemic methods. These latter, in fact, are appropriate for the study of
complex systems. Nevertheless, without denying that economic phenomena
could be understood as complex systems, the transfer of these models into
practical purposes such as innovation policies seems to be extremely difficult. In
fact, as far as we know, the systems’ of innovation literature that makes holistic
claims has not addressed methodologically the study of the economy as a
complex system.
Secondly, we have referred to the problem of the rationales for government
intervention in economic processes. In this respect, it is interesting to note that
the NSI approach as well as some contributions from heterodox economics have
not provided new policy rationales. Instead, they have provided the necessary
refinements for the market failure argument to be operative and useful from a
policymaking perspective. It is true, as some scholars have pointed out, that it is
rhetoric to argue that the policy measures in use in several countries could have
been designed based solely on the market failure rationale. This provides very
little information about the actual dynamics of economic processes.
Nevertheless, it is also rhetoric to argue that heterodox approaches offer new
and different rationales. From our perspective, they correspond to operative
improvements —based on knowledge outside the neoclassical framework, that
are crucial to understand phenomena such as uncertainty, externalities and
inappropriability associated with knowledge generation and diffusion.
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Finally, we have identified a conceptual paradox concerning the use of the
notion of NSI. On the one hand, it is claimed that national systems of innovation
are historically determined. We have pointed out that this assertion is
theoretically correct. However, on the other hand, the use and interpretation of
the concept is not referred to the analysis of the actual conditions of economic
systems, but to idealised representations of how analysts consider these should
be structured and organised. We have stressed that the assumption that
economies are organised around innovation as well as the connotations of the
notion of system imply this kind of idealisation. This inconsistency is also
reflected in the apparent contradiction between the theoretical NSI approach and
its implementation through international organisations. What we perceive in
these situations is more related to the fact that they refer to different
phenomena —economic production and policymaking, occurring at different
dimensions of the whole economic system.
From the analysis of these limitations, we have subsequently attempted to
clarify several aspects concerning the systems approach and its use within
economics and particularly in the analysis, design and implementation of
science and innovation policies. Since the systems movement includes a broad
range of disciplines and areas of research, some clarification of concepts was
necessary to specify the framework and the scope of our work. In this respect, it
is important to mention that our use of systems analysis methods is not new to
policymaking studies but it seems to have been absent from innovation policy
literature.
Within systems thinking, we have adopted the viable system model as a useful
representation of an economic system. From this perspective, it is possible to
solve the problems we have found in the systems of innovation literature. Its
recursive nature explains systems differentiation and offers a different view for
the treatment of systems’ boundaries. It also helps to distinguish activities that
occur in different dimensions and avoids the confusion between processes at
the level of the productive units (first order system) and processes that
correspond to the level of the metasystem (second order system). Our
interpretation has made explicit then, a different hierarchical structure between
some parts of the economic system and policymaking activities. These latter are
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naturally considered as part of the overall system, but they differentiate from the
actual production system and their function is, to a certain extent, to constitute
and shape the environment within which production units operate. It is precisely
within the metasystem where we can identify ‘systems of innovation’. However,
we understand them as systems of policies to promote innovation and in fact,
we would rather suggest the use of alternative concepts such as systems of
industrial sustainability, to stress that innovation is only one among various
processes which are essential for the operation of economies as independent
unities.
Subsequently, we have suggested that among the operations of the
metasystem in the case of market and mixed economies, these systems of
policies to promote innovation and industrial sustainability have implied the
structuring of an auxiliary control mechanism. This consists in a purposeful
adaptive–learning system to control the disturbances of the market organisation
within the economic system. This mechanism is characterised by a hybrid
nature in the sense that its basic structure depends on a neoclassical model of
the economy, but its components and methods feed on knowledge derived from
heterodox economic approaches. Therefore, this particular configuration has
allowed evolution and refinement of the system without changing its basic
structure.
Our main conclusion in this respect is that the alternative approaches to
mainstream economics have provided detailed knowledge concerning several
aspects of the innovation policymaking mechanism. Nevertheless, they have
not been able to promote a shift of the basic structure and rationale because
they have not offered a comprehensive proposal to substitute the existing one.
Such a proposal should include at least an operational alternative model of the
economic system, means to establish the desired goals, and consequently, the
disturbances affecting the achievement of the goals and the actions to
compensate such perturbations. Finally, given the systemic nature and
properties of the control system that has been described, it represents a model
whose basic structure can be applied to systems displaying similar properties.
Therefore, it is precisely this auxiliary mechanism —that we know as science
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and innovation policy, the one that has been promoted by the OECD, since the
mid–1960s, among its members.
In addition, our analysis has suggested that the neoclassical framework is also
consistent with the systems approach and its philosophy. Our assertion does
not imply any judgement about this framework, apart from its systemic nature,
or that we agree with the neoclassical explanation of the economic system. It is
mainly oriented to promote further study of these issues as well as a deeper
involvement of innovation policy studies with the systems approach.
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6
SHORT CASE STUDIES ON SUB–SYSTEMS OF PUBLIC SUPPORT
FOR INNOVATION AND INNOVATION POLICY MEASURES
During the last ten or fifteen years, different countries seem to have explicitly or
implicitly adopted some ‘systems of innovation’ elements in their policymaking
processes to design and implement instruments to improve their innovative and
economic performance. However, it is not clear if this adoption has implied
structural changes in the way in which innovation policies are designed and in
the characteristics of policies themselves, or if these notions are simply used as
metaphors for describing national economies with an emphasis on its
capabilities to innovate. Therefore, the main objective of this chapter is to
assess how is this influence reflected in the organisational structure of public
support for innovation; and, to what extent the adoption of these elements and
the consequent acceptance of a different model of technical change are
reflected in the design and characteristics of policies.
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It is important to clarify that the empirical research of this chapter is not intended
to apply the systems approach framework suggested in the previous chapter
(section 5.2). It is an exploratory survey oriented to contribute to the evaluation
of the influence of the current systems of innovation framework. We will discuss
first the methodological aspects considered to carry out this brief survey.
Subsequently, we will analyse the public support structure for R&D and
innovation in countries that represent diverse conditions but belong to both, the
OECD

and the European Union, since these organisations have had a relevant

role in the promotion of the systems of innovation approach.

6.1. METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
6.1.1 GENERAL PROCEDURE

The first essential consideration to be made is that the method suggested to
assess the influence of the systems of innovation approach in actual
policymaking practices is to carry out short case studies. These will be
exclusively focused to the study of the national public support structure for
innovation, i.e. regional structures will not be considered; and, to the analysis of
the rationale of innovation policies promoted by this structure. Therefore, it is
important to remark that this is not a study of particular national systems, but
only of a part of them.
Secondly, to carry out these short case studies we have selected three
countries that are representative of diverse social, economic and political
conditions: Finland, Spain and the United Kingdom. There is no intention to
make comparative analyses between them. They were selected precisely
because of their differences in terms of history and tradition concerning science,
technology and innovation policy, levels of expenditure in R&D, size of the
economy, population, etc. (see Table 6.2). The research process has an
exploratory nature intended to provide information that hopefully will improve
the theoretical understanding of policymaking practices.
Thirdly, the main sources of evidence for our study will be in the form of policy
documents, departmental reports, archival records, evaluation reports
elaborated by external experts and statistical data. These raw data would
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provide information that will be helpful to assess the governmental structure as
well as the underlying rationale used by governments to design and implement
innovation policies, as previously discussed. Evidently, this study involves
almost exclusively the analysis of qualitative information and data and thus, the
usual threats to construct validity applicable in experimental and quasi–
experimental research do not completely apply. As suggested by some
authors1, the concepts of credibility, transferability, dependability and
confirmability, are better suited for qualitative research and case study data, in
which internal and external validity, reliability and objectivity are difficult to
apply. As in any case study, our strategy to enhance the credibility of the
research consists in the use of several sources of information. However, the
most difficult part of the study and the one which will require special attention for
its implications to the trustworthiness of the research results is the development
of methods or tools to assess the ‘fitness’ of policies to theoretical models.
Clearly, the confirmability or objectivity of the project will depend on the
characteristics and quality of design of this tools or set of methods. These are
explained in section 6.1.4 .
Finally, the case studies are divided into two main parts. The first is devoted to
the general review of the public support structure for innovation. In this, we will
analyse recent developments in the governmental organisations that promote
science, technology and innovation in the selected countries. Our aim is to
identify organisational changes during the last decade that could be attributed to
the influence of the systems of innovation approaches. This will be mainly done
through the analysis of key policy documents as well as previous studies carried
out by internal or external experts and does not need further discussion. The
second part of the studies is devoted to the analysis of innovation policy
rationales and is intended to assess the degree of influence of the systems of
innovation framework in the design of generic innovation policies. Given its
complexity, this part requires additional clarification.
As we have discussed in chapters 4 and 5, the use of certain notions such as
‘systemic’ or ‘system failures’ could be very ambiguous in the context of

1

See for example Robson (1993) and Yin (2003).
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innovation policies and their economic rationales. For this reason, we will limit
their use as much as possible and avoid the distinction between market and
system failures in our analysis. We have also mentioned in section 5.2.5 that
actual policymaking practices make use of a combination of orthodox and
heterodox economic models to justify government intervention in innovation
processes. Since the systems of innovation framework is not an economic
model but could be considered the operational version of diverse heterodox
approaches1, we will attempt to analyse to what extent the current design of
innovation policy measures is based on orthodox, heterodox or a combination of
these models. Therefore, despite its limitations, the shift from orthodoxy will be
used as a proxy for the influence of systems of innovation concepts. In order to
explain the method that will be used to identify these policy rationales, in the
following sections we will discuss some general aspects of policy–making
processes as well as the most frequent typologies of innovation policy
measures.
6.1.2 THE POLICY–MAKING PROCESS

We have discussed elsewhere that innovation policy activities could be
understood as the implementation of a control mechanism to promote
knowledge generation within economic systems. It has also been mentioned
that these mechanisms require models of the processes which are to be
controlled. These are intellectual constructs that attempt to represent reality in
order to understand it with certain degrees of accuracy and detail. Models are
built to reduce the real complexity of particular phenomena to a simpler and
understandable one, by means of making simplifying assumptions. However, as
the number of assumptions increases, the resulting model will be simpler, i.e.
increasing the number of assumptions is a way of reducing complexity. In some
circumstances, this procedure is very useful since it yields a simpler
representation of reality and hence, only a few variables are needed to
understand, modify or control the system in question. Nevertheless, it also
reduces the accuracy of the model and the amount and quality of the
knowledge generated with it.

1

Particularly neo–Schumpeterian and evolutionary approaches.
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Therefore, the knowledge obtained through a process of modelling will be as
good as its underlying assumptions1, and this should be evaluated carefully,
since planning under simplified premises might have the risk of undesirable
effects. During the process of planning and policymaking, for example, a model
of the system in question is made in order to get some orientation into the
system complexity. Subsequently, this simplified version is introduced into the
system in a self–referential process that increases the capability of the system
to be constrained2 and for constructing order by reducing complexity3 (see
Figure 6.1).
Peter Allen has suggested a set of assumptions that are helpful to describe and
analyse innovation processes as well as the economic models which are
currently used to justify science, technology and innovation policies. In a first
step, a system and its environment are defined; secondly, rules for the
classification of the components of the system are determined; thirdly, it is
assumed that the components are either identical or have normally distributed
Figure 6.1 Self–referential planning process

1

See Allen and Lesser (1991) and Allen (2001).

2

Interrelationships within a system work as constraints on the behaviour of the elements or subsystems
involved as means to limit variety.

3

See Luhmann (1995).
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properties about an average; fourthly, it is supposed that the system behaviour
can be adequately described by the average of individual events or element
properties; fifthly, the assumption that the system will naturally move to an
equilibrium state is made1.
In the case of economic representations, the neoclassical approach for
example, makes use of the five assumptions to describe economic systems in
terms of a static model with rigid rules for the properties and behaviour of the
elements of the system. On the other extreme, the evolutionary approaches
make use of only the first two assumptions to describe economic processes as
evolutionary complex systems. While the former has the advantages of its
simplicity and the apparent possibility of looking at policies in terms of stationary
states, before and after the decisions are made, it has the disadvantage of
sweeping many details of the processes occurring in the system aside. On the
other hand, the latter approaches have made significant advances in the
understanding of the detailed process of innovation and the complex set of
interactions that make it possible, but due to the complexity involved, the
models are still incomplete or lack of sufficient formalisation, and the policy
recommendations derived from them are fairly general and diffuse. There are in
this case many more policy targets, but precisely due to the nature of the
models involved, we have less means to choose or to distribute resources
among them, and we also lack an efficient way to measure how these efforts
have an impact on a particular innovative performance.
It should be noted, that both models involve sets of elements standing in
interrelationship and they can be described hierarchically by their unity or
unities, elements, relations and boundaries. However, as discussed above, the
main difference between them lies in the number of assumptions and
restrictions that are imposed for the system to work, which in turn imply different
properties and behaviours of the components and their interactions as well as
different boundaries and hierarchies between systems and subsystems.

1

See Allen and Lesser (1991) and Allen (2001).
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From this we can infer that the underlying rationale for policy action
corresponds in both cases to certain modelling failures. However, while the
orthodox models imply that policies are exogenous interventions to correct
imperfections, the heterodox representations include policy action as
endogenous mechanisms, responsible of making adaptive adjustments for the
better operation of the economic system. From this we should be able to
perceive a fundamental difference between ‘fully informed’ planners identifying
and implementing optimal solutions to be applied horizontally in the whole
economy, and ‘adapting planners’ fine–tuning diverse processes at various
levels of the economic arena.
As was discussed in chapter 3, independently of the differences between
perspectives, both models work with the same processes of the economic
system: the opportunities, the incentives and the distribution of resources to
innovate. Thus, it seems that whether we use a simple or a complex
explanation of the economic process there is a pervasive problem to solve,
namely that knowledge has some particular properties that affect its
reproduction and diffusion in economic terms. One perspective identifies the
conditions —based on modelling assumptions, whose presence constitute
obstacles to an optimum allocation of resources through the market
mechanism. The other is able to explain that knowledge has become the most
important input to the process and that some of its features are essential for the
working of the economy, but that the dynamics of the system exhaust its own
resources, among other factors through the elimination of variety, and hence,
this will hinder the generation and dissemination of new knowledge. In other
words, the ultimate failure in our economic system is the lack of capacity of the
system to recursively regenerate —by means of its interactions— the network of
processes that produced them1.
From a policy–making perspective, the main question is then “whether or not a
simple enough description can be found that is still sufficiently realistic to be
useful”2, which in this case implies to assess the quality and usefulness of the

1

See the discussion on section 5.2.4 .

2

Allen (2001) p. 344.
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knowledge we are obtaining with these models, the simplicity, effectiveness and
efficiency concerning the implementation of the policies derived from them, and
even the possible complementarities and conflicts that could appear if a mixed
approach1 is used. Therefore, our next step consists in analysing the
characteristics and types of policy measures. Before this, it is useful to clarify
that to orient our study we are departing from simplified models of policy
making, such as the one shown in Figure 6.1, that depicts the process,
described above as self–referential, of inserting a model of reality into the
system, and in which there is uncertainty or imperfect feedback concerning the
impact of measures on innovation. Within this, our unit of analysis will be the
innovation policy process itself (such as the control mechanism of Figure 5.3),
that involves assessing, under a specific set of assumptions and underlying
rationale, a particular performance against predefined goals, and intervening
into the system through certain policies or measures to adjust its functioning.
6.1.3 THE CLASSIFICATION OF INNOVATION POLICY MEASURES

The classification of policy measures is usually addressed from two main
perspectives: the nature, characteristics or delivery mechanisms and the
objectives or goals of the policies. The first approach distinguishes for example,
if the measures are financial or not, direct or indirect, horizontal or oriented to a
specific sector, and so on, while the latter attempts to identify the deficiencies
that the measures are trying to correct. The most common practice is to use a
mixed approach building matrices that combine the range of types and
objectives to characterise what different authors call the ‘policy mixes’2 of
particular countries, though they do not necessarily refer to the same thing. In
what follows we will briefly analyse some of these typologies organised in two
groups, those primarily based on delivery mechanisms and those on
deficiencies addressed
Classifications primarily based on delivery mechanisms

The policy mix expert group set up by the European Commission to synthesise
the work of several task forces devoted to explore the potential of different

1

Cf. Lipsey (1998).

2

See for example Boekholt, et al. (2001).
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financial and fiscal policy instruments1, suggested a classification based on a
three dimensional space to differentiate R&D and innovation policies and their
area of application. The first dimension proposed distinguishes between types
of delivery mechanisms: direct financial, indirect fiscal, catalytic and other direct
measures. The first type involve the direct transfer of financial support for R&D;
the second implies the public sector forsaking tax income from the private
sector in exchange for approved R&D investment behaviour; the third includes
actions taken by the public sector that help R&D performers to access external
sources of finance, e.g. risk capital and loan and equity guarantee measures;
and, the last type covers support for R&D and innovation performers other than
the provision of finance for projects, e.g. access to advice, brokerage schemes,
funding for networks, etc. The second dimension distinguishes between
objectives of the measures in terms of policy instruments designed to support
R&D,

innovation activities and an intermediate category for a mix of both types

of actions. Finally, the third dimension distinguishes between the actors to
whom the policies are aimed and identifies three categories: public and private
sector agents and a combination of both.
Additionally, the same report suggests a set of framework conditions or policies
that correspond to other policy domains but have an important influence on
research, development and innovation. This group includes policies oriented to
guarantee macroeconomic conditions, support for public research, the provision
of human resources, the promotion of entrepreneurship, intellectual property
rights, standards and regulations and competition policies. These measures are
actually treated in the report as an extension of the first dimension used in the
classification.
Classifications primarily based on deficiencies addressed

From a theoretical perspective, Metcalfe2 suggests a broad distinction based on
the concept of innovation possibility frontier3, identifying on the one hand
policies oriented to shift the innovative possibility frontier of firms and on the

1

See European Commission (2003b).

2

Metcalfe (1995a); see also Metcalfe and Georghiou (1998).

3

See the definition of innovation possibility frontier in footnote number 2 in page 96.
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other, policies that induce firms to locate at a different point on their current
frontier. The first group includes policies and instruments that enhance the
external supply of knowledge to firms, measures to increase the connectivity
between economic agents, and the national infra–technology of metrology and
standards. The second group mainly includes different types of subsidies to
R&D

activities together with public procurement policies that increase the

demand for innovation outputs.
Working within a similar framework, Lipsey1 distinguishes between two broad
categories to classify policies, the objectives and the scope of the measures.
Concerning the objectives, he adopts the innovation possibility frontier concept
already mentioned, to differentiate between policies intended to alter the costs
or returns to investment in inventive and innovative activities; and policies
aimed at altering the facilitating structure within which technology is embedded
at any moment of time and altered over time. Regarding the scope or breadth of
the policies, he suggests the distinction between framework, focused and
blanket policies. The first group comprises policies that provide general support
for a specific activity across all the economy, such as intellectual property rights,
tax exemptions and general subsidies. Focused policies, on the other hand are
designed to encourage the development of specific technologies, particular
industries and types of R&D activities and of firms. Finally, blanket policies
combine elements from both, and are designed to accommodate a number of
technological objectives at once, e.g. increasing technological competences of
firms. These typically incorporate multiple instruments and require assessment
mechanisms to tailor the assistance they provide. According to Lipsey,
framework and focused policies usually are intended to alter the returns to
investment, while blanket policies tend to modify the facilitating structure.
From a more pragmatic perspective, the European Commission’s Action Plan
on Innovation in Europe2 proposes a general categorisation of innovation
policies based on its three main objectives: fostering an innovation culture,
establishing a framework conducive to innovation and gearing research to

1

Lipsey (1998).

2

See CORDIS (1996).
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innovation. These priorities are subsequently divided into 17 sub–themes, which
constitute the analytical classification used to monitor developments and trends
in the EC Trend Chart on Innovation1 operated by DG Enterprise of the European
Commission. Although it seems to be a straightforward approach, an in–depth
analysis shows that for classification purposes, these objectives and their
subdivisions are ambiguous or they fail to include all the range of possible
instruments, e.g. funding of public research.
A more comprehensive typology is proposed by the expert group commissioned
by the EC DG Research2 to analyse direct support measures, which departs from
the identification of four broad categories3 of problematic areas addressed by
policies: resources for innovation, incentives for networking activities,
capabilities of firms and the generation of opportunities for innovation.
Subsequently, several general delivery mechanisms are cross–analysed
against the categories of objectives addressed. In a second step, another broad

Figure 6.2 EC–DG Research direct measures typology
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See for example Trend Chart (2003).
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See also Metcalfe and Georghiou (1998)
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distinction between supply and demand instruments is made, the former
including policies that are intended to provide resources and capabilities for
innovation, through financial measures and services; and the latter consisting of
policies that ultimately seek to increase the incentives and opportunities
associated with innovative activities. Finally, a hierarchical tree is built,
organising specific delivery mechanisms in the broad branches of supply and
demand policies (see Figure 6.2).
The European Commission, through DG Competition has recently elaborated a
working document about Community rules on state aid for innovation1 that
suggests a typology based on the specific ‘market failures’ addressed by policy
instruments. These failures include the positive externalities, public good
nature, and appropriation problems of knowledge, information asymmetries and
inefficient dissemination of information, uncertainty and imperfections of capital
markets, and labour market rigidities and mismatches. Subsequently, the
document suggests groups of delivery mechanisms designed to address these
deficiencies, though not all of them correspond to instruments that could be
unequivocally considered as state aid. It is also worth noting that in this
document, market failures and the instruments to correct them are approached
in a flexible non–orthodox way, signifying, as was suggested earlier, that
notions such as the non–linearity and the network properties of the innovation
process have started to permeate into traditional economic interpretations (see
Table 3.1).
Finally, an interesting typology related to the development of performance
indicators within the NSI framework was suggested by the expert group working
for the European Commission DG Research in the elaboration of the report on
the impact of research and technology development on competitiveness and
employment2. This is essentially built by a broad distinction between reinforcing
and bridging policies, aimed at four different types of agents defined by their
activities and affiliation within the system as knowledge producers and users
from the public and private sectors. Reinforcement policies are thus intended to

1

Commission of the European Communities (2004).

2

See Soete and STRATA-ETAN Expert Group (2002).
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strengthen or support mainstream activities performed by each of the four types
of agents, while bridging policies are designed to link agents together via
actions that encourage or enable them to benefit from increased exposure to
each other. The typology thus suggests four types of reinforcement and bridging
policies and an additional type of ‘systemic policies’ in the centre of a two
dimensional space1.
6.1.4 SUGGESTED CLASSIFICATION AND METHOD OF ANALYSIS

In this part of our study, we are primarily interested on the rationales for public
intervention on innovative activities. As we have previously discussed, the
process of policymaking implies the construction of a simplified model of reality
based on sets of assumptions that help to reduce the complexity of the system
under analysis. Traditionally, policy–makers involved with research and
innovation have relied, at least discursively, on models based on a neoclassical
perspective of the economic system. Thus, our purpose is to assess if the
current innovation policies are based on the set of assumptions that this model
imposes or to what extent they have departed from it and started to rely on a
different explanation. We have also shown that policy rationales are practically
indistinguishable and that categories such as market or system failure are
ambiguous and do not provide the information that we require. This means that
concerning the classification of policy measures, we need to use a mixed
approach primarily based on types of instruments derived from the assumptions
needed to model the system and consequently to design the specific measures,
while simultaneously taking into account the deficiencies that the policies
attempt to address. In a second stage, different delivery mechanisms can be
associated with particular policy types.
If we recall the set of assumptions that was previously mentioned in page 190,
the third and fourth ones are relevant for our purpose here, i.e. those
concerning the homogeneity and the average behaviour of the economic agents
for whom the policies are intended. These factors are related in turn to the
scope and the objectives of the policies in a similar way as the approaches of
Metcalfe and Lipsey that we mentioned above. Thus, the acceptance or

1

However, it could be argued that bridging policies are also systemic.
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rejection of the supposition about the homogeneity of the actors faces us with a
dichotomy between general or framework policies and focused policies.
Similarly, the acceptance or rejection of the assumption related to an average
behaviour of the agents, confronts us with a distinction between corrective and
facilitating policies. Finally, we can differentiate between the types of knowledge
that the measures attempt to promote as an additional dimension connecting
the amplitude and the objectives of the policies, and thus we distinguish
between instruments aimed at the generation and the diffusion of knowledge.
We suggest then a three–dimensional policy space with the following axes:
amplitude: from general to focused; objectives: from corrective to facilitating;
and, types of knowledge: from generation to diffusion. In this space, we can
have eight combinations of types of instruments or measures with the policies
that can be devised using a simplified model of the system on one extreme; and
on the opposite, the policies that the rejection of the assumptions, allows to
design (see Figure 6.3). The extreme opposite types correspond thus, to
general and corrective measures oriented to knowledge generation, on the one
hand; and on the other, to focused and facilitating policies oriented to
knowledge diffusion.

Figure 6.3 Innovation policy space
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We assert that the former correspond to an orthodox neoclassical approach and
the latter to a broader heterodox approach, inasmuch as they match
respectively to policies primarily oriented to correct the behaviour of individual
agents that are assumed to have average characteristics and behaviours; and,
to policies mainly oriented to shift the innovation possibility frontier of agents
which are assumed to have diverse characteristics and behaviours. In the
middle, we have what can be called transitional policies, which depending on
the assumptions that are accepted or rejected will be closer to the orthodox or
the heterodox approaches. It is important to note that the insistence on the idea
of the model of the economic system and its premises is to remark the fact that
given certain number of assumptions, the resulting model will only be capable of
providing information for policy design within the limits imposed by those
assumptions. For example, the orthodox market failure approach can only
suggest horizontal, corrective policies because the model does not yield
information about economic or technological structures nor about specificities of
the agents apart from an optimising behaviour.
For the sake of simplicity, we have reduced the number of categories to the six
policy types that are shown in Table 6.1. This includes a classification of the
typical set of delivery mechanisms for innovation policies to identify in abstract
terms the correspondence between instruments and the suggested types of
policies. It should be noted that Table 6.1 has illustrative purposes and shows
some of the possible combinations of policy types and delivery mechanisms
that can occur in particular circumstances. This analysis was performed with the
help of a decision tree (see Figure 6.4) that was developed to assess the
specific policy–mix of the countries, which will be studied in the next section.
Therefore, many of the instruments in the table could simultaneously
correspond to several types of policy. This only means that under specific
circumstances a particular delivery mechanism could be applied with different
amplitude, objectives and knowledge orientation. Let us analyse some possible
combinations. Direct funds for public research could either be applied
horizontally on the basis of quality or excellence assessments, aimed at
enhancing the facilitating technology structure and to the generation of
knowledge (type II); or they could be focused to attend priority research areas
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Figure 6.4 Decision tree to identify policy types

with the same objectives and orientation (type VI). Examples of the first case
could be found in the way in which general university funds are allocated in
several countries by means of assessments of the quality and quantity of
research performed by higher education institutions. The funds are thus mainly
oriented to enhance the facilitating structure and the generation of knowledge.
On the other hand, the second case could correspond to the finance of applied
or experimental development research on areas of national interest, allocated
through research councils or technology agencies.
The delivery mechanism concerning the development of human resources in
Table 6.1, involves a wide range of instruments that could correspond to
different types of policies according to our classification. These could include for
example: general grants for students in diverse levels of education
(undergraduate and postgraduate); grants for postgraduate students on specific
priority areas; grants for the mobility of students; grants to increase the skills of
firms’ personnel; grants for the mobility of academic and industrial personnel,
and so on. Naturally, all these programmes could imply different combinations
of amplitude, objectives and orientation.
Fiscal measures, a typical example of orthodox policies, are frequently applied
horizontally (general amplitude), to compensate industrial underinvestment on
R&D

(corrective objective), and are usually indistinctly oriented to knowledge

generation and diffusion (type I). However, many countries are currently
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focusing the application of fiscal measures to differentiate the support of large,
small and medium firms; and, in some cases they also include differential
support to the generation and the diffusion of knowledge. Thus, these could
correspond to focused and corrective policies, oriented to the generation of
knowledge (type IV) or oriented to the diffusion of knowledge (type V).
6.1.5 METHODOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

In the next section, we will briefly present and discuss an overview of the public
support structures for R&D and innovation in Finland, Spain and the UK as well
as an application of our typology of measures to assess their policy rationales.
The reviews are abridged versions that synthesise information from policy
documents, ministerial reports, external evaluations, European Commission
reviews and academic studies among other sources of information. On the
other hand, the analysis of the innovation policy rationales is based on the effort
devoted to R&D and innovation activities, and is thus limited to budget allocation
of resources to particular instruments, which means that the effort devoted to
non–budgetary measures should be evaluated in the future with other methods.
In other words, an important group of policies, much likely to be of the ‘type I’ in
our typology, such as competition or IPR, cannot be included in the analysis,
either because they are self–financed or they represent a small amount of
budgetary effort which is not always included in statistical or ministerial reports1.
The majority of the budgetary information used was compiled from ministerial
annual reports and contrasted for consistency with the GBOARD figures on OECD
science and technology statistics. In the case of Spain, the information was
inconsistent, partly because a ministerial reorganisation affecting the support
structure for science, technology and innovation has been taking place since
2004, and it has not been possible to have access to all the sources that are
needed. On the other hand, an important part of the budget is administered by
the autonomous regions and devoted to regional programmes and we have not
been able to consolidate this information. The case has been treated as if the
figures obtained, corresponded to the whole national government spending on
R&D

1

and innovation.

In the case of the UK, some figures were obtained concerning some competition policies.
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Table 6.1 Types of generic innovation policy measures and delivery mechanisms
Corrective
TYPE I POLICIES
ORTHODOX
GENERAL / CORRECTIVE /
KNOWLEDGE GENERATION
AND DIFFUSION

GENERAL
Facilitating
TYPE II POLICIES
TRANSITIONAL WITH
EMPHASIS ON AVERAGE
AGENTS AND KNOWLEDGE
GENERATION

Facilitating
TYPE III POLICIES
TRANSITIONAL WITH
EMPHASIS ON AVERAGE
AGENTS AND KNOWLEDGE
DIFFUSION

Direct Financial Measures
Public Research
University Research Funding
Human Resources
Infrastructure Support
Grants for Industrial R&D
Collaborative R&D
Public Procurement
Indirect Financial Measures
Volume and Incremental
fiscal measures
Catalytic Financial Measures
Risk Capital, Loan and Equity
Guarantees
Other Direct Measures
Information and Brokerage
Awareness Schemes
Networking Measures
Co-location Measures
Indirect Regulatory Measures
Intellectual Property Rights
Competition Policy
Standards and Regulations
Mixed Measures
Cluster Policies
Foresight
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Corrective
TYPE IV POLICIES
TRANSITIONAL WITH
EMPHASIS ON AVERAGE
BEHAVIOURS AND
KNOWLEDGE GENERATION

FOCUSED
Corrective
TYPE V POLICIES
TRANSITIONAL WITH
EMPHASIS ON AVERAGE
BEHAVIOURS AND
KNOWLEDGE DIFFUSION

Facilitating
TYPE VI POLICIES
HETERODOX
FOCUSED / FACILITATING /
KNOWLEDGE GENERATION
AND DIFFUSION

6.2. ORGANISATION AND RATIONALE OF GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR
R&D AND INNOVATION
6.2.1 GOVERNANCE OF PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR R&D AND INNOVATION
Finland

The Finnish government explicitly adopted at the beginning of the 1990s the
National Systems of Innovation concept as a guide to design and implement
science, technology and innovation policies. This adoption was useful to
redefine and align several institutions that in some cases have been operating
since the 1960s. During the decades of the 1960s to the late 1980s, Finnish
industrial policies relied on short–term macro–economic measures to secure
growth and employment. These were compatible with an economy
characterised by regulated markets and typically covered subsidies to ailing
industries, infant–industry protection and frequent devaluations to boost export
industries. Consequently, several interrelated circumstances, among them the
deregulation of financial markets and the collapse of the Soviet Union, revealed
the structural inefficiency of the Finnish economy and in the autumn of 1990, it
collapsed to the most severe depression in independent Finland’s history1.
The urgent need to develop and put into practice new policy models was not
only a response to the structural pressures, but also because the negotiations
for European Union membership were now underway and the previous type of
policies would be constrained by common EU regulations governing monetary
and trade policies.
As mentioned above, the main building blocks of the new Finnish innovation
policy doctrine for the 1990s were found in the concepts of national systems of
innovation and of the knowledge based society. The former was rapidly adopted
by the Science and Technology Policy Council (STPC)2 in 1990, under the
influence of the OECD’s Technology and Economy Programme launched in

1

See for example: Schienstock and Hamalainen (2001) and Ylä-Anttila and Palmberg (2005).

2

STPC (1990).
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Figure 6.5 Finnish innovation support system2
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19881. The Finnish interpretation of the notion gave policy planners the
arguments for improving the framework conditions for business firms by
increasing the public R&D funding, communication infrastructures and the
education system, and supported the efforts to intensify national and
international R&D cooperation.
Within the general guidelines established by the STPC, the Ministry of Trade and
Industry published in 1993 the white paper “National Industry Strategy for
Finland”3, which redefined industrial policy along the lines of ‘industrial clusters’
as introduced by Michael Porter4. Despite the heterodox theoretical foundation
of this model, it is a broad framework that emphasises the importance of human
capital and knowledge spillovers and the creation of advanced production

1

OECD (1992).

2

European Commission (2005a).

3

MTI (1993).

4

Porter (1990); see Numminen (1996) and Ylä-Anttila and Palmberg (2005).
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factors well in line with the concept of national systems of innovation1. In fact,
the early adoption of the NSI approach as the basic framework of innovation
policy facilitated the rapid diffusion of the notion of industrial clusters2.
The conception of the science based society, once more influenced by OECD
recommendations3, was launched by the Science and Technology Policy
Council in 19964 as the key concept of the Finnish innovation strategy to enter
into the new century. This was based on the recognition of the significance of
knowledge–intensive growth for the national economy and on the identification
of several innovation policy measures required in addition to macro–economic
and labour market measures to ensure its growth. Consequently, measures
related to R&D, education, competitive conditions, intellectual property, national
and international networks of cooperation and technology transfer and
exploitation complemented appropriately the concept of national system of
innovation.
In practice, the Finnish system of public support to R&D and innovation is quite
straightforward with the Science and Technology Policy Council, a cabinet level
committee, as the main responsible of the general policy guidelines and the
ministries of Education and Trade and Industry, through the Academy of Finland
and the National Technology Agency (Tekes) as the main implementation
institutions5 (see Figure 6.5).
Spain

The Spanish public system of support of R&D and innovation has suffered
various changes at least during the last 25 to 30 years. This could be the result
of the different visions of the political parties in charge of the government and of
extensive negotiations between the political agents at national and regional
levels. In fact, an important ministerial reorganisation, suppressing the Ministry

1

See for example Molina and Kinder (2000).

2

See Ylä-Anttila and Palmberg (2005).

3

OECD (1994).

4

STPC (1996).

5

There are several other mechanisms and institutions in charge of the implementation of innovation
policies, also dependant of these two ministries; for a description of some of them, see for example
Georghiou, et al. (2003).
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of Science and Technology, created in 2000, was approved in 2004, just a few
months after the new government started its functions. This reorganisation has
returned to a decentralised framework similar to the one existing in previous
years and there is still some speculation concerning further changes in the near
future1.
However, the key breakthrough for the Spanish R&D and innovation policy took
place in 1986 with the enactment of the Law of Promotion and general
coordination of scientific and technical research2. This was aimed at: the
introduction of science and technology into the political agenda; fostering
coordination between the public sector by establishing an Inter–ministerial
Commission of Science and Technology; allowing the interaction between the
social and economic actors, the regional governments and the policies for
research and innovation through the creation of the Advisory Council for
Science and Technology and the General Council for Science and Technology;
and, driving potential action through the establishment of a National Plan for
Research and Development focusing on priorities and funding research through
competitive mechanisms.
Thus, the Law for Science, as it is colloquially known, established the
institutional layout and the main mechanism, the National Plan, for the design,
coordination, and implementation of science, technology and innovation policies
and measures. The National Plan is a four–year strategic plan, prioritised in
thematic, strategic and horizontal programmes, to fund a wide range of
research and innovation activities performed by public and private agents as
well as diverse education and training actions at different levels. It is elaborated
with the participation of an ample group of experts from various sectors and the
Ministry of Education and Science currently coordinate its fifth edition; this later
is also the main operator jointly with the Ministry of Industry, Tourism and
Trade3 (see Figure 6.6).

1

See IDETRA (2004).

2

See Sanz Menéndez (1997) and Muñoz (2001).

3

CICT (2003), and MEC (2005).
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Figure 6.6 Spanish innovation support system (simplified diagram)1
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What in a first instance seems to be quite simple is in practice very intricate,
since the Plan currently involves 34 programmes and 30 different types of
projects or actions, operated with the participation of eight ministries.
Universities, public and private research institutions and firms at the national
level, in turn execute the projects and there is also the participation of several
interface institutions promoting collaboration between public and private
institutions. Additionally, there is an important number of R&D and innovation
activities, which are performed outside the area of influence of the National
Plan, since the autonomous regional governments have their own R&D,
industrial and innovation plans and programmes. In real terms, the National
Plan only allocates to its projects one third of the government R&D budget2
Although further in–depth study is required, it seems that the formulation and
subsequent implementation of the Law for Science through the National Plans
has followed some general OECD guidelines for the organisation of science,

1

Elaborated from European Commission (2005b).

2

Estimated from MCYT (2003).
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technology and innovation activities in an attempt to modernise the Spanish
system making it closer to the models adopted in other OECD and European
countries1. By the mid–1990s, the notion of national systems of innovation was
introduced into the political arena through the efforts of an entrepreneurial
foundation, COTEC Foundation for Technology Innovation, which also has been
coordinating the elaboration of detailed studies of the Spanish system of
innovation2. Currently, the basic description of the system as well as the notions
and terminology proposed in these studies is used in policy documents such as
the National Plan3.
United Kingdom

According to Gummett,4 the current governmental arrangements for science
and technology in the UK have their roots in the developments that took place
during the first half of the twentieth century5. He argues that the patterns of
support have persisted with little evidence of any attempts at a radical departure
with the exception of some institutional innovations in the mid–1960s and in the
mid–1990s. The former included a series of debates about the need for
prioritisation due to the relatively high costs of certain areas of science and a
subsequent reorganisation of the institutional layout with the establishment of
the ministries of Education and Science and of Technology and the structure of
the Research Councils.
At the beginning of the 1990s the Office of Science and Technology (OST) was
created to act as the mechanism for developing and coordinating government
policy on science and technology, to establish better links between government
funded research and industry, and to supply well–trained and skilled human
resources. In 1993, OST initial efforts culminated with the publication of the
White Paper, Realising our Potential: A Strategy for Science, Engineering and
Technology6, which was the first major policy statement for science and

1

See for example OECD (1987).

2

COTEC (1988), (2004).

3

CICT (2003).

4

Gummett (1991).

5

See sections 3.2.1 3.2.2 .

6

Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster (1993).
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technology in twenty years, and is perhaps even today the key document
concerning the organisation of R&D and innovation activities in the UK. Its main
points included the creation of the appropriate mechanisms for setting research
priorities; the launch of a national Technology Foresight Programme as a
systematic interchange between industry, scientists, engineers and policy
makers to enhance the relationship between research and its commercial
exploitation; the proposal of several mechanisms to improve the coordination of
government funded science and technology; and, the most extensive
reorganisation of the Research Councils since the 1960s.
As can be inferred from its objectives and activities, OST had a wide range of
responsibilities concerning R&D and innovation and was originally located at
Cabinet level, but in practice, it was put in charge of less than 20 percent1 of the
government spending on R&D, while the rest of the budget was controlled by
several other government departments. Later in 1995, OST was moved into the
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI); arguing that it was a better location to
implement within industry the priorities identified in the Technology Foresight
Programme, the move was thus intended to enable OST to work more closely
with those responsible in the DTI for encouraging business to make more
effective use of the science base2.
The current organisation of the system for public support of science, technology
and innovation in the UK is rather complex, with several advisory bodies at
different levels and various operators at ministerial or departmental and sub–
departmental level. However, concerning general and operational issues the
most important tasks are performed by the Council for Science and Technology
(CfST), the Treasury, the Department of Trade and Industry and its Office of
Science and Technology, the Research Councils and the Higher Education
Funding Councils (see Figure 6.7).

1

One third if military expenditure is excluded.

2

See Flanagan and Keenan (1998); and Boekholt, et al. (2002).
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Figure 6.7 British innovation support system (simplified diagram)1
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is the UK government's top–level advisory body on science and technology

policy issues. Its remit is to advise the Prime Minister and the First Ministers of
Scotland and Wales on strategic issues that cut across the responsibilities of
individual government departments, taking a medium– to longer–term proactive
approach2. However, the role of CfST is only nominal, and the main innovation
policy decisions are taken by the other advisory bodies and operators.
Particularly, the role of the Treasury in this area has increased significantly in
recent years through the formulation of the government’s financial and
economic policies. One of its main concerns corresponds to raising UK
productivity growth and supporting entrepreneurship by means of
macroeconomic policy and microeconomic reforms aimed at removing barriers
that prevent markets from functioning efficiently3.
The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry has overall responsibility for the
Government's science policy and support for Science and Technology and has
a cross–Departmental role as the Cabinet Minister for Science and Technology.
The Secretary of State is supported in this role by the DTI's Minister for Science,

1

Elaborated from European Commission (2005c) and Barker, et al. (2004).

2

See CfST on the Web).

3

See HM Treasury (2000) and HM Treasury, et al. (2006).
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and the Office of Science and Technology. The majority of DTI’s science,
engineering and technology expenditure are devoted to funding the science and
engineering base and supporting the development and use of science and
technology in industry. A technical, legal and design infrastructure to support
the setting of technical standards and business confidence in innovation is also
maintained, including institutions such as the Patent Office, the National
Measurement System and the Design Council among others. Additionally, the
department aims to create the right climate for innovation by changing attitudes
within the public and private sectors and operates or funds several schemes for
the promotion of innovation in firms, mainly based around the identification and
diffusion of best practices and the exchange of people, their ideas and
expertise1.
Finally, the Research and Higher Education Funding Councils are responsible
for the so–called dual ‘support system’. In this scheme, Higher Education
Funding Councils in England, Scotland and Wales and the Department for
Employment and Learning for Northern Ireland, provide funding for research
infrastructure in universities, including academic staff salaries, premises and
research facilities, on the basis of a four–yearly national quality assessment, the
Research Assessment Exercise. On the other hand, the Research Councils
support UK –wide specific research projects and programmes in the higher
education sector and in some cases in their own institutes, units or centres. The
types of support include grants, fellowships, studentships and the provision of
large–scale research facilities. The Research Councils’ funding is a mixture of
‘responsive modes’ and broad thematic programmes, and in addition they
sponsor a series of special initiatives either in key government priority areas or
in areas identified by the councils themselves2.
6.2.2 GENERAL COMMENTS ON GOVERNANCE

The main characteristics of the subsystems of governmental support for R&D
and innovation in the selected countries is synthesised in Table 6.3. In general,
it might be said that the structures are based on the original OECD systemic

1

See Georghiou (2001) and Cunningham and Malik (2004).

2

See OST (2002) and Boekholt, et al. (2002).
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model that we analysed in chapter 3, and are nominally quite similar. They
include a high–level cross–ministerial body responsible of the general planning
and goal setting of research and innovation policy, as well as one or two key
ministries in charge of the implementation of policies. In practice, however, only
the Finnish planning and advisory organism seems to have actual systematic
influence in policy design. Although it was not explicitly mentioned above except
in the case of the UK, all the countries have specialised structures and
mechanisms to carry out foresight studies that help in priority setting and
decision making. However, the documents that have been analysed do not
show how the foresight practices and exercises are translated into actual
priorities and policies. Also, in general terms, all the countries make use of the
standard system of measures of performance suggested by the OECD.
The similarities with the basic OECD model also imply that the systems are
primarily oriented towards the provision of infrastructure as well as human and
financial resources for the public and private R&D system1. This means that from
the systems of innovation perspective, the governmental support subsystems
still have little influence in other areas of policy affecting the innovation
environment. The only exception is the UK, where the key government structure
responsible of innovation policy (DTI), has actual influence and resources
devoted to the generation of framework conditions to promote innovation2.
Nevertheless, in all the cases there is a predominance of policies and resources
oriented to R&D, and an important role of the research councils or their
equivalents, in the administration of those resources.
From organisational and operational perspectives, the systems differ
significantly, due to their history and absolute sizes. The Finnish system,
restructured during the 1990s is simpler and devotes some efforts to
experimentation in innovative programmes through Sitra. The Spanish system
shows some holistic characteristics3, from the point of view that it uses a single
broad policy instrument, but its administration is complex and the

1

See also the results in Table 6.6.

2

See policy types I, III and IV in Table 6.6.

3

This assertion does not take into account that an important amount of resources to innovation are
administered by regional governments with independent programmes.
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implementation structures have been unstable. In contrast, the British system
has not suffered radical changes during the 1990s, has a more complex
administration and a multiplicity of programmes and mechanisms. Additionally,
it has a clear set of mechanisms to follow up and evaluate the achievement of
goals and objectives derived from its strategic policy White Papers and reports.
6.2.3 RATIONALES FOR PUBLIC INTERVENTION

To provide an initial insight into the evolution of governmental expenditure
oriented to R&D and innovation, Table 6.5 shows the compound rate of growth
during the 1990s, of the gross domestic expenditure on R&D for the countries
under study. It is evident that there are important differences between the UK,
where the government and the public sector kept a relatively stable level as
financer as well as performer of R&D activities, with a slight increase in higher
education. Spain, where the government did not increase its direct intramural
expenditure, but it did so through the higher education sector. And, Finland
where in contrast, the government increased its intramural expenditure, but
reduced the financing of the higher education sector. Another important aspect that
is evident in the table is that the remarkable growth of GERD in Finland during
recent years, is mainly dependent on the business enterprise sector1.
In our more thorough analysis of innovation policy measures2, the amount of
government support for R&D corresponds respectively to 1.05%, 0.37%3 and
0.64% as proportion of GDP for Finland, Spain and the UK. The detailed
distribution and classification of these financial resources among different policy
instruments is shown in Table 6.6 and Figure 6.8. As can be appreciated, the
policy mixes of each country are very similar, with around 40 percent of effort
devoted to transitional policies of the types II and III, 40 to 45 percent oriented
to transitional policies of the types IV and V, and 10 to 20 percent of heterodox
policies.

1

However, this should be further evaluated in the context of the high level of state owned firms in Finland.

2

Which correspond respectively to the years 2003, 2001 and 2002 for Finland, Spain and the UK.

3

As mentioned before, the data for Spain are incomplete. According to OECD MSTI statistics these
figures should correspond to 1.01%, 0.69% and 0.77% respectively.
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Table 6.2 Basic statistics 2002 Finland, Spain and UK1
Land area (1000 km2)
Population (thousand)
Labour force (thousand)
Employment (thousand)
(% of total)
Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Industry and construction
Services (percent of total)
GDP (billion EUR)
GDP per head (USD)

Gross fixed capital investment
(as % of GDP)
Gross fixed capital investment
(per head USD)
Public consumption as % of
GDP

Current and capital expenditure
Current revenue
Exports of goods and services
(as % of GDP)

FINLAND
338.1
5 206
2 600
2 359

SPAIN
506.0
42 345
16 695

UNITED KINGDOM
243.0
59 207
29 934
29 523

5.2
26.1
68.7

5.6
30.6
63.8

1.4
24.1
74.5

143.6
27 575

745
19 896

1 560.4
26 453

18.0

25.6

16.3

5 620

5 087

4 307

22.0
50.2
52.3

17.9
39.2

20.0
40.5
39.0

37.0

27.8

26.1

Foodstuffs
12.6

Chemicals
15.2
Manufactured goods and
articles
23.5
Electrical machinery
20.7
Mechanical machinery
12.2

Exports as % of total goods
Metals, machinery and
transport equipment
28.1
Electrical and optical
equipment
26.5
Wood, pulp and paper
25.7
Other goods
19.7

Imports of goods and services
(as % of GDP)

Other consumer goods
28.6
Energy
2.7
Other intermediate goods
43.7
Capital goods
12.3

29.9

29.4

29.1

Intermediate goods
37.8
Consumer goods
28.2
Capital goods
21.6
Energy

Foodstuffs
6.8
Other consumer goods
21.5
Energy
10.3
Other intermediate goods

12.3

45.4
Capital goods
16.0

Manufactured goods
28.2
Electrical machinery
21.3
Road vehicles
12.2
Mechanical machinery and
other transport equipment
12.4

Imports as % of total goods

1

Sources: OECD (2004a), OECD (2004b) and OECD (2005b).
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Table 6.3 General features and governance of the systems of government support for R&D and innovation
FINLAND

SPAIN

UK

Objectives
Key policy documents or
instruments

Environment
Key factors affecting innovation
policies

Science and Technology policy review published every
Law of Promotion and general coordination of scientific and Parliamentary White Papers and Reports
three years by the Science and Technology Policy Council technical research
Innovation report. Competing in the global economy: the
Knowledge Innovation and internationalisation (2003)
National Plan for Research, Development and Innovation innovation challenge (2003)
(four–year strategic plan since 1986)
The challenge of knowledge and know–how (2000)
Excellence and opportunity. A science and innovation
policy for the 21st century (2000)
Finland: A knowledge–based society (1996)
Realising our potential: a strategy for science,
Guidelines for science and technology policy in the
engineering and technology (1993)
1990s (1990)
See Table 6.2

See Table 6.2

See Table 6.2

EU competition policies

EU competition policies

EU competition policies

See Table 6.4

See Table 6.4

See Table 6.4

Type of governance

Mixed, highly centralised

Mixed, decentralised

Mixed, highly centralised

Main planning and advisory
bodies

Science and Technology Policy Council

Council for Science and Technology
Office of Science and Technology (OST)

Main implementation bodies

Ministry of Education
Ministry of Trade and Industry
Other Ministries
Academy of Finland
National Technology Agency (Tekes)
Finnish Fund for Research and Development (Sitra)

Inter–ministerial Commission of Science and Technology
General Council of Science and Technology
Advisory Council of Science and Technology Policy
Ministry of Education and Science
Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Trade
Ministry of Economy and Finance

Resources
Management and components
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Department of Trade and Industry
Department for Education and Skills
Other Departments and Ministries
Research Councils

Table 6.4 Resources of the systems of government support for R&D and innovation
FINLAND

SPAIN

UK

3.42

0.96

1.89

0.87

0.38

0.57

2.42

0.45

0.88

36 889

80 081

157 662 c

Total researchers per thousand
employment (2001)b

15.8

5.0

5.5 c

Total R&D personnel per thousand
total employment (2001)a

22.9

7.8

5.5 c

Human resources in S&T as % of
total employment (1995–2002)b

32.5

23.1

25.3

Technological capabilities index
1997–2000d

0.831

0.516

0.673

Technological capabilities index
growth rate during 1990sd

35.2 %

25.8 %

19.8 %

R&D expenditure as
(GERD/GDP 2001)a
GERD financed by
of GDP (2001)a

% of GDP

government as %

GERD financed by industry as
GDP (2001)a

% of

Total researchers (FTE)
(2001)a

a OECD (2003)
b OECD (2004c)
c UK figure is for 1998
d Composite index of technology creation, technological infrastructure and development of human skills. See Archibugi and Coco (2004)
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Table 6.5 Compound growth rate of GERD for Finland, Spain and UK 1991-2000 (%)

Finland
Sector of performance
Funding sector
Business enterprise
Government
GUF
Higher education
PNP
Abroad
Total

Business
enterprise
15.97
8.52
..
53.32
-40.03
10.92

Government

Higher education

PNP

Total

4.46
2.40

10.29
13.18
4.17
-9.60
5.55
9.15
6.12

9.12
28.64
..
21.58
54.42
23.84

15.57
7.52
4.17
-9.60
17.42
-11.51
8.49

..
14.25
13.26
1.29

Spain
Sector of performance
Funding sector
Business enterprise
Government
GUF
Higher education
PNP
Abroad
Total

Business
enterprise
4.23
-1.60
93.60
32.69
-5.31
3.39

Government

Higher education

PNP

Total

5.79
-0.72

2.90
2.25
6.05
7.51
11.42
13.80
7.06

21.75
9.42
-4.26
7.31
27.99
9.97

4.23
-0.21
6.05
7.94
17.09
2.41
3.86

5.86
22.84
16.89
0.58

UK
Sector of performance
Funding sector
Business enterprise
Government
GUF
Higher education
PNP
Abroad
Total

Business
enterprise
1.24
-4.44
..
-34.22
4.48
1.19

Government

Higher education

PNP

Total

2.08
-1.21

2.89
5.84
0.62
2.82
8.91
8.12
3.90

21.60
-16.89

1.36
-1.10
0.62
3.57
7.19
4.95
1.44

27.08
-1.71
7.85
-0.50

-2.55
6.84
23.57
-1.01

Source: own elaboration from OECD Science and Technology Statistics

It is important to mention that this latter group of policies correspond in all the
cases to support provided to public research either through grants for projects in
priority areas or through the investment in infrastructure. With the available
data, it was not possible to identify heterodox policies oriented to private sector
users, mainly because the information is not sufficiently disaggregated. For
example, it is known that Finland promotes cluster policies, but it has not been
possible to find budgetary information about them. Similarly, all the countries
devote some kind of efforts to carry out foresight activities, which in one way or
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Figure 6.8 Proportion of financial effort devoted by policies types
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another have impacts on industrial activity, but there is no disaggregated
information about the resources allocated to these.
Thus, according to our analytical framework, at least 40 percent of the financial
support provided by governments to R&D and innovation, in the countries under
study, still correspond to instruments based on an orthodox rationale. This is
mainly due to the important number of resources devoted to the general funding
of universities and to research grants for basic science, both usually allocated
through general competitive criteria based on excellence. On the other hand,
there is an important proportion of resources, also around 40 percent, oriented
to both public and private actors, to perform a wide range of activities from
applied research to commercialisation, which suggest a heterodox nature, or at
least are designed without taking into account all the assumptions and
restrictions imposed by the neoclassical rationale. Notwithstanding, we have to
mention that this instruments also have corrective objectives, which means that
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they are intended to alter the costs or returns to investment in innovative
activities, i.e. they assume an average behaviour of the economic agents.
If we exclude from the analysis the support provided for the universities and
public sector research centres, we can find some interesting results (see Figure
6.9). Firstly, the similarity between countries vanishes; the UK keeps the same
proportion of orthodox versus transitional heterodox instruments1, while Spain
and Finland only present the latter type of measures. Secondly, if we only
consider the knowledge orientation of the measures, policies in the UK and
Finland are strongly oriented towards knowledge diffusion, around 80 and 65
percent respectively, while in Spain these only represent a little more than 40
percent.
Finally, we need to recall the topic of state aid that we mentioned in the section
about typologies. The European Union, for example, establishes specific state
aid rules to prevent market distortions due to governmental support of private
sector activities. Figure 6.10 shows the comparison between the resources
devoted to state aid for manufacture and services according to the EC2 and the
amount of funds oriented to industrial R&D and innovation derived from the
budgets that we have been analysing. With the exception of Spain, for which we
have incomplete information, the amounts are very similar, meaning that the
policy instruments we have been analysing are included within state aid. It is
also interesting that Finland devotes a greater amount of public resources to
industrial R&D and at the same time has the highest contribution of business
enterprise expenditure to the total GERD3. The further study of this trend could
imply interesting conclusions regarding measures to stimulate private
investment in R&D.
The point we want to remark concerning this issue is that state aid rules
determine that governments should only provide support to the private sector to
correct market failures; and we have shown that the instruments used in the
countries to promote innovation have a predominantly heterodox nature.

1

Which perhaps could be explained due to the access to more detailed budgetary information.

2

Data from Commission of the European Communities (2005).

3

See note 1 on page 214.
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Therefore, it means that, on the one hand, the understanding of the market
failure rationale has become more flexible; and, as some authors have pointed
out1, there is some level of rhetoric in the current interpretation of market
failures, since certain aspects concerning the amplitude and orientation of
policies could not be derived from neoclassical analysis. However, on the other
hand, it also means that, to a certain extent, there are not radical differences
between approaches and policy rationales, since policies of a relative heterodox
nature are in fact justified using an orthodox rationale.

Figure 6.9 Proportion of financial effort devoted to industrial R&D by policies types
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TYPE VI

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%
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66.96%

43.66%

41.74%

TYPE IV

33.04%

56.02%

15.29%

TYPE III

0.00%

0.00%

40.46%

TYPE II

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

TYPE I

0.00%

0.32%

2.51%

Cf. Rigby (2002).
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90%

100%

Table 6.6 Distribution of innovation policies by types and delivery mechanisms

FINLAND (2003)
Instruments

Effort (%)

TYPE I
TYPE II

General university funding
Academy of Finland funding of public
institutions R&D

41.51

SPAIN (2001)
Instruments

Effort (%)

Volume and incremental tax exemptions
General university funding
National Plan basic research funding for
public institutions

0.14
40.87

TYPE III

TYPE IV

TYPE V

Tax exemptions (not for R&D but for
attracting human resources)
Complementary funding of public research
centres (VTT)
Tekes funding of industrial R&D
Tekes Technology Centres (regional
development)
Risk capital loan and equity guarantees
(Tekes, Finvera, Finpro, Sitra)

Tekes funding of public scientific research
TYPE VI

18.36

28.77

11.37

National Plan industrial grants for applied
research on priority areas

24.47

National Plan industrial grants for
development and networking activities
National Plan risk capital loan and equity
guarantees

19.07

National Plan funding of applied research on
priority areas
National Plan expenditure devoted to
science and technology infrastructure

15.44

UNITED KINGDOM (2002)
Instruments
Consumer and competition policies
General university funding (HEFCs)
Research Councils funding of public basic
research
Promotion of commercial best practices
Labour policies
Energy policies
Environmental policies
Tax exemptions (SMEs and large firms
differentiated programmes)
Civil departments R&D expenditure

0.71
33.35

11.40

24.12

Risk capital loan and equity guarantees
Knowledge transfer programmes for industry
Knowledge transfer programmes for scientific
research institutions
Programmes to strengthen regional economies
Research Councils funding of engineering and
technology areas
Expenditure on science and technology
infrastructure

Sources:
For Finland: MTI (2003); Tekes (2005); Sitra (2005); Gibbons, et al. (2004); Georghiou, et al. (2003).
For Spain: MCYT (2003).
For the UK: OST (2002); DTI (2004); DfES (2004); OST (2003).
General: OECD S&T statistics 2004 and Main Science and Technology Indicators 2005; Commission of the European Communities (2005).
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Effort (%)

12.19

18.23

Figure 6.10 State aid and government support to industrial R&D as % of GDP
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6.3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have provided a brief description of the institutional organisation for
governmental support of R&D and innovation in Finland, Spain and the UK. In
addition, we have suggested a typology to analyse the innovation policy mixes
of the countries under study, with emphasis on their economic rationales. With
it, we have been able to carry out a survey of the amplitude, objectives and
orientation of the main generic policy instruments.
The organisation of the structures of public support in these countries
experimented important changes during the last decade. Although there are
some similarities between them, each one presents specificities that have been
shaped by their particular history and institutional evolution. Some of them
explicitly adopt models and recommendations of organisations such as the
OECD and

the EU to guide their institutional design, while others only

demonstrate an indirect external influence. However, the role played by these
international organisations in the promotion of ‘best practices’ should not be
neglected. This perception is reinforced by the similarities found across
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countries concerning the specific instruments they use to promote R&D and
innovation.
Regarding the research objectives we have mentioned at the beginning of this
chapter, our survey has shed some light on the actual rationales underlying
innovation policies under concrete situations. As has been discussed the
difference between rationales lies in the number of modelling assumptions and
restrictions, which in turn imply radically different properties and behaviours of
the agents involved and their interactions. Our results show that the original NSI
interpretation has not had a strong influence in the organisation of government
support structures for innovation1. Instead, these are still very similar to the
basic OECD model of science and innovation policy developed from the 1960s to
the 1980s. The influence of this model is particularly reflected in the
characteristics of policies, and in the important amount of resources devoted to
finance public and private R&D activities.
Concerning the characteristics of policies, these are neither significantly
different from those suggested in the basic policy tool kit of the OECD, that we
have analysed in section 4.1.2 . All countries show some similarities in the
overall distribution of efforts to different policy types; however, it is worth noting
some differences. On the one hand, Finland and Spain devote an important
amount of resources (around 30 and 202 percent respectively) to type V policies
such as networking, regional development and risk capital loans. On the other
hand, the UK shows, as mentioned earlier, a more balanced distribution of effort
among policy types and its governmental support structure for innovation has
actual influence in other policy areas to promote measures that despite their
more traditional nature, are intended to the creation of favourable framework
conditions for the development of innovation. To a certain extent, these aspects
might be associated with a relative influence of the OECD model in the
policymaking activities of these countries. Finally, it is evident that all the

1

Particularly in the sense discussed in section 5.1.1

2

It should also be considered that this figure for Spain does not include resources administered by the
regional governments).
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countries still present an overall trend towards supply–oriented policies, mainly
in the form of R&D subsidies.
In sum, our survey shows that in a strict sense there is little influence of the
theoretical NSI approach in actual policy making practices. However, there is a
strong influence via the OECD model, which as we have shown, has a mixed
nature. Nevertheless, despite this has been updated to include aspects of the
NSI approach,

countries are mainly using the generalised interpretation of the

approach, i.e. relying fundamentally on exogenous optimising policies1.
Additionally, the overall perception is that policymaking practices in these
countries have been using a mixed approach. On the one hand, the orthodox
rationale is used concerning the specific generic instruments to influence R&D
and innovation activities. On the other, they have been relying on heterodox
notions to make some changes to the institutional structure that manages those
instruments, and to fine–tune specific policies and targets.

1

See the discussion on page 192.
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7
GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We started this work motivated by the idea of applying the systems approach to
enrich the framework of national systems of innovation. One area of particular
interest concerned its theoretical foundations. Other was oriented to assess the
extent to which the framework has been applied in concrete policymaking
activities. Given the nature and characteristics of innovation policy, the subject
of economic rationales for governmental intervention acquired a relevant role to
achieve the goals of our assessment.
However, what was originally intended to be an exercise to reinforce the
theoretical background of the NSI framework was progressively transformed into
a critical analysis of this approach and consequently a proposal of how to
redefine or restructure what we currently understand as systems of innovation.
This gradual shift of orientation was a natural result of our progress in building a
systemic framework to address innovation policies. This implies that we were
not only looking for theoretical support derived from the systems approach to be
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applied in a particular area of knowledge, but we were also structuring our work
and procedures by means of several methods and tools derived from diverse
areas of systems thinking.
The main source of inspiration consisted in using a Kantian system of inquiry in
which we started with a theory of reality, which oriented us in our empirical
observations, which in turn provided guidance in revising and modifying our
initial theory. Unfortunately, many of these aspects are lost in the final version of
this work, since they were just means to achieve particular results relevant for
our purposes. Our method consisted of the construction of a theoretical
background, a part devoted to the construction of a new theoretical background
and empirical observation including historical and case study analysis.
Nevertheless, given the restrictions imposed by the narrative structure of the
thesis some aspects, particularly those involving historical analysis, are mixed
with the building of the initial theoretical background. In fact, due to the non–
linearity of the research process, historical analysis was simultaneously a part
of our observations and a part of the theoretical background to guide other
empirical observations. At this point, it is then necessary to summarise and to
make more explicit —through a comprehensive description of our proposal, the
links between the empirical and theoretical sections of this work.

7.1. A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO INNOVATION POLICY
7.1.1 EMPIRICAL RESULTS

If we were asked about the answers for our initial research questions, we might
summarise our response in the following form:
o

The national systems of innovation framework has a dual origin. On the one hand,
in operational terms, it is based on the OECD model of science and innovation
policies. On the other, it has attempted, to a certain extent, to provide this
operational version with theoretical foundations mainly derived from evolutionary
and institutional economics as well as other areas within the neo–Schumpeterian
tradition.
It is important to mention that there is not a unified version of the NSI approach. We
have assumed in our work that the core version corresponds to that promoted by
the Aalborg group, which has important differences with respect to other
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approaches, especially regarding its theoretical origins.
It is possible that certain notions from systems theory have been transferred from
the evolutionary approach to the NSI framework, but there is not a sound grounding
of this latter in the systems approach. Furthermore, some of its claims could be
considered to be slightly contradictory with regard to systems theory.
o

The operational version of the NSI framework has been undoubtedly applied
through the OECD model in the countries that we have surveyed. We should recall
that this model has included systems methods and perspectives since its inception.
However, the same cannot be said about the evolutionary theoretical content of the
NSI

approach ––in particular the shift from allocation to innovation and from

decision–making to learning1.
This assessment is problematic, given that the OECD has adopted since the 1990s
specific concepts and terminology from diverse theoretical developments within the
NSI

framework. If we take into account the diversity of approaches that use the

terms systems of innovation and some associated concepts, or those that do not
use them but involve national system like perspectives2, the task gets even more
difficult.
Nevertheless, the analysis of rationales underlying policymaking activities shed
some light on this evaluation. We have observed that the actual practices in the
surveyed countries have been using a mixed approach. On the one hand, the
market failure rationale is used concerning the specific instruments to influence
R&D and

innovation activities, and as an ultimate justification for government

intervention, which is accepted in international trade agreements. On the other,
they have been relying on neo–Schumpeterian notions to make some changes to
the institutional structure that manages those instruments, and to fine–tune specific
policies and targets.
o

There have not been fundamental changes in the type and characteristics of
generic innovation policy instruments, because there has not been a substantial
shift in the basic model underlying policy–making or in the economic rationale
supporting it. In addition, the key to understand this continuity is the important
influence of the OECD, articulating a powerful system of science and innovation
policies.

1

Cf. Andersen, et al. (2002).

2

Such as the methods developed by Michael Porter Porter (1990), which have been undoubtedly
applied in several countries.
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7.1.2 THEORETICAL RESULTS

Our empirical conclusions are at the same time cause and result of a different
conceptualisation of what we currently understand as systems of innovation.
Our theoretical proposal suggests that these correspond to the system of
policies to promote knowledge variety and the model of reality that supports
them. Our general model has the following characteristics.
o

The whole economy can be represented as a viable or sustainable system, i.e. one
that is capable of maintaining its identity independently of other systems within a
shared environment.

o

It is a purposeful, human activity system. This implies therefore, that it is part of a
social system.

o

The system is autopoietic and self–referential. This means on the one hand that it is
capable of recursively regenerating the network of interactions that produces it. On
the other, inextricable related to the former, the system differentiates by means of a
permanent interactive perception of itself and its environment.

o

The previous characteristic implies that the system is simultaneously open and
closed. Open to the flow of information from the environment and organisationally
closed, to allow the feedback loops that are necessary for self–reference.

o

Consequently, the system is dynamic, and capable of learning and adaptation.

o

The system performs two fundamental functions: current and long–term
stabilisation. These involve five sub–functions or subsystems: production,
regulation, control, foresight and policymaking. The first three correspond to current
stabilisation, while the last three to long–term stabilisation (regulation and self–
awareness / control are in the intersection of both fundamental functions). These
two functions occur at different hierarchical levels or recursive dimensions, which
can be called the system and the metasystem.

o

The model of the system is recursive. The unity is constituted by a system and a
metasystem, where each production subsystem (in the system) is constituted by
another viable system or a group of them (another whole entity or set of entities in a
lower level) and each metasystem constitutes the production subsystem of a
higher–level entity in the next dimension of recursion.
The production and foresight subsystems have direct links with the external
environment of the whole system. Each subsystem has however, internal
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environments constituted by the rest of subsystems of the whole; this is how
system differentiation takes place.
The basic unit of analysis in this model are producers of knowledge. This can be of
two types: embedded in products, services or processes; and codified exploitable
knowledge. Groups of production subsystems constitute recursively higher
aggregation entities, e.g. firms constitute industries that in turn constitute a
productive sector within a national economy, which in turn could be part of a group
of nations with shared economic interests. This organisational structure is flexible
and can have different interpretations according to diverse analytical purposes.
o

The next important characteristic of the model is the network of interactions that
connects the functional components. The nature of the relationships is partly
defined by the functions of the elements and partly by the characteristics imposed
by the purpose of the whole system.
Those interactions imply the flow of information containing encoded variety. This is
defined, as the number of possible states of a system and therefore, it is a measure
of complexity. The whole system is an entity whose main task is to deal with
complexity by variety engineering. This means that the system faces an
environment presenting a vast number of possible states and thus, it must be
capable of generating an equal number of internal states to absorb the variety of
the environment.
Consequently, its internal network of interactions corresponds to the flow of
different types of knowledge and resources that allow the production components to
respond to the variety of the environment by generating variety, i.e. knowledge.
This entire network is structured by the law of requisite variety, which in a simplified
form states that only variety absorbs variety.

o

The process of variety engineering and the policymaking function are dependent in
the last instance of the models adopted to explain reality, provided in this case by
economic theory. In market and mixed economies, for example, it is assumed that
self–reproduction can be almost completely obtained at the level of the system, with
a minimum intervention of the metasystem. This is to say that the functions of self–
awareness, control and regulation are performed by the market organisation. The
function of the metasystem fundamentally consists in establishing the basic set of
conditions to allow [market] self–control at the level of the system; to correct
perturbations due to limitations of the model of reality; and, to provide some
additional guidance regarding the future states of the system.
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o

The perturbations in which we are interested involve failures in the self–
reproduction function of the system. Without intervention of the metasystem, the
system could exhaust itself due to limitations of the market to provide self–
regulation and control.
The intervention is operated through an auxiliary control mechanism, i.e. innovation
policies, whose purpose is to promote knowledge generation to increase the
system’s variety response.

o

The general functional components of such a mechanism consist of a feedback
cycle with two inputs: the goal —preferred values for the system’s essential
variables; and the disturbances ––processes in the environment out of the system’s
control affecting those variables. In addition, the system has instruments for
perception or monitoring of the variables, as well as a set of specific actions to
influence the environment and the operation of production subsystems.
The goals are inextricable associated with performance measures, i.e. the only way
of assessing the distance from the target goals is by means of specific ways to
measure those essential variables. In addition, monitoring the variables implies
storage capacity or memory to allow learning and adaptation.
We should not forget that this mechanism operates at the level of the metasystem;
therefore, it shares its main functions of control, foresight and policymaking.

o

Although we have maintained the use of the term innovation policies, our model is
not exclusively centred on innovation or knowledge generation. It implies that at all
the levels or dimensions of recursion, the five sub–functions are equally important
for the sustainability or viability of the whole system. Innovation is only a part of
what we have called the foresight function.
Thus, at the level of production subsystems, namely firms, the five functions should
be promoted to guarantee the firms’ capability to generate variety and therefore,
subsist and be able to grow. For this reason, we have suggested the alternative
term of industrial sustainability policies.

o

One fundamental characteristic of systems theory is that all things or phenomena
that have been perceived or described as systems share common characteristics
and properties. Therefore, generic analytical methods and techniques can be used
in different specific conditions inasmuch as they share the same system principles.
The model that we have described is thus, analytically applicable to any economy.
Naturally, each economy has its own particular characteristics, which imply different
ways of understanding and performing the five sub–functions of the model and
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consequently different ways of variety engineering. These are exclusive and unique
of each case.

The generic application of our suggested model allows us a more complete
explanation of our empirical results. The activities of innovation policy —
originally conceived as science policy, involved implicitly or explicitly systems
methods. They were used as means to simplify complex problems and to
implement transformations aimed at modifying reality. The underlying
philosophy implied that it is not necessary to completely understand a complex
phenomenon to be able to control it. This is to say that once that some goals
had been established by politicians, scientists determined sets of basic actions
to obtain acceptable results in the achievement of the goals.
The basic structure of the control mechanism to influence the generation of
knowledge, which in turn was expected to have social and economic benefits,
was shaped in the aftermath of World War II. The theoretical aspects of its
application were an important concern of economic theory by the late 1950s
and early 1960s. These can be synthesised in what is known as the Arrow–
Nelson rationale, which paid special attention to a variable, knowledge, not
included in mainstream economic models.
Subsequently, with these antecedents, the OECD set up an even more powerful
model to promote the generation of knowledge. Its power rested on its systemic
structure that included:
o

A clear definition of goals and performance measures.

o

An analysis of the environment and constraints of the system.

o

An identification of components and their function concerning the achievement of
the goals.

o

An analysis of the resources used by the components.

o

A management unit to coordinate the system of policies.

These elements, in terms of the model we have suggested, constitute an
auxiliary control mechanism to facilitate the self–control function of the market
organisation concerning the generation and diffusion of knowledge.
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The salient characteristic of the mechanism is that it puts together the orthodox
interpretation of economic processes and the supplementary knowledge
needed to operate the system but that is not offered by the abstract and static
dominant representation. The fundamental characteristics of the orthodox
interpretation are its reliance on the market mechanism, the perturbations that
make the market inefficient, and the set of basic actions allowed to compensate
the identified disturbances. The supplementary knowledge includes as
fundamental component, means to increase the understanding of the dynamics
of knowledge generation, diffusion and exploitation. This is in turn, used to fine
tune the detection of disturbances, the implementation of actions to compensate
the perturbations, as well as the role played by these in the achievement of the
goal of the system.
We argue that the basic components and structure of the mechanism have not
changed since its inception. This occurs partly because the heterodox
approaches have not offered yet an integral alternative to substitute the
mechanism and partly because to a certain extent they partially accept some of
the basic underlying components of the orthodox model. The former implies an
integral and generally accepted approach targeted at modifying the main
functions of the control mechanism, i.e. one including a different model of the
economic system, its factors of disturbance and consequently the actions and
main goal of the mechanism.
This however, does not prevent the control mechanism from adopting
knowledge generated by these alternative approaches, which is very useful to
increase the variety of the set of actions to correct the identified perturbations.
There is thus, reciprocal complementarity between economic approaches while
addressing concrete problems, inasmuch as each framework feeds on and
extends the other, from the perspective of the control mechanism.
Therefore, the knowledge derived from the in–depth study of the dynamics of
innovation processes has been very useful and incorporated into policymaking.
It is evident for example, that the linear model of innovation has been almost
completely superseded and that this implies a great deal of refinement in the
goals of the regulating system and on the variety of specific actions to achieve
these. There are also innumerable advances in measures of performance and
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evaluation, priority setting and foresight methods, and many other areas of the
process of innovation.

7.2. CONTRIBUTIONS AND FURTHER AREAS OF RESEARCH
We have suggested an alternative systemic explanation concerning the origins
and development of innovation policy. The adoption and further development of
this modified perspective in the field of innovation policies has the following
advantages:
o

It is fully consistent with systems theory, solving several problems and theoretical
limitations of the current systems of innovation approaches.

o

Its recursive nature helps to differentiate between the actual system of production,
occurring at one dimension, and the system of policies that takes place at another
dimension of recursion and constitutes part of the environment of the former.

o

It is a perspective centred on the production units of the system (where innovation
processes are originated), and simultaneously emphasising the point of view of
policy–makers, whose activities are also included in the model of the system.

o

It provides a unified framework for innovation policies within which it is possible to
explain the coexistence and convergence of orthodox and heterodox currents of
economic thought.

o

The recursive nature of the model allows to make sense of the interactions between
functional components and integrate areas of research that were perceived as
separated, such as those of national, regional and sectoral systems of innovation.
Similarly, the model solves the debate about the boundaries of systems of
innovation inasmuch as it allows analysis at higher dimensions of recursion.

o

It implies a shift from the promotion of innovation to the support of a wider range of
activities and functions, which are essential for industrial competitiveness and
growth. We think that the systems of innovation approaches coincide with this
policy objective. However, the insistence on an innovation centred perspective
could be somehow misleading regarding broader objectives.

We should stress, that although our model is based in notions from cybernetics,
we are not suggesting that policymaking activities could be substituted by an
actual mechanism. That would be confusing the model with the real situation it
represents. Our intention while using these models, is to increase our
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understanding about policymaking issues. This, however, does not imply that
fruitful research cannot be done formalising the models and working on diverse
types of simulations concerning these topics.
This perspective is at an embryonic stage, there are still many aspects that
need additional theoretical treatment. Among these, perhaps the most important
concerns the analysis of the role of knowledge in the model. In addition, we
have already mentioned that the models are suitable for formal analyses and
simulations and related to these, the relationships between the models and
evolutionary economics seems to be an interesting research line.
There are also methodological aspects that still need to be developed. In
particular, to supplement the functional description of economic systems with
concrete component based ones in real cases, i.e. for the mapping of the
organisational structure of innovation policy in specific countries. Finally, further
refinements can be made to the methodology we have suggested for the
analysis of the policy–mix of particular countries.
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